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ACADEMIES,

HIGH SCHOOLS | AND

COLLEGES.

attention is arrested by street meetings.

At the same

of Sons of Temperance, a number of tents
and lodges of the Rechabites and Johna-

time, it was

admitted

that

this work.

Some are doing it well,

others

indifferently, some very badly, while, in
many cases, there was not even a nominal

we must

address ourselves

The necessity of increasing their number,
and especially of elevating: their ‘standard

was felt and acknowledged by all.
NORMAL

SCHOOLS.

The precise character and position of normal was schools the subject of animated dis-

cussion. All asserted that they should be
strictly professional schools, employing
themselves

with the how,

rather than

the

- what.
to a long and a strong pull in the effort to
But, it was confessed that pupils could
The evening service was held at Kaukau- build has not always been duly estimated. not be found for them, who are already
na, a R. R. station five miles south. Itisa We may learn wisdom from the lesson of sufficiently acquainted with the subjects to
small village, but with great watel privilig- daliy occurences. Mushrooms can grow in be taught. Hence, to its great injury, the
es.” The brethren propose to occupy the a night, but the full-grown oak will reach normal school is obliged firstto communithrough five centuries. The aged negress cate this subject
ground - and be ready to build a church
matter—the
various
when one shall be needed. Evidently the looking upon the divine energy in the liber- branches to be taught—before it can propeople at these appointments know how to ty of the slave, and seeing the work finally ceed to the illustration of how to teach
appreciate the sacrifices of Bro. Phillips in effected, exclaims with great sincerity, them.
in building up the: cause of God. They « Well, de Lord am slow, but He am sure I"
A very interesting feature in the discusmanifest no desire to exchange ministers in
But we find ourselves back to Fond du sion of ‘this subject, was the question of
their transition state. Lincoln's motto in Lae again in the midst of work. The meet- model schools, in connection with normal
the war, viz., ‘It is bad policy to swap ings and 8. S. have been kept up with great schools. This brought out some diversity
horses in the middle of a stream,” will spirit and interest, though the church have
of views. Miss Brackett, Principal of the
sometimes.
apply
to
churches.
From been without preaching. It is greatly to the St. Louis normal school, who if not a vetWrightstown we rode with Bro. P. to
| credit of a people thit can assume responsi- eran is certainly a distinguished normal edGREEN BAY.
3 bilities,in such emergencies.
ucator, thought they should be strictly and
R. CLARK.
This, as every one knows, is one of the »
only model schools, for the observance and
oldest settled towns in the North-west.
criticism of the advanced normal pupils.
More than 200 years ago the French Jesuits
Dr. Edwards, Pres. of the IMlinois norvisited it, and at an early Wiy it was the
“mal university, believed that there should
center of the fur trade. Yet its growth has |
be also a school for practice, in which a
St. Louis, Aug. 28, 1871.
been slow. The last census reported a popThe National Educational Association part of the actual teaching should be done
ulation of about 6,000. The most'rapid inwas in session in this city last week. It by the normal pupils. He thought, howcrease is said to have heen made during the
represents the various classes of teachers, ever, that one organization, in school,
last five or six years.
Fort Howard is
might accomplish both purposes.
and drew together some of the foremost
separated from it only by the Fox river
But Prof. Phelps, Principal of the Mineducators, from all parts of the -country.
I
which is about 500 ft. wide. It would seem
nesota
normal school, thought both eleam sorry, however, to be compelled to say
much better if both cities could come under
ments
necessary, and that they could not
that New England was not very fully repone government. - The population is 4,000.
be secured in the same school. There
resented.
In both there are 15 churches, four of which
must be, in “his estimation, both a modDISTINGUISHED PERSQNS PRESENT.
are Roman . Catholic. The Jesuits have a
el school, conducted and taught by a modN
strong influence in this region.
Among those present were Prof. J.-L. el teacher, for the normal pupils to obWalking about town we at one time were Pickard, President of the Association; Hon. serve, and also a school for practice, in
taken for Catholic priests, and “the one E. E. White, of Ohio, President elect; Prof. which they should teach in turn, to pracwith the black coat on,” it was said, ‘is W. F.Phelps,of Minnesota ; Pres. Dennison,
tice what they had observed.
| a bishop.” At another time we were re- of the Kansas Agricultural College ; Pres.
Almost all agreed in the necessity of the
ceived as business men from Chicago, and a Read, of the University of Missouri; Hon.
two elentents, observation of a model, and
proposal was made to contract for
job of W. D. Williams, of Georgia; Prof. Creery, the practice of what they observe under the
turning.
The Green Bay flies were just of Baltimore ; Hon. W. D. Henkle, of Ohio ; eye of a master; and nearly dll agreed with
passing away. They are a curiosity to the Hon. J. P. Wickersham, of Pa.; Pres. Dr. Edwards that both might be secured in
stranger. Of a gaunt, spiral form, they are Allyn, of McKendon
College, Ill, and one organization.

National Educatidhal Asso.

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

6, 1871.

My Two Lime-Trees.
—————

\

One stretches out under my window
Its arms to the sunshine bright;
Yearly grows taller, stronger,

More vocal with green delight.
The other beneath a church tower
Sings in as dulcet tones,
While the roots creep tenderly downward

Into the buried bones.
One-all night long through its branches

Steal tremulous murmurs deep,
And I think, “ Naw the other whispers
As softly o’er them that sleep.”
‘When one is alive with humming

|

Of bees in its blossoms brave,
1 know that the other is dropping’

Sweet honey-scents over the grave.

—Miss Mulock.

Vacation Rambling.
—

O—

That the laboring man needs rest, none
will deny, but when to take'it and. how to
let go of the interests that should be pushed
steadily onward, is the question. Often it
seems easier to keep in the track than to
break out and come in again. But there
are times when duty demands that we drop

a bird abot 1 1-4 inches in length, wings 3-4

inch, and

feelers

both

¢ fore and aft,

two’

and three inches long. They fly in swarms,
covering buildings and the streets and the
traveler's face. They appear for. a few
weeks antl then are gone.
In the harbor we saw river steamers,
lake

steamers,

pleasure-boats,

But, though only a very few of the many

many others too numerous to mention.
CHARACTER

OF

MEETING.

It was emphatically a gathering of five
and earnest men. Their words and deeds
meant business. They took up and discussed subjects, because those subjects ‘were
practical and needed discussion. They dis-

tugs, ferry-

boats and other sailing crafts. One boats cussed them in a plain, straight-forward,
race attracted much attention. During our earnest way, evidently desirous of getting
stay we fell in with a friend from Ohio, of at the very gist of the matter, in the shortest
school-boy memory, now Hon. Edward time, and by: the most direct method.
Hicks. His parents were members of the There was no dallying, no playing with
:
Connedut. church, but died some time since subjects.
x
In
1862-83
Mr.
Hicks
was
State
|
n
Wis.
\ COLLEGE DEGREES.
:
Senator, and in 1870 he was a member of
In almost seeming contrast with the fore-

| subjects discussed have been noticed, there
must be an end of this letter’ somewhere,

and perhaps it may as well be here.
A.D. W.

dabs, Good Templers, &e.

State agent, It is estimated that of the
460,000 children in Wisconsin, two-thirds
(800,000) are without proper S. 8. instruc-

taking to deeper water at the end of the

od.

The

absurdity

of

Englishmen,

or

lead, they swim into ap enclosure and are Americans, trying to be Germans, Frenchsafe till wanted to pik into barrels. Of! men or Italians, is manifest enough.

—
=
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Out-floor meet-

most of those exquisite productions of his
genius which have made him famous over

‘the world, and which in all time must

in-

ings are held every Sunday in the beautiful fest his abode with associations not likely *
to fade.—New England Historic Register.
grounds of the Capitol, and in the oi
Houses and at the street crossings
d
many hard drinkers have been induced {to
Funeral Sermons.
sign the pledge. Thus God's people an
rp —
the moral reformers are stemming the torThe Ezaminer and Chronicle, speaking rent of satanic influences, and with evident of *‘ Funeral sermon Abuses,” says:
success.
:
We can not but admire the bluff honesty
But the most’ significant effort now on of the old Scottish divine who, when asked
the tapis heré is one just inaugurated tq preach the funeral sermon of a young
against the *¢ social vice.” It has the prom- scape-graee of ‘his parish, at first declined,
ise of good in it. Several earnest and in- but on being pressed, - satisfied at once his
trepid ladies have recently made visits to conscience and the truth in. the following
these haunts of vice and held in terviews with brief discourse:
‘Well, Jock is dead;
the keepers and inmates of these ** banios.”
speak gude of him I canna; speak ill of him
-One of the most important features of this I winna; but he’s gane to his faythers.”

movement is, that it has enlisted’ the daily
morning Chronicle, the leading
and

Administration

organ,

in

its

behalf.

This journal does not hesitate to advocate
the movementin its columns, editorially
and-otherwise, and it does it with

a vigor

and a moral force worthy of all praise.
When the movement shall have got further
under way I will advise you of its progress
and its success. This is but a partial
glance at the work the good people of this
city are doing. Let Christians. everywhere
remember their struggling brethren in
Washington.

PHAROS.

Longfellow’s Home.
—

In

Cambridge,

Mass.,

But besides the danger of exaggeration

Republican|.in delineating the personal character of de-

opposite

Mr.

parted friends; ‘there is another practice to
which nmany ministers are addicted, as objectionable on the score of good taste as the
other is on that of strict veracity. We refer
to the custom of ‘‘ harrowing the feelings”
of the surviving kindred by recounting to"
them, in lugubrious tones, the greatness of.
their loss, the pangs of grief they suffer,
and so on to the end of the chapter. Some
even go so far as to ‘ improve the occasion”
bya personal address to each member of
the weeping circle of mourners. Could anything be more repulsive to a true sensibility
than such coarse
meddling with
the
¢¢ sacred sorrow ” of personal bereavement ?.

There is no reasonable excuse for such abuse

of opportunity, for we are quite sure no real
good ever came of it, and its main effect is
Mr. Longfellow, known as the "Craigie to transform into something like a solemn
House, and also General Washington's farce an occasion which should be the tenheadquarters. It was erected in 1759, by derest, simplest, most touching in its sweet
Colonel John Vassall, grandson of Leon- assuagements, of all that can occur inthe
Batchelder’s, is the well-known mansion of

ard, and son of

t John

who sold

to his

brother Henry the house just described.
It may safely be said that no dwelling in
New England of its date remains more
spacious or elegant than this. It stands
back one hundred and fifty feet from the
road, and is surrounded by large open
spaces on either side, that to the north being of several acres in extent. The shade
trees are elms of the noblest, and there are
other sorts, including fruit trees and ornamental shrubs in great variety.
The front,

stately, of graceful proportions antl harmonious decoration,

is a pleasure

to

behold.

On either side run bread and well-sheltered
piazzas, the front including them being
over eighty feet. The door is massive, and
its ponderous fastenings and brasses the
same as when Washington made it his
home in the memorable winter of 75. The
hall, twelve

feet

in breadth,

contatus

the

life of man.
It- would perhaps he the better way, on
the whole, to omit all but the most general
allusion to the departed. A few words
fitly spoken, leading the thought of those
present to the solemn issues of life and
death, such as'the occasion naturally suggests, would be more likely,

in most cases,

to prove efficacious, than the most affecting
eulogiums which are taken to be rather
complimentary than truthful,and so provoc-

ative of unwholesome criticism in the
minds of unbelieving or captious hearers.

Events of the Week. :
—

The accident on the Eastern R. R., which

was mentioned in

our

news

column

week, was the result of gross

last

carelessness.

The Beverly accommodation train left Boston a half hour behind time,the Bangor Express followed in fifteen minutes and crush-

broad, square, staircase, with landings, to
which poetic genius has given a special ased into it just as it was leaving the Revere
Washington Correspondence.
sociation with the father’of its country.
Thirty passengers:
(No. Chelsea)- station.
»
)
——@—
< The drawing-room is of great hight for have already died, and many are seriously
WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 24th, 1871.
the period, some twenty feet®in either diWashington is regarded in many portions mension, wainscoted in panels elaborately injured.——Closely following on the long line of steamboat and railroad catastrophes
of the country as an immoral and. irrelicarved, the mantel with Cofnthian pilas- comes a report of another which almost
gious ¢ity; and some frightful and’ diaboliters on either side. In it hangs a fine equals in its disastrous results the worst that
cal crimes recently committed here, give a
painting, by Copley, of the second Sir Wil- has taken place. The boiler: of the steamer
color of truth to this opinion.
liam Pepperell and his sister as children.
>

Several months

ago, one

Bolster,

a

tow

Across the entry from this apartment is the
all and recuperate. The disciples heeded thé Assembly. He came to Green Bay going statements, was an animated and dram-shop keeper and a gambler, killed, study, a bright, sunny room, and behind
* the call of their Master to ‘‘ come aside into when a youth of sixteen, and has had much well-nigh excited debate, on ‘‘ College De- on the streets, one James, also a noted it the library of moble proportions, thirty
to do with town business, and of
gourse is grees.” Almost every member had some- gambler; and within a few days one Dar feet in length. with columns diversifying
a desert place and rest awhile.”
The first week of our vacation was taken familiar with much of its history. vo could thing to say, some statement to make, some den, a flush man about town, a member of the longer side opposite the windows. Benot have met a
better companion of whom characterization to put forth, or some sug- Mosley’s gang of guerillas during the war, tween this and the dining room, which is
up in attending the
to make inquiries about the place. He took gestion to offer, until, in spite of the seri- and a keeper of a gambling house, brutally nearly as handsome an apartment, rises
WIS. STATE 8. 8. CONVENTION.
It was held at Portage ' City, the county me to see the fine school building, the ous earnestness with which everybody murdered one John McCarthy, a sort of re-: another principal staircase, as broad and as
seat of Columbia Co. It is located on the Mil- churches, the halls. From the courthouse handled the subject, it became comically ri formed gambler,though not a neformed man, much decorated as that in the front hall.
waukee and Lacross R. R., on the hight of steeplé we had a splendid view of the two diculous. A Senseof something of that —because he was believed to be the enemy of Beneath, the cellar walls are of special stathe gambling fraternity, and had informed bilityya portion of them in handsome brickground—the water-shed—between the lakes cities, the bay and the country around. kind appeared at last to come over the
the authorities of some of their nefarious work, which seems of date more recent
Beholding
men
busy
in
the
street,
marts
of
meeting, and the subject was dropped
and the Mississippi river. The canal, cut
deeds.
I knew McCarthy, and think from than the rest.
trade
and
every
one
playing
his
part
in
the
to
as
:
so
where it was found. It was the regular,
from the Fox river to the Wisconsin
open a passage from the one to the other, drama of life, how forcibly came the words not the honorary, degrees, that were princi- conversations had with him from time to
Colonel Vassall having left it, the house
time,thathe was striving to be a better man.
~~
does not prove to be “deep enough at all of the British poet to mind:
pally discussed.
for the nine months that the siege of Boston
His mistake was, if he meant reform, in not
seasons. One boat heavily: loaded . was
sted
was the abode of Washington.
From
GREEK AND LATIN PRONUNCIATIONgy
* An the world’s a stage,
making his reformation thorough by abah- it were addressed those
aground in the stream and could not get
admirable letters
And all the men and women merely players :
This‘was another subject that was the doning all his old courses and habits ; still,
which organized Nation into successful
off.
They have their exits and their entrances} occasion
of an earnest and animated dis- for his struggles to achieve a better life he revolution. There gathered his generals
Tuesday evening; Aug.+8th, the Conven- And one man in his time plays many parts.”
cussion. A few clung to the ‘English was hated by his old associates, and they in council ; there came to confer with him
tion met. It was held in the Presbyterian
would not forgive him, and hence his death. the patriotic leaders belonging to the legisMr. Hicks took us in his carriage to the Method” of pronuneiation, on the ground
church, which was beautifully decorated with
These occurrences, with’ others of a kin- lative body at Watertown, and within its
that
there
is
no
uniform
~$tandard,
and
we
east
evergreens and flowers, and the word * Wel- Bay settlement, nine miles down the
dred
nature, have given the National Capi- spacious apartments occurred many an inbeing
English,
should
very
properly
follow
come” tastefully woven and set over the shore, giving us a fine view of things from
tal the reputation of being an immoral and a
a
method
consistent
with
our
own
charac
teresting incident which his biographers
rostrum. The house was filled, and the that quarter.
Here is a large Catholic
wicked city.; erbaps it is the most so of have worthily narrated. After the war
.
services proceeded with a zest which show- church, the only one in the place. Here ter.
The great majority, however, united in any city of like population in the country. the property was sold to Nathaniel Tracy,
ed that Wisconsin did net need waking up also we saw the cascadés. The next day
discarding
-all national pronunciation— Respecting such conclusions there is a wide of Newburyport,
who
conveyed it to
on the subject of Sunday schools. The liv- we went or board the steamer Union and
margin for doubt. Be this as it may, there is
ing ‘energies of ‘the working men called sailed down the bay, touching along on the English, German, Italian, or any other.
Thomas Russell in 1786, and. in 1793 it
more for diréction and instruction than for west shore at Pensaukee and Oconto, 80 They insisted that there is a common stand- another side to the. picture and one that finally passed to Andrew Craigie, who long
zeal, They asked simply to know how to miles. About a mile down Fox river we ard, that the ancient pronunciation, sub- does not obtrude itself so manifestly and so dwelt there, and in whose time it consisted
come to the bay, and a mile further we pass stantially, is known, that it is followed by distinctly upon the public gaze of the na- of nearly two hundred acres. Mr, Craigie
do more work and to do it better,
tion. There are multitudes of devout praythrough the cuts in the sand bar, Still fur- the really best authorities, and ought to be
Pres.
Merriman,
of Ripon’ college,
married the daughter of the Rev. Bezaleel
ing, Christians here, who are living the
by
all,and
by
being
so'followed
would
make
Cong,, Rev. W. G. Miller, D. D., of the M. ther we pass the light-house.
Shaw,H.
C., 1762, settled at Nantucket, a
"higher and the better life, and their light
E. church, Rev. J. L. Dudley, of MilwauWe come now to some of the best fishing again the Latin, > especially, the common
near relative of the late chief Justice. He
| shines forth amidst ~ this moral darkness
kee, Presb., with a large number of other grounds in the lakes. White fish in great, language of the learned'vorld.
possessed a handsome estate, and yds fond
Unfortunately, however, the advocates of with a steady and unflickering brilliancy ; of display.
ministers and the laity, representing various quantities are taken for 100 miles along the
He purchased the handsome
the churches are many and well attended,
parts of the State, demonstrated plainly ‘bay. The law allows one mile space be- taking this old pronunciation as a new de- Sabbath schools large and flourishing, and | equipage and four horses - which had. been
how harmoniously all classes could work to- tween the nets,but fishermen infringe upon parture did not entirely agree as to" what it
the property of the. Duke of Kent when in
gether. Prof. Foote, of Chicago,
was it and set their nets nearer together. They is. One wanted the Greek wupsilon pro- even during these hot days, there is much. Boston, and was’ exclusive enough in his
present as usual to conduct the singing. He. are gl up now as the warm water will rot nounced with its initial and leading letter religious ‘intéresbuin the churches. The: habits to provoke the ill will of his neighintroduced The Charm, by P.-Py Bliss, a the nets so fast, One net costing about sounded nearly #s the French u, while an- Young Men's Christipn Association is doing bors,
'
new work published by: ‘Root a: «Cady. $500, said a passenger, will cften catch other insisted that it was but a slight re- a noble work by its out-of-door meetings,
a sumwith
cellar
ice
an
built
he
When
‘Two noted Sunday school workers were from 18 to 20 barrels in a day. One instance move from the diphthong oo. The differen- and its gatherings in Lincoln Hall. Effi- mer house over it, near the site of the prescient laymen, like General Howard, and
introduced from Ohio, viz, "Rev. James E. he mentioned of a fisherman who put up 80 ces, However, were not very great.
and extensive ‘green
Gilbert, of Dayton, and Ret, B. W. Chid- barrels in 24 hours. Gill nets are fot now | It would seem plain that, either this old Capt. Wilkinson of the regular: army, are, ent observatory,
no good could
prognosticated
they
houses,
low, of Cincinnati. Ready on every sub- used, as they choke the fish to death and im- and common pronunciation should be fol- with others from civil life, preaching at the
face of provi
the
in
flew
who
ope
to
come
ject, they did important service. . Mr. Gil-: pair their quality. A lead is sgretched along lowed, or else we should follow the analogy street corners, and souls are brought t
his ice.and
with
sumer
the
spitting
dence,
|
Christ
every
week
through
the
efforts
an
bert ‘has been employed for the year as by stakes, against which the fish swim, and of our own language, in the English methHe was liber.

sq

&

Far in the distant future
Both of my limes I see,
The one is a garden glory,
The other a church-yard tree.
But each will praise God, tree-fashion,
As on the centuries roll;
And I? 1 shall praise Him also,
With my dead-as a living soul.

g Number

soln Hall, Many of these are men whore] death, maintiined its charheter.

One of the most important topics was the

high school’ within reach, to do’ it at all.

Here we found sixteen Free Baptist fam-

we should preach for him, and what should

uested to note

Janel Tor a

two of which

Friday

and return-

ilies anxiously waiting for the good time to
come when they can have the courage and
the means to raise our standard. They
dréad a failure and therefore they hesitate.
We need not be surprised if we hear of an
organization not a great while hence.
That it will require time for a chdirch to

He has three out-stations,

187 T

—

the high schools were not generally doing

OSHKOSH,

Bay. Here Rev. A. Phillips, formerly from
The regular charges for money orders, bank. R. I, has been at work for fifteen years,
‘¢hiecksy, and Post Office money orders may be de
and "under his labors the peovle have a
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
church
edifice ready for thé paint-brush,
are particularly requested to make their remittances
and out of debt.

Bay.

18th, we came

North-western R. R.,16 miles south of Green

as large as possible and thus Bave expenses.
Papérs are forwarded until an explicit order is
recuivil by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
and uiitil payment of all arréarages is made as required by law.

and it

a signal being given

us and ourselves went on board

| WRIGHTSTOWN,
This thriving village is. located on the

REMITTANCES must be made in money or
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the honey in a
registered letter.
All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.

Bay,

they sailed along side by side and tied up,
and the excursion party that came out with

From

6,

i

It was al
| differgnt times the residence of Edward
was always replied, as fi years past, that it relations of the private academy, or seminaThough there are many rum shops in full | Everett, Jared Sparks, and of Joseph Wore
took its name from the color of the water. ry, and of the public high school, to the blast here, and, as a consequencey much in- cester, the distinguished lexicographer, but
For some reason, not'kmown, the water college. It was the decided conviction of temperancgethiere is a strong counter influ- for the last quarter of u century it has been
everywhere exhibits a palish pea-green, miost, that the public high school ought to ‘ence at work, and the temperance people the abode of one who, renowned as he is in
clear and beautiful,
supply all preparation for college, and su- Ave active and are putting forth vigorous ef- letters, has also won laurels to be cherished
alcoholic
monster. in the affectionate regard of his country-.
Off
the
coast
from
Oconto,
the
Union
met
|
persede the Necessity of Any private schools forts -against the
There are here some six or seven divisions men. Under its roof have been composed
the North-western , steamer, on her return to accomplish this work.

Aor the ih
tion, 1. e., 150,000 are in Catholic g deol, | several gentlomen we inqulied

and the remaining 150,000 have no relig-

A
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influences of these Christian . brethren. On, the winter with his flowers.
Sunday evening last, seventeen manifested alin his hospitality, and his widow, who
a desire for prayer at the meeting in 1du- long made the house her home after his

Ocean Wave exploded on Sunday afterndon
while the boat

was

lying

at the

wharfat

Point Clear, Ala., with a party of two hundred excursionists on board.
The scene
was a repetition of that at the Westfield disaster in New York, the

killed and

wounded

numbering from sixty to seventy.——The
yellow fever is raging in a part of Charleston, S. C., and many deaths have occurred.
At is belioyed that it cap be confined to its *
present limits, which will be very grateful.

to. the = Charlestonians.—The . _éorpse of &
young lady. was found in a trunk at the
Hudson: River

week,

R.

which * had

transportation.

R.

Station,

been

N.

carried

It proves

Y., last

there

to, be an

for

abor-

tionist's victim, and it is likely that the foul
murderer will be brought toetrial. —Louis-

ina is disgraced by the conduct.of Gov.
Warmouth and the rest af its politicians.

His last aet was the forcible ejectment from:
office of the Sec. of State,because

he

refus-

ed to resign when the Governor told him to
do so. There is neither dignity nor statesmanship in their conduct,

and

suffering sadly at the hands

the. state is

of its "rulers.

international ¥gat-

There was a grand

ta at Halifax last week, which was] hows:
ever, interfered with by the weither.
Thousands of visitors were présent, and the *
amount of gambling and drinking that was
witnessed there has nat probably been surpassed at any gathering of the year.
France is putting herselfjn shape for new -

disorders: ~ The R

emlly wits to make '

M. Thiers president,

and it also doesn't

wish to, and M. Thiers shares fully in the
wishes of the Assembly.
Considerable bit~
ter discussion is indulgéd by the ‘mqmbers, .
and the future government of the country is
as far as ever from being fixed.
It is be-lieved that negotiations with Germany ave:

taking place with

Baron

von

German agent at Versailles,

ation of French
council-general

Arnim, the

for the evacu-

territory.
Elections for a
will be held throughout -

France about
the end of the present month.

The fidal outcome

of the present

ments and struggles in that

move-

unhappy coun-

try can not yet be predicted with any great
co

ence, re

os
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A

or

not give until the sympathies

his duty to aid the benevolent enterprises of
the day, God will impress his mind when
and how much ‘to contribute ; otherwise he
considers himself excused, and does nothing

4

AND EFFECTS.

for the spread

of the gespel,;

True

there

It is the intoxicat- | should be feeling on the subject; but if we
ing iMgredient in all pure spirituous liquors, limig our” Contributions to our feelings,
whether it be ram, gin, brandy, Wine, ci- great sacrifices will seldom be made. ~ Our
der, beer, porter or ale; and it! is precisely feelings, under the influence of selfishness,’

=

<

Alcoliol,—what is it?

the same in’ them all; thére is'no differ
ence in its nature inany of these liquors;
the only difference, so far as alcohol is con-

fet

The

language

Cerned, is in the

heart will be, ** God

will

sustain

cause;

is

quantity,

will prompt us to keep what we

How is this

what

we

can,

our property

our

have and
of the

his own

own,

and

we

re

drug obthined »
There'is a very general shall see what becomes of it.”
But he
opinion that alcohol exists in the grain, po- who is governed by principle, and not by
tatoes, grapes, apples, &c., from which it is selfishness, readily admits that the gold,
manufactured,
Ifit does not exist in together with the cattle on a thousand hills,
these articles how is it’ obtainedifrom them?” ig the Lord's. He is benevolent, not beTables, chairs, buredus

and’ other furniture

| cause his natural disposition inclines him

are obtained from
not exist
in the

#0
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| Christians ave willing to give

t

T

with it.

tilled or spirituous

liquors

usually

Dis-

contain

Meeting at Woolwich, Me:,
He writes,
season of power,

a
which was
*“ What rea-

son I have to give

the

glory

to

King

of

from 50te 55 per cent. of alcohol. But it may kings.”
:
.
again be redistilled and become still strong- : In Dec., 1785, for the first time Quarterly
rer. So that it may never be said that al“scohol is one of the good creatures of God.”
If it had been designed by God for the use

of man, and beneficial, it would

Meeting was held in Gorham, Me. ‘He attended and says, ‘I returned laden with

have exist-

ed somewhere in nature.
Some people take quails, partridges and
chickens and let them hang in the sun two
oxthree days after they are dead, just as
they are, feathers, entrails and all; and
after they begin to be soft, clean them apd
eat them ; they call

them

. A year later at the close of another'Q. M.

and thanksgiving,

soul filled with gratitude
Oh great

God, thou art worthy of all praise.”

In Dec. he also assisted in the ordination of
games McClarson of Gorham, Me. Return‘ing home in safety he writes, ‘“ Oh may the

and rot all

‘mean the same thing.’ “Will it be very
wonderful if we 1 find terrible results from
the
constant use of the quintessence

My soul doth

Lord have all the praise.
magnify his name.”

of putrefaction ? Why is tainted or decayed

Me., at the
About that time, Gorham,
part called Fort Hill, became noted for dis-

meat injtirious ? Because it has changed in

its form or eompositidn ; it has lost some of plays of the power of God.
the elements it contained when

other elements have
combination.

Each

entered
simple

fresh, and

at

there again

into another
element

O

bless his

Oct. 2, 1787, he assisted at the ordination
Me. "On reof Nathan Merrill, of Gray,
turning he writes, * O that I could find my

‘‘ malled birds;”

putrefaction, decay

Lord,

the

in Gorham he writes,** Bless

my soul, and all that is within me
holy name.”

I should call them decayed birds.
Whoever drinks alcoholic liquors does no better,
for he eats rotten grain, apples or grapes.

Ferment,

Glory
;

experience of the goodnessof God.
to his great ang adorable name.”

Q.

Randall was
Deec., 1788. - He

in

M.

was overjoyed at the Divine presence and
the good news that came from different

is just

the same as when in the ox; only they have” parts. He writes, 8 Oh hlessed be the
become separated from their original com- Yord?-.
fe
:
bination, and have formed a new one. It
In March, 1789, a Quarterly Meeting was

is just the same with the grain; the origin-

first

held at Parsonfield, Me., for the

combination is broken up, and a new com-

time.

The season was glorious beyond descripbination formed from -a part of the ele- tiod. Some account of it will be given in
ments. And no process but that of putrefac- another paper. Randall closes a notice of
tion will accomplish this object, Let «ll it by adopting’ the language of the Psalmist,

tipplers rémember when they call for whis-

‘Oh come, magnify

key, they are simply ordering a dose of ‘rot
ten sugar and stagnant water.
A, D.

Systematic
VW

PEY
a

oi

Get

le

Bernéficence.

——

,

rt

at hand.

-

Lord

with

me.

Tu Oct., 1793, he notes a

Q. M.,

probably in New Hampshire, and after
saying it svas refreshing, he adds in the

da

Order1s ‘sald fo ‘be heaven's first law.
The Creator was ‘evidently governed by the
-law
of ‘order in the’ formation of the uni-

language of Scripture, ¢ O Lord,

lutely necessary to insure success,

The

He says, * Love, pure love,much prevailed.

grace and in the knowledgeof ‘the truth,
- without ‘regularly attendingto the’ stated

June, 1794, he attended Yearly Meeting
at New Durham, which continued four days.

is! expected rand less adeomi served Adittle:

ports were refreshing, glory to/ God.”—In

good unto all, and

thy

thou art

tender mercies are

;
verse. The experience ‘of every practical over all the works of thy hands,”
Nov. Monthly Meeting at New Durham.
business man ‘shows
‘the system is abso-’

|, sservant
of God dobs not expect to ‘grow in
¢

the

Come, Jet us magnify his name together,”
:
His Journal for 1790, ’91 and '92 is not

Glory to the King of heaven.”

tenth

is never
should

certainly be a time to serve God. We are
constantly comingin contact with evil influences. ‘Wehave much agninst which to
contend,

—the

world,

the

flesh,

and

the

devil, all of which have a tendency to deprive us of spiritual enjoyments, and blast

our hopes of eternal felicity.
The. disciple of Christ has then much

to

do ir order to run with patience the (hristian race, keeping his body under subjection, and glorifying his Father who is in
‘heaven. Of the many privileges granted to
Christians in this world

of conflict,

that

of

of

his

annudl

income

in Christian

charities, and as much more as he or she
can afford

without

robbing

others,

What

to-deogoad
—e s po
i

pi 640

oi

n o's Suopiod

ss; 0)

July he visited Berwick, Kittery and York
| in Maine, and Newcastle, N. H. He says,

| “/Amumber of members were added; all

Conte Psi t0 God in the highest.”
ost ue

ice itself.
We Pe

|

=

PH

lowly Master.

Personal

exertion

to

save

sinners,

to

do

disagreeable duties, and to ‘keep at it? in
up-hill work, is one of the severest

tests

self-denying

is

godliness.

Blessed

of

that

disciple who can say, ** It is my ‘meat to do
my Master's will, and.to finish the

which

he

gave me to

do.”

work

Ie goes on

giving up—and giving up for Christ until
his dying hour; and then when he getsto
heaven he will find that what he *‘lost for
Christ's sake,” has been saving up for him
to be his everlasting treasure in glory,—
Rev. T. L. Cufler, in American Messenger.
n——
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; to be taken by any earnest laborer as a hint

+ |

a ‘‘ peivate,”

when his pride

his Saviour ag
tells him that

he ought to wear a ‘‘shoulder-strap” in
Christ's army. =
4. Another very hard thing for most per-

e

Buffalo,

Teacher in Trouble.

follbws

«to the S, 8.

-

Mr.. Workman:

to

|

Listen

to

my

tale

Husband all your strength for the .delivery of the sermon.
Take not a step,
sing not.a line, speak nota

word,

unneces-

sarily ; for we rise in the morning with a
certain amount of physical power, and acquire but little more during the day from
other

sources.

It

is

the

recuperation

which sleep gives, and if that force is expended in a long walk or ride to church,
orin any muscular effort whatever, you
have just that much less for the sermon]
and every clergyman must know that the
more physicalwigor he has, the easier he

can preach.

chide

Singing4s

an

Fh

effort, hence

‘every

verse

sung is a loss of vocal power.
Be more of a man than to be the slave
of a.sippf water, a lozenge, or a lump of
sugar, before or during preaching; the
necessity of these grows upona man with
great rapidity, and

detracts from

his

inde-

pendendence and self-reliance.
Avoid conversation on any subject from
the time of rising in the morning until the
| sermon is delivered; for the more your
subject absorbs your whole being, the
greater will be the uneiion with which the
message is delivered.
Begin in a low tone, but with the utmost distinciness of utterance,

lungs grow warm, and. the
more pliable, throw in more
ally until the end

of the

and as the

voca! organs
voice gradu-

discourse,

wise you will break down

before

other-

you

are

ness and

of

1f the closing prayer is a succinct reproduction of the great practical truth of
the discourse, and that only, the chances
are greatly: increased of its long remem-

brance.,
There

are

few

-pulpits

which

are

free

from draughts” or eddies of air; preaching involves an increased perspiration of
the body, and the

danger

is

great,

the in-

jury certain, of cooling off too quickly,
‘even before leaving "the pulpit; hence
both in winter and summer it is of incalculable -advantage to have a thick cloak
at hand, to be

thrown

over

the

shoulders

/

Along side of skepticism, nay, at the bottom of it, may there not hea grasping for
the solid truth, a hunger for belief, a deep,

claims,

would

like

to come

to a stand

talent

sometimes,

scholars tan

:

:

all the changes

The

changes

hour

for

opening

so often that the

and

hn

social

extravagance, how few

stronger

hold of the truth than he éver

the lambs of Christ's flock. Do
But you need a great

than Iam?”

deal

I ane

swer, “It may be so, but we need you also,
and must have you.
Good,
better, and
vest, all must do their part, and each has a
part, and all, at their best, are after all but

unprofitable servants, who need censtantly
a deep sense of their unfitness, and a humble resting upon God for all that they are or
may do in this service for him.
J

Tae
Hat.”

| pick

“Litre Boy WITH
THE STRAW
A crippled beggar was striving
to

up some

| thrown

| rude boys
| his

old

clothes

from a window,

gathered about

awkward

afternoon

scholars

schogl

don

that had

when

been

a crowd

of

him,

mimicking

and

hooting at

movements,

when

a voice far

above him

| boy with a straw

door,

said:

** Little

hat, look up!” A lady,

and

frequently, that a parent with children of obtain
various ages must find it quite a task to re- | ed

mercy."— Sunday

School

Journal.

}

niemoer each one’s starting-time, and for
Tue NEw Lessoxs.
The air has been
them all to come in company would be pre- for half a dozen years full of new theories
posterous. While the occupants of the { in regard to lesson systems. But none of
class-rooms are vainly endeavoring to make | the writers of theories have yet. tried their
their voices heard in singing their opening { hands at lessons; or if they have done so
hymn, or to listen to and unite in the prayers | in a few instances, they have always failed
of their teachers,
the children
of the || to gain popular acceptance,
The children
main school are hallooing at the windows, || of bachelors are proverbially well govern-

or racing through the general meeting-room, | ed.

or climbing

over the

the

and

noon,

morning

benches;

Those

sometimes

and opening at

whatever

and

who

do

not have to encounter

the | the difficulty of preparing
infants—whose school is held sometimes “in { to have excellent theories.
in the

hour

after-

suits

lessons are sure
We had a theo-

| ry ourselves, years ago, but the practical

| difficulty of the work has proven fatal to it.

| We once

dreamed of a thorough course of

|
|
|
|
interested in their couffse of lessons, and |

instruction in theology and Biblical literature in Sunday Schoor
Now we have to
content ourselvbs with the possible, and to
leave to those who have had no experience, *
the building of pretty castles.
enter into the spirit of them, a new set
But no lesson system has yet attained
of books is introduced ; when some fruits of |{ anything like what will be reached in the
their application to singing begin to appear, next dozen years. We are but feeling after
and their voices umite harmoniously in it. Compare the lessons of any year in
tunes they and their elders are learning to this magazine with those of the year before,
love, away go all the old associations and and see how rapid the progress has been.
and in their places comes | Not
music-books,
a letter has been sent to us in these
something: ** just from the . press,” bur far years, criticising, in any way, our lesson
inferior inwweetness and excellence.
equrse, that has not had careful attention.
The library is snatched away and sent to All the results of experience have been
some
mission-school
before its volumes
carefully treasured, and with the first of
have nearly made the circuit of our own, January, we have tried to introduce new
and the excitement of the children is so on and better methods.
Next year we propose
the increase that they are never satisfied,
to introduce yet greater improvements in
and the néw library is instantly condemned the ‘arrangement and development of the
as not at all equal to anybody's wishes, lesson work ; improvements which will be
and the dissatisfaction only quieted by the re- hailed with pleasure by all our friends.—
ly thatthe next shall be better. I could Teacher.

restless to move on.
When, therefore, you
have stated a point clearly, ‘sharply, leave

engines.

They

must go, or bur-t.

existence.

The man who has battled , with** the ever-

we

sometimes

with cold) “at the locked

of the Master, that he shall rule, and not

lasting no ” and come off victor, has a far

best;

shivering | God will bless you for that{” As he walkwhen | ‘ed along he thought how glad he had made
the door is opened such a scene of disorder | his own heart by doing good. He thought
ensues that the. few teachers who have had | of the poor beggar's grater] look; of the
the imprudence to come a little before the | old lady’s smile, and her approval; and
time, think they'll “never do so again.” {last and better than all, he could almost
Father whispering:
The different divisions of the school open at | hear his heavenly
so many different hours, and change so | * Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
broiling in the heat,

Chey individualize.

;

the

pretend to remember it.” They come when- | leaning from an upper window, said earn‘ever 1t suits them ; they stand (sometimes | estly: *“ God bless you, my little fellow !

mind, be necessary in order to its positive

ji

demands

| Tiis helplessness and rags. Presently a nolittle fellow came up, and pushing®
cular is. laid in each pew, changing the | ble
hours and meeting-places of the societies, or through the crowd, helped the poor*cripplaced
giving them new names or new officer, or pled man to pick up his gifts, and
abolishing them entirely and establishing [ them ina bundle. Then slipping a piece of
| silver into his hands, he was ruaning away,
‘others—** the same, yet not the same.”

Here they must be sacrificed to that demand

5. The last rule of giving up which we

even

better man of woman

in the arrangements of the church and
school since he has occupied that position,
you would think 1 was remancing. . Every
year a new schedule is suspended tn the
vestibule of the chuyeh, arranging the services on a different plan; every year a cir-

here that self-sufficiency, and vanity, and

we.

church,

you still say,

which our pastor has made

the face @f some truth, and no sham, illusion, or mere tradition.
So that which
seems to be the exact opposite and neutral-

of cenviction,

of the

and feeding

feeep it in

their minds.
We don’t want to’be continually altering our plan of teaching. If I
were to give an unvarnished statement of

own way. Butthe very essence of true spirit-

and strength

cause

that very ground,” Not so fast my brother,
What we mean is this: We want all the

long enough to comprehend. where we are
and what ‘we are to do next. We don't
want: to have new question-books and new
class-books and new singing-books every
six months, as if it were our pastor's duty
to provide sale for all the books that are
pubhshed. We don’t, want to change the
nour for commencing schoolso often that

them employed.

There may ¢ome out an increas-

that the

flock. But Ire seems to have one’ great want
the best native talent,
and the
fault—a spirit of restlessness. We are not highest cultivated talent; we want the one
Sold fogies,” we are willing to advance, talent and the five: talents and the ten taland wish to avail ourselves of all the real cents; we want all the talent, consecrated
advantages within. our. reach; but we
and devoted to the one work of gathering

real and worth the having,

ed clearness

‘I know

half humility

*‘Exacily so!” he ex-

the very best, and as I have it not to give,
therefore I am excluded and excused on

doubted talent, warm love for his work,
and a deep interest in the~hmbs of the

it. Do not drag. Move on. 4. Love of
Empleyment.
The activity of children
needs only fo be guided aright. Give them
insatiable yearning fof faith ? ‘only there something to do. They are tireless,, indesteam
exists the deep conviction that faith, to be- fatigable, irrepressible—veritable

must look into

half indifference,

and half laziness.

their teacher's convenience—are clattering
{up and down the stairs, getting into little
half dome.
’
Never study a gesture or an intonation; || disputes, or erying with. weariness and the
pain of being crowded.
this involves a mental diversion -from the
Then, as soon as the fetiar are really
subject, and impairs your force.

Sunday

The catise is among the best on earth,
It demands the best of everything, ¢¢ Ex.
actly so,” says some curiously constituted
teacher, who is a mixture of half earnest.

his troubles as

Worknian and asks

be helped out of them?

before the New York

school Teachers’ Association :

RE

Or

A 8S. 8. teacher presents

sons to give up, is to give up having their
ual obedience. lies just here, ‘It ‘is right

pily corrected by the ‘Rev. Dr. Heacock, of

Ss

neither teachers nor

Physiology of Preaching.

One of the hardest things to

many a Christian is to serve

page

/

at

the moment the seat is taken after the
sermon has been delivered; perhaps it is detail other changes—sad ones; 1 could
of more importance in summer than in tellof plans that resulted only in breaking
up established organizations and leaving
winter, because perspiration is- so much nothing; of faithful laberers wearied out
* Lay down that sin! *¢ Cease to do evil,” » more readily induced; and is more” apt to and driven away by the singular distrac-.
comes before ‘‘ Learn to do well.”
: ‘become profuse ; hence the danger of cool- tions brought to bear upon them; but perhaps I have complained
enough.
We
3
2. - We must give up whatever by its di- ing off is greatly increased.
could
be
interested
in
progress,
and
carried
Put’
on
over-coat,
hat,
gloves,
everyrect influence tends to injure ourselves or
along with it, even if sometimes.its course
1 others. - Here comes in the law of brotherly thing, before passing out of the door, and was too rapid.for individual tasteor judglove—the law of avoiding the appearance of if possible, walk home, walk briskly, mouth ment; we could be willing to see experi-ah
ments tried, andto join in trying them;
| evil, and of renouncing whatever causes our shut, breast protected.
brother to stumble. This is the-generally + It is suicidal to ride even a mile within but to be merely kept in violent motion, to
be always taking something new and always
‘accepted basis for the duty of total absti- an hour after preaching, if it is a chilly day, giving up somet ing old, never to be allowor
a
cool
wind
is
blowing.
:
nence from intoxicating drinks. We have
ed to receive the full benefit of any plan.beA meal should be taken as’ soon after cause it is never worked out, often to. have
a very poor opinion of the piety of any man
who will not give up his bottle of wine. or preaching as possible, if there has to be glimpses of beauty and excellénce and sucturned out
any other self-indulgence for the sake of another sermon on the same day a mile or cess a little before us, and
of the way just as we have labored through
:
taking a stumbling-block out of a fellow- more distant.
the drudgery and are Feagiing ‘out our
If another sermon is to be preached in hands for the recompense, is
creature's path, $§This second principleof
distressing.
abandoning every practicé which may mis- the afternoon at the same place, make We sometimes wonder if our honored paslead others, is the one to be applied by a your dinner of a cup or two of hot drink, tor ever thought much about the counChristian whenever heis solicited to play a piece of celd bread- and butter, and a sel given in Jeremiah6: 16, in Philippians
3: 16, and in Galatians6: 9.
whist, or to attend the opera, the cfrcus, or slice of meat, nothing else whatever, unv
—
v
:
because ia
the dancing-party. You may not become der any pretence whatever,
CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDHOOD.
The
part
the
great
flow
of
nervous
power
is
a gambler, but cards make gamblers of
Euxcelsior, in a very suggestive
article,
others. You may not be corrupted by the toward the brain, and is kept up by the
gives
the
following
characteristics
of
childopera-stage, or by the promiscuous dance; mind running back on the sermon; orit
hood, which every teacher should make use
is
directed
with
all
the
power
left
in
the
but their influence has damaged thousands
(}
ofin his work :
;
.
of your fellow Christians. The safe side of consideration of the sermon to be deliver
1.
Curiosity.
To
find
out
a
thing
is
all questionable amusements is the outside. ed, with the result that so little goes to
one of the most charming thingsin the
3. Give up whatever tends to pamper the stomach that it is barely sufficient to world’ to a child. Excite in him a desire to
the passions, or to kindle unholy desires. digest a comparatively small meal, and know, and he will eagerly wait upon your
Paul’s noble determination to ‘‘keep his that a very light one; if a hearty dinner questions, and set to work to solve them.
He delights in a puzis taken before an afternoon discourse, it He loves to unravel.
body under,” impiies.that there was something or other in Paul's fleshy nature which remains for that reason urdigested, de- zle. He will tug away for hours at a riddle. The teacher must use this fact,
He
ought to be kept under. It is also true of composition-of the=food takes place, wind must stimulate inquiry, not adopt the lectis
evolved,
distending
.the
stomach,
which
about every Christian, that somewhere in
uring, cramming mode. It isa good plan
against the
more yielding to leave something in one Sunday's lesson
his nature lies a wedk point,a «besetting presses up
the next. 2. Variety,
- their power of action, and to be answered
tendency to sin; and right there must be lungs, curtails
Children love change. They crave it. They
there
is
such
an
uncomfortable
sense
of
applied the check-rein of self-denial. Even
can not endure humdrum - ways. Superineminent Christians have had to wage con- oppression as to unfit for the second serv- tendents should consult variety in their
stant battle with sexual passions. Others ice.
opening and closing exercises.
Teachers
After the last service of the day,'do all] should change their mode of opening the
have had sore.conflict with irritable, violent
tempers. When a servant of Christ is will that is possible to get the mind out of the lesson, and of teaching it, from time to
ing to take a back-seat, or to yield the pre- day’s rut, by thinking of anything else fhan time, 8. Vivacity. Children are full of
animation. Their pulse beats faster than
eAnijence to others; he is ‘making a surrend- the labors of the day.—Hall's Journal of an adult’s, They think faster, speak faster.
:
se
er
hich is well-pleasing to his meek and Health.
They are impatient of slowness, = They are

{ haveroom for in this brief article is, that time,
| om adi a,
.
ease and money must all Be held tributary
| MWedkiiess is more dpposite to virtue than | to Christ. In these days ot stylish’ equi-

of

.

.and help me out of them.
Our
child of God was ever bankrupted by be- ‘troubles,
Sunday school ‘is what you might call a
nevolence ?
5
changeable one. We have a truly excelItis harder to-give up case than money. lent’ pastor, a man of earnest piety, un-

‘means
of grace. Butwhen ordéF
is not ob- ‘In closing the account he says, ¢¢ The re- waywardness, and obstinacy are to be met. izer of faith, may, in certain conditions of

jaws! fil of performing

™

time to live, a time to die, and there

thus spent

~

This steam is

key to their purses and
bank-safes!|

;

A

J)

lost ; for there is a time for all things—a

Time
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a portion of water

caught in another vessel and cooled.

a Quarterly

to Jesus

gratification.
Every servant of * Christi |.
should systematically bestow at -least ones

tending them,

“Early Sketches.—No. 19.

In Sept., 1784, he-attended

up

Every professor of religion, especially Too many go through the solemn farce of
every chureh-member, should highly esteem writing * Holiness to the Lord” on their
meetings of this kind, and be prompt in ‘ats property, and then using it for their own

the forest; but they do be‘so, but from a sense of moral duty. De- meeting together in the capacity of worforest in these various | siring to accomplish much for the glory of shipers, should be most fully appreciated.
forms.
God, he adopts a systematic plan of benevo- Meetings designed for the individual exerThe materials from which they ' are man- | lence, to which he strictly adheres to the cise of the various “ gifts,” are well calcuufactured exist in the forest; but in making | close of hfe,
He invariably makes it a lated, in their nature, to advance lieaventhem a portion of the trees is’ selected and | point to contribute for objects of benevo- ward the pious saint. In the conference
other portions rejected. So in the forma- | lence one-tenth, one-fourth, one-third, or room, in the social circle
of praying believtion of alcohol, the simple elements of | one-half of his weekly, monthly, or annual ers equal freedom is granted to all.
* There
which the alcohol is composed, the carbon, | income, as his wants and circumstances al- in the pare atmosphere of celestial influhydrogen and oxygen, exist in the grain, low. He gives willingly and systematical- ences, the child of God, the weakest’ saint,
grapess&c., but they exist in another com- ly, and in a few years finds that God has the humblest suppliant, may disclose the
bination, with other materials, and form
most abundantly blessed his efforts.
feelings of his heart—his sorrows, hopes,
an entirely . different substance; so that
joys.
Then, for atime,
B.
he feéls himself
there is not a particle of alcohol iin any |
freed from the cares and toils of life, and
vegetable. Prof. Liebig, one of the most
from him who seéks tQ«lesfroy both soul
éminent chemists, says, “It is contrary to
and body.
The world, with all its’ deceit-.
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
all sober rulesof research to regards the viful charms and delusive “Prospects, loses
tal process of an animal or plant as the |
its attractions. The soul enjoys that which
EXTRACTS FROM RANDALL'S JOURNAL.
cause of fermentation.
The opinion that |
the
world can neither give nor take awav®
Love for souls. This is what is : needed,
they take any share in the morbid process
Why
then should it seek for joys on eudrth;
by all in order to pray and labor effectyalmust be rejected as an hypothesis destitute
ly. Randall felt this love. . In the spring when heaven can fill it with joys wiutteraof all support.
In all fungi, analysis has
ble—with hopes bright and never failing,
of 1782 he writes, ‘“ My soul is longing
detected the presence of sugar, which duratter the salvation of poor sinners. O that founded upon the surg promises of God ?
ing the vital process is not resolved. into
- Now let the serious question be propoundall who are strangers to religion would conalcohol. And it has been held by many that
sider; what a risk they run,—what danger. ed. Who would absent himself from praynature, unassisted by art,never forms alcothey are in. Let them have what they will, er and conference meetings? ; Yes, from
hol.” And especially is this the case with
those social gatherings,
where kindred
if they have not religion, they have nothing
grapes. Sir Humphrey Davy says, ‘It has
that will give victory over death.” Early spirits hold communion with each other,
never béen found ready formed in plants.” || in
1789 he writes, ** How 1 long that sin- and inhale the sweet fragrance, wafted by
| ners may taste and see that the Lord is the winds of heaven from ‘the pure throne
forms spirituous liquors ; she rots the grapes |
of the Holy One. Who that has the slight.
| good.”
upon the branches, but itis art which con- |
of praise. In all the religious est conceptions of the immortal state, - can
Full
verts the juice into alcoholic wine.” Prof. | journals I
have seen none
so often ex- studiously avoid entering those inviting
Turner says, “It does not exist ready
pressing praise to God as Randall’s. The halls of heavenly worship? The person
formed in plants, but isa product of vinous
injunction of Paul was much in his mniind, who can do this, without a feasonable exfermentation—a process that must be invit- “In everything give
thanks.” May 20, cuse, must be destitute of the life and powed, superintended, and, ata certain state,
1782, he writes, “This day, William, our er of religion, whatever great pretensions
arrested by art.” Dr. Morrison says, ** Al- sixth child, was born, for which may God, he may make to the outward forms and
cohol is essentially an artificial thing pre- the giver of every mercy, have. praise in -ceremonies of Christianity. The life-giving
pared by man through this destructive proc- the highest.”
and soul-inspiring princig) is not there.
:
x
~~
ess of fermentation.”
Ia May of the same year he says, * Glory Or, if it ever was, it has departed,} if not
So that we learn that alcohol is never to God, I had sweet encouragement, for from the world, from the heart of that
found in any sound vegetable, and is never souls were brought to rejoice in the Lord.”
proud professor, who is ashamed to fassemeven produced in the natural process of
ble at the conference room, and mingle his
At Brunswick, Me., in the autumn,
decay umaided by art.
Alcohol may preached to a congregation that seemed very voice with the saints of the Most High.
be formed from anything that contains much swallowed up in the customs of vaniB.
starch or sugar.
The starch by means of ty. But he writes, ‘ Blessed be ‘the Lord,
its compounds, and by the procéss of heat- the word fell with great weight.”—A work
Giving Up for Christ.
ing, changes to sugar; the sugar is thus of grace commenced.
The, next day was
8
SpE
diluted with water and rotted, or ferment- ,the Sabbath. Early in the morning, while
A friend requested me to name a few
"ed, which Liebig calls putrefgction; untit it it was yet dark, he heard the voice of simple
and practical rules for Chris‘changes the sugarinto aleohol.
And this praise in some part of the house. His tian self-denial. ‘It
is not what a man
process is effected by uniting the carbon, whole soul vibrated. He arose from his takes up, but what he gives up, that makes
«hydrogen and oxygen. in the proportions -bed and says, *‘ I was rejoicing and prais- him rich towards God.” Now what ought
of 4 parts of carbon, 6 of hydrogen and 2 ing God. And very soon a young man a follower of Jesus to give up for his Masof oxygen, which forms the alcohol which came down” from the chamber saying, ter's sake ?
all spirituous liquors contain,
‘ Glory, glory, glory; I have found the
1. Of course every man who would . beThus we have brewedor fermented lig- blessed” Jesus! and, blessed be God, we come a Christ’s-man, must renounce everyuors; such as rum, gin, brandy, whisky, joined with him in giving praise.”
thing that God’s Word and a healthy con&c., are fermented from brewed liguor.
This was Randall's third visit to Maine. science set down as wrong.
All sins are
The brewed liquors are put into a covered On returning home in Nov. he writes, ** I ‘‘ contraband” at the gateway of entrance
kettle and boiled ; the alcohol being li%hter have seen much of the power of God. Let to the Christian life. The sentinel at the
than the water will pass off first, but it has all glory be given to him.”
gate challenges us: with the command—

stich a strong affinity for water it will carry

6, 1871.

—————ceserlie

of his heart

are-awakened, Another
thinks that, if itis

Alcohol—No. 1. i
ITS NATURE

————
EL T

Keep

The teacher must ehgage

all his class, all the time.

He must throw

the burden of the lesson upon them. -5.
Imagination: In:children it is wonderfully
active, and they picture out every
thing.
Make

the

lesson

So pregent the truth.

stand out in its concrete.

ONE DANGER.

‘The Sunday school is in

danger of being enervated by over-much
legislation, Hence “it is we, have certain
schools whose punctilios neutralize all, or
nearly all, effective work; most of whose
time

is occupied

in

opening,

calling

the

roll, distributing books; singing a hymn or
two, often of most inappropriate words.
The

hour

is gone, no lesson is effectively

dren dismissed ; and this is continued from
year to year, till the Sunday school
becomes

almost a synonym for the pastime of some,

and of weariness and disgust to others, and
o real efficient service to few.—Chrishan
ear,
|

THE Facts.

Rev. Asi Bullard

believes

that ministers’ and deacons’ childrew are
slandered, and furnishes the following sta-

tistics,

carefully collected

his friends,
is in kim:

by himself and

as the reason for the faith that

In 448 families of ‘ministers and deacons,
there were 2,101 children over fifteen years

of age, of whom

1,414

were hopefully

pious, 93 were in the ministry or fitting for

it, and only 84 dissipated! And all the remaining children, with very few exceptions,

were respectable and useful citizens,

Can

results like these be obtained from the same

number of families (taken impartially as
these were) of any class or profession of

parents, especially of those whd

are not

professing Christians? How false and -unJust then ‘the proverb, that, ministers’ and
deacons’ children are worse than other children.’
)
:

HiNts 70 Pastors.
Not only instruction, but cheer is needed. *
His office creates the expectation that he
will be the teacher of the teachers.
He ought to be so thorough a student of
the Word of God, of the human mind, of
methods of instruction, of ways of illustration, and of Sunday school matters in general, that his services would he worth more

to the teachers’ meeting than thoseof any

one else.
ik
1. Let him know the children.
them.
in the

:
2. Love

8, Beget their love.
4. Visit them
Sunday school. *5. Invite them to

attend public service repeatedly-—never let
them forget ‘that this is expectedof them.
6. Let him remember them while preaching, as the lambs of the fold whom he
should feed; and adapt, as far as possible,

his teachingto their comprehension,

elicit their interest in it.

Su

and

Rainy DAYS. The Sabbath school teacher has a three-fold reason for Brompt atge

dunce

ab. his post on a rainy Sabbath.

T¢ “may, from’ various causes, effectually
reach a scholar when few are present to

forms. Do not generalize. Deal not with kwhose heart he oan not gain access in a full
abstractions.
Give fo everythinga real, class. Some scholar who is about to retangible existence, that the ‘child may ny move may come because it. is the last Sabhold of it and picture it out before its mind. bath, and thus give the teacher the last oportunity to reach that soul. And because
‘it is the

last

ODDO,

his words ay

could have had without the conflict, only be
‘Goon, BErrEr, Best. The demand of have a power and an effect they never ‘ha
it remembered he must come off victor!
the best talent in the Sunday. school is not before.
V

Hy

taught, the school is closed, and the chil-

TT,

LE ith

L
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‘

never felt, a base
Te -

;

dogtm

which, like

bhim

3

which they spring.

tl) Oe

sweetly strange will be the day
hunger now no more!”

‘When we shall hegt the cooling rill,

~

And foel the'fountain’s freshness ili

+ The vital, balmy air, and still
Thirst not forevermore !

so

many

Let no

one,

orts, are

poured

forth in

,

towns,

y

was

\

\

a very popular ministerwe hope to help
the town

our vicant

then, de-

useless

western

its founders.
‘We think it
ought not to have done so, and by getting
by

inddeing

people

lots, . The

field

to purchase

is

greatly re-

can draw people, not only
places, but from

more manifest,

Hands

Mr, Editor, we

want

our

filled.

profusion

When we shall plan for endless years,

onored; and after they are
words of praise that - would

gathered

‘When service shall be
Forever banishing the
Love the sole motive.
i Thou shalt make all

and

wrought aright,
night,
O Thou Light!
things new !

Ounistfloring darlihcs, crowned our own,
Shall fold us in 4 bliss unknown;
The patient, tried and true!

: We being certain a!l the while

I'he sin that did bur souls defile,

And made us cry * Unclean”—

1s blotted out; as from the sky,

When the great sun goes shining by,

|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

nor strive to hide, nor sigh;

Bat find it ifeaven’s joy to lie

Full in the light of his pure eye,
Made pure (ike Him, by Him!

*

And now, though words must fail to tell

~°

yet is it well

That Hope
within the veil should dwell,
And sing of the unseen?
— Evangelist.

To Be a Christian.
more than to

filled hive,

and

live

from the hard toils of others. It means to
take an empty hive and fill it full, and then
fill all the extra boxes which may be given.
It means toil in the morning dew, the

hot sun at noon, dnd the damps of evenin

nounices it the best of silica, for

—when the wind blows and the dust flies.
Toil while there is honey to be
gathered
and cells tobe made or filled. £o be a
Christian does not mean a well-chosen
church relation, with perquisites of wealth

the

in

——

the Word,

and

a new

man

for whatsoever a man

also

strongest men to
$600, and if we

reap.

He

corru

that soweth to the Spirit shall

in the future

a moment to

he

gource

HILLSDALE

Neck-Twisting
:

So it ma

shall

we

correct

them?

;

&c.

on

MAINE

|.

many a soul about him.

may not have been capable of many great
deeds before we were Christians, but a multiplied. host of little ones. These little,
wicked ones made, up our lives then, and
"may have limited our capabilities for great
er deeds.
:
:
'
To be a Christian is to be Christ-like.
There are busy scenes to be visited, where’
+ Christian life must not be bartered. There
ones to be fed, who won't have
are hun
the bread broken from our hands. There

GEORGE

LYNDON

-

>

Union.

There are publi- ‘of

our lips.

comfort from

cans, to be mingled with, and instructed in

the well curbs,

who

must

Samaria may be. saved.
demned by

Why is my nest empty

Thirsty ones by
be

Fallen

of hers, standing

taught

Why

should m

that

around me?

ones, con-

Why

while

and desolate,

I hear the chirp and twitter of every
must pains,

and:

uest

losses,

gorrows be appointed for me while the
stream of life. flows so smoothly to my
neighbor P—why?- Because God is doing

by. us, waiting

words of kind ness—and to have their faults
written in the sands of memory, and not
in glaring lines upon the , rocks. There

some especial work for you; but what he

does, you know not now.—ZEzcelsior.

may be a cross at the foot of some’ objegt
somewhere for us, but if there be, there is a

* resurrection Th orning three days beyond—
and’ there is a home and a mansion in that

“sweet by and by.”

wheel?

property go sweeping down as with a flood,
while others grow rich by my misfortunes?

Wicked, but not heartless,
the way of life.
great, deep souls have they, but oh, how

empty of the water of life.

its balance

No weary toil, * for

Wanted, a Pastor.

[3

The following we take from the Interior.
they rest from their labors” ‘“over there.”
any pastor-seeking church should happen
No grief or sor row, for
discover here a family trait, the vision of
will do them no harm :
“ Barth has no sorrow heaven can not heal >
DEAR Sig—We were very
glad to see
It pays “tobe a Christian. —Ch. Advance. .
your proposition “to become the medium
through which churches can advertise their

y Praise.

Praise .is
flattery,

¥

but

.

sometimes
they

are

wants,

confounded”
with
as

different as

urest

gem from

raise

1s the honest expression

the

the’ busest tinsel jewelry.

ing, called forth by something
worthy, and is always in the

18 onthe lips. ' It is a generous’

*
If
to
it

of real feel-

intrinsicall
part before it
tribute,

an

We want a pastor—the

tight

kind

of a man, of course. Qur last mi ster was’
a good pastor and a first-class preacher, and
the church increased largely in membership, but the growth of the congregation

y

.

was slow.

We want to fill up faster.”

bi

7

"WHITESTOWN

re
i
‘unselfish and candid expression of pleasure married,
in what is ‘good,
Flattery, on the other 1° The field is a very important one. In
hand, is a hypocritical pretense of what'was the first place our tewn is an old one,

is first

found, it

bas

FALLTERM,

-

WINTER TERM,

SPRING TERM,
First class

well have urged as
‘I am not
repenting,
have my sins forgiven.”

of any Christian duty ? Besides, is. not the
neglect to confess Christ before men, as a

failure in duty, itself a barrier in the way of
becoming better? We certainly tan have
no goodness, except as we believe . and
obey.
]
ot good enough? Then the door. of
the Church has been opened by Christ only
for those already established in righteous;
ness. Is the Church a garden only for the
planting of full grown trees? Is it a mere
The
for harvested believers?
granary
truth is iu the “opposite direction. The
Church is a nursery for the training ‘of
young plants ; a field for the growing and
harvest.
maturing of the upspringing
When Christians have attained to *‘the full
‘corn in the ear,” they are fitter for heaven
than for the Churehon eaith. With all its
defects, that Church is the best place, if
rightly used, in which to . become strengthened and built up in the Lord.
But perhaps the objection is that such
and such church members are so bad.
Then it ig high time that those who are so
much better as to. feel how bad these others
are, should step- in and rescue the cause of
the Master from disgrace. Who are better fitted to set a proper Christian example
than those who feel these evils? Which is the
worst, to refuse to confess yourself such
with, the design of being such, and then
throngh human weakness to fall short?

Which is the worst, to fail when intendingto
to save a drowning man, or to refuse

save him because some one else has failed P

life.

The

from a

childre

light should neither plead the. objections of
the

children

of

this world

against

=-

-

-

facilities

=~

,-

-

-

=~

.

Pyare

Fi

Dep’t.

»

a

Terms moderate."

the

great

life-work.

The next thing is mortifi-

cation ; the hardest, but not the least im‘portant of Christian
duties.
The nex#

$50

for $3 00.

= Dec.ll
students

Wood

thing, and it is a matter of perpetual
gation, is to look

to Jesus for

an

obli-

* These means

and efforts; em-

ployed throughout life, with incgsant vigilance and ever-deepening earnestness and
humility like that of him who exclaimed,
«0 wretched man that I am, who shall de-

liver me from the body of this death ”
shall certainly eventuate .in good, and in
the overthrow of our old sins.

R.8.8.
_J pages,
all diseases
ion. Write

Fall

Term

‘“is

the

of secular.”

The

an-

cient world containell these tfvo and only
these two eenters of illumination, separate
and

independent,

to which

the

modern

world is indebted for the highest gifts of
human learning and the life-giving powers
of divine grace. Greece, while it enlightened and delighted the intellect, left the
conscience and
spirit of man unsatisfied.
To meet the wants of these, to reach man

in the deepest seats of his being, it required
somethin more inward, more penetrating,
more vital, It required the simple ye profound truths of that revelation. which began,
and was perfect in Judea. With regard to
the teachings
of that revelation, I will note
but two things. One is that to the Hebrew
mind the thought of morality and the thought
of God were never separate, but were ever
essentially at one.
That word belongs to
the oldest record of the Hebrew race.
“ Shall not the Judge of all the earth do
right P And this i
Fn
of morality. “and

teachings

religion,

which

pervades

the

alike of lawgiver; psalmist, and

will com-

Academy

will

MR. T. A. STACY,
A.V.

Teacher

English,

-

-

- = -

-.

-

-

Holds Firmest;

" The

of

music,

either

wishing to board themselves.
‘
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Address
ever; sample free.so there is no risk.
130 Maiden
at once Hudson River Wire Works.
Lane, cor. Water St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,
12m17
Chicago, 1il,

The advertiser, having

copy of the

prescription used (free

which they

will find

upon

the

with

of charge),

same,

CONSUMPTION,

for

cure

sure

ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS,
&¢.
prescription wtll please adParties wishing the
:
EDWARD WILSON,
:
dress
Williamsburgh, N. Y.
Street,
Third
264 South
ar 3m26
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ANCHOR

LINE

STEAMERS

Sail every Wednesday and Saturday to and from
NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
;
Calling at Londonderry to land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favoriteline are built express|
ly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted up in
every respect with all the modern improvements caland convenience

culated to insure the safety,comfort
of passengers.

PASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY,
RPOOL AND LONDONDERRY.
TO GLASGOW, L
FIRST

and $75, according to Location,

CABIN,

Cabin Return Tickets, $150. securing best accommodations,

$28.
Country

STEERAGE,
INTERMEDIATE, . | $33.|
Parties sending tor their friends in the Old
ean

purchase tickets at reduced

rates.

|
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tic ulars apply to HENDERSON
Green, N.Y.
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QUESTION EBOOK,

NEW

WONORIECL WORKS OF JIS,

>

PIKE SEMINARY,
Count; , N.'Y., will open August

EDITION

for ,the NEW
Also

CLARK,
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|
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Baptist Publications,

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by
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using the
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| Freewill

with use of instrument, $1h00; Board, $3.00 per
week 3 Board {np clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for selt:

Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

cured o.

been permanentl

that dread disease,Consumption, by a simple remedy,
is anxious to make known to his fellow sufferers the
.means of cure. To all who desire it, he will send a

AND

continues 12
FALL TERM begins Augd®e2d and$100;
PenmanTuition, $6.00; Incidentals,
weeks.
Music,
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suip, $1.50 for twenty lessons;
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H. SHAPLEIGH.
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The Best,
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Pianoforte or Organ,by a teacher of large experience
qualified to teach Thorough
from Massachusetts,
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.
:
Special * attention given to those preparing for
College.
BOARD,
:
Good board may be obtained in
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms

~

Cheapest,

THE

» Use of Instrument, =
y
An excellent” opportunity will be given those desiring a complete corse

Rolls;

D urable 3

CURVED CLAMP

com-

of Penmanship
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Eagiest Working ;

hE
HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.
TUITIONS.

Primary Course,

WRINGER,
Spir al Cogs,

Miss. Hl. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
of Instruthental Music.
Mrs. K. J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
Music.
Miss
}

MASS.

Moulton

+

Languages,
.
.
>enmanship, (12 lessons)
«
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)

fountain-head of religious knowledge to the
world, as Athens is

and

=

mence on Tuesday, August 29, and continue
weeks under the following instructors:
A N. MARSTON, A.B, Principal.

Higher English,

—

said,

institution

Inst uctign will be given

of Lebanon

in-

SEMINARY,

Most

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
The

further

FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure of the person, skin, hair, eyes, compiexto 714 Broadway, New York.
1y4.
x

RELIANGE

Moderate terms
throughout.
Rev. 0. E. BAKER.

Address,

The Hebrew Thought.
«« Jerusalem,” as has been

this

A

School raised to full college grade, including Greek.
Priees reduced one quarter.
United with
N. E. Conservatory of Music. Music under direction of Mr.
Eben Tourjeg. Facilities for German; French, and
painting, unsurpassed. Fall Term begins SEPTEMBER 14th. For Catalogne address REV. CHAS. W,
CUSHING.
;
6t24

Boarding and rooms for gelf-boarding, will be fur- |

Common

mp

with

nished at low rates.

increase

of the power that kills and makes alive.
"The next thing is prayer for the spirit to
sanctify, that sin may not have the dominion gverwus.

connection

FEMALE

AT AUBURNDALE,

i

Send for circular.

in music, instrumental and vocal,

and lights extra:

LASELL

pre

ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
term. A Commercial department has been opened
in

$6.00

of this | formation furnished on application to tl e Principal.
;
E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1571.

- March 27, 1872

are furnished

mence at the same date.

$5.00

Use of Instrument
2.00
Penmanship
$1.50
Sultable rooms can be obtained by those who wish
to board themselves.
Board at the Boardiag house and in good families

J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,

was fit and right it is here—and here as a

]
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Warranted.

J. L. ROBERTS & CO.
63 Merrima@ Street, Boston.
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HOUSEHOLD
MAGAZINE
contains in every number ope complete
A Commercial College will be opened in conin which will be taught, by compe-:
prize s
valued at $100,
rity pages
Br otion With if teachers
those branches which are of
other
ter. Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers a
font Oractical
.
10
ets,
per
copy.
Splendid
Premiums.
cash
-to
Colleges.
taught in such
usu
awarded for prize clubg Specimen copy free. Address
or particulars see ee are.
lydd
a
o
Y.
N.
Newburgh,
Board.
of
Pres.
WOOD,
M. E, SHEPARD,
:
\

Ges

Normal

Music

paring for college, teaching, or business, in six com:
plete departments.
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are spegially recommended.
\

rough, dark outside, and looks just like a
common
pebble. - The outside must be

snot an humble sense of your unworthiness the proper pre-requisite to the receptionof any divine gift or the performance

the Christian

. of

Teacher of Drawing, Paint. .

Languages

un-

SEMINARY.

The calendar of the 31st Academical year
Institution is as follows :

round off and the diamond be polished

We “This plea, howéver, usually

SAWYER,

High English
5,

Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

————

When a diamond

erson far from possessing ‘true Christian
think some younger man four last pastor
the
in
y, or from some mere worldly perdraw
familit
might
was wellon to forty)
conflict of
young people—especially if he were un- gon who knows nothing of the n of the

»

A.B.

Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE

der a full board of instruction. Courses o Sudy for
1. W. SANBORN,
Sec.
Photh sexes complete.

Some good Christians have a great deal
of trouble in this world. The reason of it
is that God is preparing them for very
great happiness in heaven.
Last summer when: in the city of -Amsterdam, in Holland, I was very much interested in a visit we made to a place there famous for polishing diamonds. We saw the
men ‘as they were engaged in this work.

in Church.

comes

jo

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress. .

INSTITUTION.

he Fall Term will begin on Tuesday, Sept.

Troubles.

ry
©

You might as
excuse for not
ood enough to

INSTITUTE,

B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor,

a

He does not know

that in that very unhappy temper God has
placed within his grasp a victory compared
with which the conquest of Babylon ‘or the
taking of Sebastopol were child's play. He
doth not understand yet the full meaning of
the assurance, * He that ruleth his spirit is
better than he that taketh a city.”
Endless are our repinings at our lot in
life, and the sorrows which our lot brings.
Why could not I have been set to handle
wealth in the world, instead of being the
are mourning ones, watching for the tear heir of poverty?- Why must I-be a mere
drop from our eye, and waiting for words of pivot in the great ‘social machine, instead

«

CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD, ME, §

88 Z22282 8
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We

Sec,
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Fa

the past, and then pension us forever.

:

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
No. Scituate, R. I.. Aug. 10, 1857.
pS

COLLEGE.
open

i

Lapham Institatte.
Day FALL TERM will commence on Monday, Aug.

There are practices tolerated in religious
Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.
fore it is fit for use. It takes a long time
congrogations which Christians who are
jealous for the honor of their Master’s house to do this, and it is very hard work. The
Theological fchool of Bates College.
to keep us there.
Decorum is the diamond has to be fixed very firmly in the
should utterly condemn.
Not simply to restrain our hands from
The next term and Jour of this Institution will
metal.
or
for
wood
and
hard
feeling,
of
end of a piece
commence Aug. 24, 1871. The expense of board in
wicked deeds, and occasionally. the ex- future, there may be unfolded some rare handmaid of devotional
r week. Liberal provisof God should never Then it is held close to the surface of a commons is about $2,25
ing aid. General arrangechanges of evil thoughts from our hearts. use for which God has been fitting and’ this reason the byhouse
ion
18 made for those ne
to
large
metal
wheel
which
is
kept
going
approach
slightest
the
disturbed
be
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
ments as last year.
However much negative good there may keeping him. Just so of the life that is not
round
Fine diamond dust is put on this
Lewiston,
Me,, Aug. 4, 1871.
irreverence.
:
a failure, but has flowered and tlossomed
be in the absence of evil, this is not Chriswheel, because RSthing else is hard enough
¢ Tt is a part of my religion,” said a pious
- tian life. To be a farmer means more than with activity, and borne large harvests of
NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
early to polish the diamond. And this work is
to sit at a well-filled board and eat and manly service. It is smitten down in the old lady, when asked why she went
not
kept
on
for
days,
and
weeks,
and
months,
religion
The FALL TERM of this Insttution will commence
my
of
part
a
‘itis
church,
to
drink in the bosom of his family. There midst of its usefulness, and we say, ‘* How
August23, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks, under
of others.” And and sometimes for several yems before if’ is continued
Shirge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. B., PrinSuch a life the to interrupt the religion
are seeds to be sown, and weeds to be strange a Providence!
to
intended
is
on
diamond
a
if
congregati
And
country
a
finished,
many
if
believe
we
cipal, assisted by other eflicient Instructors.
dlled, There are vines to be trained and country, the nation, perhaps, could not
horough
instruction will be given in all branches.
be
used
in
the
crown
of
a
king,
then
longer
twist
to
not
religion
their
of
part
a
it
ruit to be gathered. There is toil, and spare. How sad he could not have lived to made
Classes will be formed in Vocal and Instrumental
of joint to witness time and greater pains are spent upon it, Music,
out
almost
necks
their
the
Pencilling
and Penmanship, if desired.
of
table
the
between
siveat,
complete his work!” Ah! how do we
dust, and
of every person who passes up so as to make it look as brilliant and beanti- The Trustees aim to make this school one of the
farmer and the garner of. his grain. It is know that? How do-we know that some the entrance
best.
7
’ on
3
it would be better ful as-can be.
Address, for circulars or information, the Princi_ more to be a merchant than to receive ‘bills loftier work was not waiting for his trained the aisle during service,
Now,
Jesus
calls
his
pepple
his
jewels.
religion.
their
and
necks
their
for
both
al,
or
THOMAS
TUTTLE, M. D., President,
*~ of lading, and compliments for fine stocks. hand and heart? How do we know but
E, 8. TASKER, Sec’y.
:
A gross abuse of religious decorum some- He intends them to shine like jewels in
There are sales to be made and bills to be that his death, as we term it, was but the
Northwood, N. H., July 10,1871.
asa rémedy. the crown he will wear in heaven. To fit
medicine
harsh
needs
times
betoil
anxious
of
hours
are
enlargement of his life? How do we know
paid. There
by Henry Clay Dean, them for this they must be polished like
but that God, seeing his faithfulness over a We give that adopted Chaplain * of Congress. the diamond.
tween the purchase and the pay.
»
GREEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.
5
time
one
at
was
who
plenty,
thas - its table of
few things, has hastened to make him ruler |
Christian life
THE
FALL
TERM
of
this
Institution
begins August
MethoAnd
God
makes
use
of
the
trombles’he
Pacific
the
from
is
anecdote
The
Seeds over many things?
So of the young life
but it has its field of briars, too.
under the charge of C. A. Moores, A. B., Prinéisends oh his people in this world to polish 29,
cs
pal, assisted by a full board of competent Teachers.
apd weeds pulled in this that fadés and withers from our sight while dist:
must be sown
“ Being worried one afternoon by this his jewels. And when we get to heaven
omplete courses of study tor both sexes. Classes
and
women
ret there hangs nothing on it but the large turning
and Chrisfhn men,
field;
and see how beautiful they look, we shall formed in Voeal and Instrumental Music, Painting
on,
practice
in
his
congregati
Mr.
It
it,
do
mnst
¥ngels,
and Penmanship.
Board in good families, including
buds of promise for the fnture. No
childran, and not
see that it was indeed good for them that wood
Dean stopped in his sermon and said :
and lights, $3.00. Suitable rooms can be obwould be just as reasonable for us to ex- achievement yet ; no life-battle fought, and
tained for self-boarding. Address for circular, catathey-were
troubled.
It
has
fitted
them
for
¢
Now,
you
listen
to
me,
and
I'll
tell
you:
pect angels to do our field or kitchen work, no victory won. We say, in “our Swgprise
ong-of them greater happiness there.—R.- Newton, D.D., logue or further information, the Principal.
who the people are as each
Waterbury Center, Vt., August 2, 1871.
as to expect them to do our Chrisrian work. and our grief, ** How untimely |” But how comes
in Christian Weekly.
in.’
:
We gat as well contract our breathing to can we say that God's time is not the best
undiscourse,
his
‘He then went on .with
How do we know but the young
another and expect to live by their effort, as time?
NICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.
gentleman entered, when he bawled
Old Sins.
to expect another to do our Christian work. spirit so early snatched from earth is exult- til a like
FALL TERM begins Monday; August 21st, and
who
——,
Deacon'A
¢
usher,
an
out
There are rich bills of lading coming in ing that it has cleared at one bound the.
closes Tuesday, November 28.
then
and "
the shop over the way,
SPRING TERM beging Monday, Jan. I, 1872; and
for the Christian with every incoming toil long, weary way over which it requires keeps on with his sermon.
In America there are thousands of acres
resently anwent
closes Friday, March 22.
..
and
rich
and
happy
is
he
threescore
and
ten
for
us
to
journey?
Our
and
of thought,
covered
with
the
roots
of
trees
which
defy
name,
his
aisle,and
man passed up the
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and ¢loses’
barrenBut there are taxes to be paid, ex- murmurings - and complainings against other
to
soil
full.
the
doom
and
farmer,
thé
so
Monday,
June
24.
given;
residence and occupation were
ness. You have cut the heads off your
changes to be made, and statements of God's providence, have always, at the. bot- he
Tuition $25.00 a year.
!
t length
“>
continued for some time.
~ g@ewardship rendered.- A Christian life is tom, an assumption that we know all the some one entered the door who was un- sins, but have left the roots in the ‘soil.
IL: G.JORDAN; A.B. Pringjpal,with three Assistis neither room, nor ants. . *
one steady effort to do, and dare, and die, dataof the problem, and could we but have
to0 Mr. Dean, when he cried ott, And therefore there
The special work of this school is to fit students 5
our own will and way, could solve it bet- known
be, for. the Master. Unfinished
nutrition
for
a
crop
of
good things to
grow. College,
if need
an
and
coat
drab
and it is open for both sexes. The schoo.
¢ A little old man, with
Your
own
piety
is
stunted
and
small,
and
work lies at his door with every sitting ‘ter than God has solved it. .
being
composed of only one department, & thoroughfor
him—look
know
don’t
hat;
white
old
in doing their work is secured from. both teachThe invalid—the half strong man—withare paralyzed by ness
down. The burden is always on his heart.
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
Jongselves’ That congregation was cur- your efforts to save souls
«I have a baptism to be baptized with, and ers.under his perpetual disability, and looks ed.”
the roots of old sins, which stand like the schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
:
of
garden
students
are
faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
in.the
cemetery
a
how am I straighicned till it be accomplish- with longing unutterable upon the work
of
black stones
ter
anguages,
also in English Grammar, Arithmetic,
your soul, - Ol! sins blind the eyes of the Ancien
ed.” Yet this burden is not painful to him which beckons and taunts him, but for
Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra and
who bears it. He lives with a sweet ap- which he is denied the strength, not knowsoul, make the new man of the heart near- Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
Joining
the
Church.
.
sighted, subtract from the spiritual power “declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
proval of a life of usefulness.
ing thas through that very weakness of
—
scanning, &c.
The location of the school so near
not - mean’ the body Godis yet to make him strong of" soul
of the understanding; ahd, as things not the
To be a Christian does
College and Theological School, affortls .advantor
sooner
come,
Most converted persons
and its socie- —a very athlete in moral vigor, when he
seen, are far removed, their influence for ages of association with students of a higher rank
farthest emigration from earth
church.” assimilation and consolation is reducéd to and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
ty. Buta busy, pure life just where "you shall have learned no more to chafe against later, to think of ‘joining the
are invaluable.
to a decision nothing.
A.M. JONES, Sec.
are.” It does not jmply any. change in you the bars of his infirmity,.but to lean on him But they do not always comearguments
have
Lewiston, July 2, 1871.
And is there no remedy for old sins?
which should deman an immediate trans- A « whose strength is made perfect in weak- without a struggle. Many
be
ta
have
excuses
many
and
urged,
to be
Yes; and the first thing is to know them—
lation; but simply a change inhuman qual-- ness.”
TT
WILTON SEMINARY.
it is cu- to drag them out into the light of day.
The man whose temper is like a powder pleaded first. As to those excuses,
it from bad to good, and doés not contemare.
them
of
This Institution, at Wilton, Museéstine Co., Iowa
most
absurd
utterly
how
rious
done
is
bework
the
repines
until:
ploding,
The
next
thing
is
to
weep
over
thém
daily
‘magazine, forever ex
. i your removal
commences its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5, It is
‘‘I am
a most interesting convert,
as insulting to God, and ruinous to our- soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,
where you are. To be a Christian dGes not cause God has not given him the sweet, Said
?
enongh
good
Not
enough.”
good
not
selves; for ohsk:think, if ever. repertance and additional teachers and facilities will ve furnishimply that some one great act must redeem equable, uniform disposition lhe sees in
an
be with the speculative dreamer whose life
you set down as a failure. God is not done
with him yet. The cycles of eternity are
yet to sweep, and by-and-by, in the far
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Agricultural

Send for catalogue to the Prijeipal or to
k.C. LEWIS,
:
.
.

Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
« "RANSOM
DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
« SPENCERJ.FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Paljosophy.,
y
GEORGI MCMILLAN, A.
M., Prof. Ancient Lan-

From

Maore,

Course, of two years each, which
"be open
for the admission ‘of students at the commencement
of the fall term.

College will

>

now proposed to add a Scientific ahd

TA

FacuLry:

are as-

L. D. Li Livby,
Hire8 pice

WI

Also a competent Music Teacher will be en,
'be-fore thie term begins.
"
bo
engaged
EXPENSES,
, including room and washing,
from
$2.76 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful
>
the expense varies from $1.75 to «2.25. Stu
de~
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own gheets,,
‘pillow-cases and towels.
gy
Tyron from $5.00 to $6.50 per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has been
Very
successful.
It is

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
ature? But Nature is altogéther more re- HIRAMguages.
.
.
COLLIER, A. M,, Prof. Nat. Science.
. Mrs. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
lessly and hopelessly severe than Christ. H. LAURA ROWE, A.M, Prin. Ladies’ Department. D. x WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepng.
1a MONTAGNIE, Teacher of French.
Christ offers pardon and life td all who will JENNIE C. deRIDEOUL,
Prin. Com. Department.
Length of Term, ten weeks.
accept Him; but Nature has no pardon for ALEX.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
Fall Term Commences August 24, 1871.
any transgressor. From Providence? Look GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and Winter Term commences November 9, 1871.
‘
panting
:
at the history of mankind, at the condition MELVILLE
For further particulars, address G. B. Giles. Unity ,
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
Me., during the month of July, and afterward, E. Eu of the human race from the beginning to the
and Vocal Music.
gene Wade, Pittsfield, Me.
present time, Does that look like an indis- L Mrs. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
C. A. FARRELL, Secretary.
Farther and ample arrangements will be made for
criminate ‘ slobber of mercy,” (as we re- instruction
Pittsfield, Me., June 27, 1871...
.
in all the departments of the College.
>
cently heard an energetic layman express
A
Catalogues. sent on Epplication,
¥
L.
P.
REYNOLDS,
Sec.
§
Treas.
it) on the part of the Creator and Ruler of
NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
men? Nothing of the kind. Oh, the un- ~ Hillsdale, Mich., July 29, 1871.
The Fall term will commenc®on Tuesday, Aug. 22
speakable, sickening ‘miseries of men in
and continue eleven weeks.
TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.
every
generation in consequence of theit
:
M. K. MABREY, Principal.
This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
who will spend his entire time and energies in and
habitmal violataion of God’s laws! And
of over 50 years of successful operation.
for the school. He will be asgisted by teachers who
‘just ¥o-long as the violation lasts, the sufEvery facility.is provided for a thorough course of have had experience in the Dep.
ent assigned
course of lectures of general interest will
fering will also last. And the violations useful and ornamental education, under the direction them.
of a corps of more than 20 professors and teachers.
be
givén
by
Clergymen,
besides
a
course
on anatowill last just so long as there are immortal
For circulars, apply to
my-and Physiology by P. W: McIntyre, M. D.
2m33
JOHN H. WILLARD, Troy, N.Y.
creatures who allow themselves to be ignoTerms Primar,
$3.00°"
rant,
careless
or ill-disposed.—Christian
Common English
$4.00

gave offense to some by expostulating with

manu-

life than .those which

1

The Fall Term of Hillsdale
Wednesday, August 31, 1871.

eribed to Christ in thee Gospels. If these
representations are not truthful, from what

give $3,
;
But you will see that with such induacements the man we get must be a rare minister. We could not tolerate a single fault
in his style of living,” preaching or visiting.. We should expect" him to be very
liberal and lenient towards those who are
often véry uncharitably called heretical.
For instance, we have some among our
congregation who insist that it is right to
gecularize the Sabbath.
Oar last pastor

uck.
AP. P. Shatn:

ma-

The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence Tuesay. August 20, under
the
instruction of C.
MCCLEA , & graduate of Yale College.
Tuition and board as usual,
Rooms can be had for those who wigh to board
themselves.
GEO. C. PEAVEY,
President.
WARREN FOSS, Sec’y. *
Strafford Centre, August 17, 1871.

provided the

back'us, weshould not hesitate

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M,, Principal.
J. N.
Miss T. A, R., Dow,

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
Centre Strafford, N. H.

of the Spirit

reap life everlasting.”

+ The Fall Term begins M
¢ 21, and’
continues son rok
2; Monday, August
21,

by the most

RIAL
A

as we

and

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

I

and prejudices,—that

Academies,

to the flesh
tion,

te

peoples,—a

$

soweth that shadl he

that soweth

shall of the flesh reap

man we think we
e think we could

$2,000,

restrictions

hereafter,

not

in

there arose,in all the force of living conviction, a faith, the most unrestricted, the
most expansive, and all-embracing which
‘the world had hitherto known or ever can
know.— Principal Shairp.

Christ was full of mercy, his mission was
committee will give us $1,200 and the pas- a mission of love ; but a can find nowhere
tor will agree to abate any sum which wes in the Bible more terrific répresentations of
fail to raise. Indeed, if the committee will the hopeless, eternal miseries of the wicked
pledge

facture of glass. And now, all the other
fields of the farm could not buy that worthless bed of disintegrated quartz.

narrow

‘would make him over to suit our desires.
“Be not deceived. Gods not mocked:

case, you

by my words and my deetls, in spite of my. them for such things.» We have some who
that they always see
looks. Why did not God make me, too, a are so constituted
things the wrong side up, and they read the
beauty ?
Here is a man whose life seems a failure. Bible so, but are just as honest,so far as we
He has capacity enough, but no faculty. know, as anybody. We can not affordto
His schemes look promising, but always drive therh away. We have some who do
plain and searching sermons
turn out ** castles in the air.”
Ilis neighbor not like too that
awaken their consciences
thrives, and everything he touches turns to —sermons
and
arouse
their
fears.
Our last pastor
money, but thrift is not for *him. His fine
was not very popular with ‘this class. They
theories are always dreams, and vanish into want
something pleasant on the Sabbath.
thin air just as they are going to be accom- We have
some who are dependent in their
plished, and so you estimate his life as a
trade
or
occupation upon infidels and safailure. But wait, the ebd is not yet come. loon keepers,
of which we have a large
Right across your farm there lies a belt number. They will . stay away if the pasof dry, fine sand, which you have always tor announces his ‘intention to preach on
called waste land. Other fields yield their ‘the sin of Sabbath breaking or intemperannual abundance, but that strip of land—
Jo us plowed it, and manyred it; you ance.
But you see what we
want—3 man that
ave tried grass and grain upon it alike in
preach the truth. We can bear it if it
vain; you have long since given it up 3s will
is so presented as to please all.
But we
worthless. One day the glass-maker comes must have our church filled.
your way, and his trained eye falls on
Yours for pleasing sinners,
your bed of sand. He picks up a handful,
WORLDLY WISE MAN.
tries an experiment or two withit, and pro-

. |

So that He whom our souls adore :
:
Can look us through, and o’er and o’ef,
Nor find one stain forevermore ;
And we can look on Him, °

To be a honey bee means

can get a very strong
could make it $800.

ips can win hearts before they speak.
I,
| on the other hand, must win them, if at all,

Are the dark clouds that threatening lie!
As if they had not been;

Providense,

are already

into other churches, the

not you send one of your
us?
We can raise now

|, Whydid God make me as he did? isa
| question asked, O how . often, in secret.
Yonder is one of beauty, but I am so plain.
That regular finely-moulded « face gives
pleasure ‘wherever it goes merel§ by its
Presence. It is a joy to look atit.
"Those

And O to see our Saviour smile,

crowd into some well

them, are upon

, God Knows.

What praises will be due!

gathered in anywhere

and exclusive of all known

tion shut off from all the world

to anempt to practice a deception on ourselves.
e must take God as we find him,
as he presents Himself to usin Natore, in

will see is different.
Legs “popular men
would fill your city churches.
Why can

wr

Somé soul uplifted by our hand,

.

gone, the
once have

| their lives.

..And if, obeying Love’s command,
Among those ransomed ones shall stand

The whole of Heaven;

strengthened

can be

every lip.
The dru) just and
generous
man will not wait till death shall wring
out the praise he owes the living. He
will be quick to recognize and frank to
acknowledge every real excellence in those
with whom he mingles—thus strengthening
their virtues, encouraging their efforts, and
spreading the sunshine of gladness over

There, beckoning to some shining throne,

Nor shrink,

life unappreciated and un-

consummation

amidst a people hitherto the most isolated

‘

be of no use to us either here or

In such a place hs yours, where there are
.50 many people, it is comparatively easy

perfect

:

y In whoni
the Tevelation culminated
and enclosed, ' The: other thing I would
remark is the striking fact that it was from

Nature has no forgiveness ;Providence has
no forgiveness; Revelation has forgiveness
only on conditions.” It. is of no use, it can

:

church

:

.

is all the

to fill your churches, But out here, where
we have so few people, and nearly all that

cheered

Observer.

rophet, finds its

Be not Deceived.

from impossible

other chubches,

when too late. Many of the noblest benefactorsithe world has ever known have

And joy in God
and know our fears
Lie in the sole tomb that appears,
The tomb of all ouy Wool

pent,—

increase, our need of a very “able man, who

‘When we shall fly on errands vast,
And pore oer secret wonders pas
‘While Heaven’s revolving ages last,
Yet we no older grow !
;

assed through

Church, nor imitate their evil example of
rrefasine
i
wicked man to complain of the Christian's
failure to live up to his profession? He
himself is doing the same, wher he admits
himself toebe a sinner and yet failg”to re-

stricted, largely pre-occupied, Bon will
see that in proportion as such difficulties

reciate praise because he despises flattery.
he one is as noble and generous as the
other is despicable and mean,
:
Not unffequeny the praise denied the
living is lavished on the dead: The words
of love and approval that would have
brightened and : gladdened a. life, passed
rchance in Jobely and unappreciated ef-

Win we shall no more kneel and pray
For daily bread; but, wondering, suy,

> v

falsehood to

who Srnges to regeive it,” They.are
easily distinguishable, and are as far apart
in
their characters as the sources
from

Héaven.

“We

by

~is-attke]
3
ing to him who stoops to give it, and disappointed

>

to

- Hoy

attempt

.

-

.
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6, 4 1871.

designed

for

Union was very freely and

“I in view of' what

publication

Oth

not

-

espe-

|

‘

The

te

Revere

Horror.

Lian

strongly praised | had paid for their passage, they
:
:

were

it is and has done,and a very

was quite natural, nobody

seemed

i

This is well.

The

con-

human means are concerned,

DEATH OF CHARLES SCRIBNER. - Charles | many parents, and4vo many Sabbath schobl
of

the

house

of | teacher

the

repetition | familiar to many who daily

management is faulvy, it-is worth
see that it is corrected.

while

read the hooks

to | of the niost pleasing nature.

(tions have

A

themseles-but-imperfect

ape

Fein

:

here

are

iy

2.4

In view of closing- vacations ' and
commencement of pastoral’ work, the\
ton Christian Era says»
:

Their publica-

been of the highest literary

| merit, and while the business will be con- Probably.

Current Topics.

were brothers and sisters going merrily to visit waiting friends ; they were clergymen go-

ave

GosYisintunce with Wie gent inuths of the They
pel. Theit own views apd vague.
18
heY
)
y
have
neverteach
heenothers
forough
) yeh.
How
ean they
?

shall be made impossible in the future. If that bear the imprint of his publishing
we really know, as we profess to, that the | Louse, and the acquaintance thus formed is.

through thédSabbath with their families ; they |

respecting

its

"

Fone

ui

:

Ty

i

!

”

4

pa public woulds like to know just how and why | Scribner, head

ness going home after a week's toil to, rest |

inclined

to utter a word of objection. The representations made

Saas

eu
This 1

ia affair

ni

Saturday night's affair,

ducting - themselves quietly and properly,
[splendid character and career were predict- | they were violating no rule of the road nor
ed tor it in the future ;—to all of which, as | any law of the land ; they were men of busi-

should be addressed to'the Editor, and all letters on |
business, remittances of money, &e., should be addressed to the Publisher,
*
,

av

Ng

ANPP

0

died in LuWhy should the Eastern Railroad murder | it was permitted. But they would like very | Scribner & Co., of New York,
SS scot}
.|
ws
of
ii
i Reise
Revere? They | much better to be assured that, as far as
sencers at
f course the | (hose thirt ty passengers
at
Revere? = They
lat,
cerné, Switzerland, Aug. 26. His name is

What
————————vin}ly-concern-them.
onlyJ that.
mayRy be We used, but
RA
1-7
;

|

« SEF TEMBER

All communications

| the men who has e gull d it io life,

,

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.8
#@-

ife

it i

caled

ave

wv

+

SEPT

a.

ae

EE

et

EC

Ee

: tinued

very

few

if amy

by the surviving members of the’ thupches whic ave’ not hoping to enjoy
—-—y
growth and spread of ¢ liberal sentiments”
. Editorial Correspondence.
| firm, they can hardly hope to eclipse the a precious ingathering of souls
the ensuin
| inthe C. Baptist body, were very strong. | ing to meet their various Sunday engage- ——TuE
Obivm oF BirLemism. It is reputation that Mr. S. has already won for’ fall and winter. That:mustbe the work of
Famrrort, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1871.
High
expectations
were indulged.
The
ments ; they were all seemingly upright citi- really deplorable that such men as Benjas it. Honorable in all his dealings as aman the Holy Spirit; yet we are fully persuaded
I send a hurried letter from this pleasant | names of some men were freely mentioned
that. it 1s only what every church may enzers, the most of them seeking the rest and | min Butler will make themselves so promi- | of business, intelligent and useful as 'citi- oy.
God works by means.
He always
‘town. - Just now I confine myself to facts, and their statements quoted; others, it was
quiet that Saturday. night so gratefully | nent in our politics. His conceit and impu- zen, beloved by those to whom he "was has blessed and he will continue to bless the
|
Comments
words.
plain
and
toM in few
said, ‘were kept back as a matter
of pradence, brings ;—why should those crowded cars be dence are offensive. The arrogance with | nearest and respected by all who ever per- means of his own appointment.
Hence if
A distinguished
} || courtesy and good faith,
Stach
are suppressed OF Fotepvel
halted there at the Revere station until the which h¢ demands support’ and the bitter-| sonully knew him, hig death will b& widely churches would rejoice over conversions,
AA
he
5
|
B
PER
AE
|
called
is
what
The first annual meeting : of
let them now begin to labor for them, Such
| Doctor of Divinity among the C. Baptists
ny
i
1%
.
mat iu Boston wae hail - A ’ Bangor Express had ‘plunged its Whole mess with which he denounces those holding | and deeply mourned.
al
Association | Kelelv
the New York CentrBaptist.
was the plan adopted by one of the churches: |
different
opinions
from.
hig
own,
are
dis-|
8a
met pene
in Boston,
was
reporiec:
as, Say| weight upon them, hot engine, scalding
loser in thisis place;
place, ThisThis Asse.
. atelythat,
-in this city one year ago. The pastor took
hasas just closed
Asse. was was || ing
if the persistent demand for tolera- | goon
oa’ no
gusting, His methods of conducting any |
Voice of the Press.
le
the lead and gave direction and interest to
steam and all :
:
|
deleof
composed
formed last year, and is
political enterprise in which he has a voice,
i
el Oe
the work ; ther result: was a ypevival of re- - i
The Independent devoted its leader lash ligion and an enlargement of the church,
—aud he is pretty to sure to get his voice |
ings jn the state. The Y. M's ‘in Pennsylva- | 1° (0 cov « Let it split.” ' Rev Dr Cas. | know about, It is just this that the Corosuch as few of our churches are permitted
to the most of them,—are repulsive.
He | week to a consideration of the Tammany
nia are alsqginyited to co-operate, and hay.|.\
i Fas wotod as saying that > for stand- | RepEJury iyumg to Rudo. a te Rovere employs so many of the arts and tactics of frauds, and especially to the insolence of to.¢njoy. Thus let all our churches now
begin to work for God, and- see if they may
perhaps do so.- Members of other branches | ;
ie IAC Terthl hid of the yield. luge town hall. Humanity has already gtven
the Ring in defying the public whom it not likewise rejoice ere long, ovey what God
of the Baptist Family would be welcomed | ,
/
hd
*¥ | the verdict of murder, and now the chief the criminal lawyer, breaking every untavcommunionists, he
and those who were |
ot)
Ss
desire is to know why it was and who is: orable ‘statement over. the wheel of his has robbed. After saying that the ¢ King hds wrought for them,
on the same terms as F. Baptists, should
with him could not and would not do it;
of
the
Ring,
brought
to
bay
by
the
Press,
own
audacious
assertion,
thatone
can
|
.
they choose to come. There is a hope that | and he referred
to Rev. Dr, Dodge, of Mad- [| responsible
bor © for it. Do we support Railroad neither listen to him nor read his. | speeches turns and hurls back updn his pursuers the We dlip ‘the following from the Transthey may so choose some day. As yet, | ison University, as fully sympathizing with ! companies only to kill our friends? Do we]
patronize the roads only to be crushed and | with any sort of an even temper. Just now | defiant question, * What are you going to eripl's obituary notice of the late Dr. Ganhowever, these other Baptist bodies ignore |
this sentiment and purpose. It. was also | scalded ourselves? This whole summer has be is begging most graciously for the gov- { do about it »*" the Independent adds :
nett, who was killed by the recent collision
the Asso. and keep on in their usual ways. | stated that, within the next two months,
.
He has already |
ernorship of Massachusetts.
on the Eastern Rail
So,
them,
gentlemen
of
the
Ring,
we
can'|
witnessed
a
rapid
succession
of
appalling
The avowed objectof the Asso. is to promote | more than one hundred able, distinguished
delivered
two
speeches,
the
first
stating
tell
you
only
in
part
what
wé
are
going
to
In
the
study,
a
fearlessly
inquiring
scholacquaintance and fraternity, and secure co- | and influential ministers belonging to the | calamities similar to this terrible one in
| do about it. For further particulars you ar; in the pulpit, a preacher of power, with
that
he
is
just
the
man
for
the
place,
and
| Massachusetts.
If we go out to take the]
-pperation in general and special missionary
| will ngt, however, be obliged to wait very a fervid utterance that almost made you forC. Baptist body would unite in making a
work,— the term ‘‘ missionary” being used | public protest and declaration in behalf of air, must we be blown up? Or if we seek that those newspapers have personal spites |long.
But we are ready now to let you get the severity of his logic; on the platin a very broad and comprehensive sense. | entire toleration on the communion _ques- | conveyance by a legally established means, which say he is not; and the second that be | know a few things which we greatly hope form, a speaker whose -zeal and enthusiasm
But the need of this separate organization tion. And the coming revolution ‘in this must we be crushed in our, seats and then is the man for the place, and that lie scarce- | to see accomplished, and to the doing of seemed to inspire him with a fluency, beau| which we shall devote our best energies.
appears so doubtful, that decisive. steps ecclésiastical realm was hailed as something held in agony while hot steam rushes full in ly ever did a discreditable thing in his life. | We are going to turn you and all your ty and eloquence that mingled the fascinasion of 4 rushing spontaneity with apparentIt
is
strange
that
be
draws
full
houses
;
but
he
our
faces?
were taken to vend
blend it with,
or
merge
it
with
sure, speedy,
significant,
sublime,
sav:
;
;
:
hls
4 creatures out ofyyour offices.
That we can | ly the perfect finish of careful preparation ;
.

.
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Mission’ Society.

It was|;

thought that nething important
woudd,
be lost by this change,
and that the machinsda
oes
ery
simplified, friction
) 1 Y 53would
and thus
foros be
eoonomiiged
essent
.

There was what was deemed a very good

attendance.

All the Y. M's

sent dele-

gates, counting up from twenty to thirty
persons.
A humber of brethren, not delegates,

were

present.

The

mémbers

and

y

bL

Or

hl

hi

i

b:

.

z.

{

.

ze

: mmf

oaI

:
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The meetings were never dull.
zest,

enthusiasm.

They had
There

was

no such silence, or quietude, or gravity, as
suggests a Quaker service or a profonndly

meditative mood.

“|

The attitude whicly the F. Baptists are
called to occupy in respect to these *¢ liberton and the-steps
=
al Baptists,”
that ought to .be |
taken to bring about a union in the Beptist
i
family, were very doubtfully defined. Indeed, the real meaning of the word

** union,”

as employed in this connection, was, to one
careful listener at least, an

unsolved

prob-

There were earnestness

.

.

.

.

Even

while

we

are appalled

by

slaughter at Revere there comes the
of a similar

catastrophe

in

the|does.

And the audience generally

got their

aided in-remching this result, and

Mey

listened,

nodded

approval,

Jooked grave, thought,sympathized, dissent-

of them

at

least, - like

Pennsylvania,

es generally ¢o and always should.
Several“topics were ‘discussed. The Ministry and its proper training and work,
Home Missions, Sno bail ting ad rh
tension, Sabbath Schools,
&c., Were €ait |

Free Communion,” or *‘ Liberal” be hitched to the term “ Baptist,” or whether it be
« Baptist ” and. nothing else, and that it be

As if that were not enough, the account

of |

another steamboat explosion near Mobile
comes at nearly the same time. This last
was only a repetition of the Westport ealam-

ity,

nearly

three

being on board,

hundred

a

quarter

excursionists

of whom

were

killed and wounded.
Are we to place no
further confidence in safety-valves and
time-tables ? Has steam ‘become desperate
by its long confinemént,- and ave these the
marifestatious of its wrath ?
But we shall probably recover from these
blows, and in’due time expose ourselves

reports,

stance, no accident on the Eastern Road for
amonth; after a feeling of seeurity has

come over the publie, and trains src rum-

ning ‘apparently on time, let Wendell
Phillips, or any other person, appearon the

mens for intentto kill, that they are as
criminally careless as the drunkard: who
eels through the street shooting at random

from a loaded revelvér, that the whole

systems, in short, is murderous,

and

what

per started in New

Union,—the

be done in its behalf ?

Nothing else so inIt was the

terested the Convention as this.

constantly,

out

It cropped

central thing.

new pa-

what shall

York,—and

no matter what topic was on hand. It put
a tinge upon the'whole work done. It sup-

which could

plied the undertoné
‘in

nearly

every

utterance.

be heard

It gave the

anost marked vehemence to the speakers
expression. It supplied what was most
preconcerted

noteworthy in the

flash and

mimic thunder through which the sympathetic hearers stormed out their applause.
Indeed, it
it was the soul of the occasion.
seems to have been this that called the Cendone

in

lision
or an

hathesprivate busingso

lo not claim

to

have

a

in our

loudest

are not

explosion

to

reveal
to

other

people 2.

baptist who substitutes infant sprinkling for be just rightif he- stiould be found im such a
believers’ baptism, and to the Quaker who Aligiion! Has not this summer farnjshed

them

all outward rites as a bondage to | 5

all met a protest

or an expressed dis-

jent

evideriee to. convinde us: that

| travel at the merey: of

negligent

.

&c. It was hoped
FARE 10 CONFERENCE,
be made in this
could
statement
full
a
that

that hel ;, “ung shall do, please God,before the new | in the homes of his people, in their joys and

Ta!

butlers character, 1

(ly

sem pos-

boat management without sting,

and

of it as notoriously criminal. But it would
be no unusual occurrence if im three weeks
hwe were down there. to bé blown up our-

selves. ‘Who can not sit down at his desk
to-day and, with the statistics of Railroad
travel for the last ten years, foretell almost
precisely the number of calamities in the
ten years to come ? Why not scold the com-

panies on the strength of these statistics,
instead of waiting till the victims of a. collision are held up bleeding: before our eyes?
But this affair at Revere seems to have
been almost premeditated. The testimony
of the conductor whose train was destroyed,

cation with the

Butler courtesies
coquets with the.

to

the Labor-reformers,
Woman-suffragists, com-

pliments the Democrats and brow-beats the
Republicans. Assisted:
by all these, he
hopesto win.
Besides being. a. very conceited, audacious and doméneering man, he

is sso an exceedingly able bold and shrewd

judgment’ of Massachusetts.
.——THE EASTERN QUESTION.
Thexé’ may
for some i)years
in 4 the East Loin
| not beIS war
a
i to
g
:
eome, buithe presen

The

feeling of personal pessession that an Emperor has in the territory over which he
reigns, is sure to leadito a blow: {rom him
if another Power seems to be leoking covetously towards him. The
German aud
Austrian Emperors amd their representatives who hawe lately been in session, hawe

much as we

own loss,

net intend to admit, until we are compelled
frauds without imeurring

the veageance of
=

At any rate, we are going to make
this eity and the whole comntry toe hot for |
you. There is soxe conscience left in this |

©

land yet, and you will find it out before you
die.

Upon you shall rest,

heavy

re

:

Denominational News and Notas.

to do so, that men in office can commit such
the law.

and sorrows, the most sympathizing of pastorsy in all places and under all circumstances firm in his convictions, eager to do
oan sparing
Shaw
good, never
his: stre Shr or allowing feebleness to excuse him from labor—
this was the clergyman, the orator, the philanthropist and the friend whose threéescore
and ten years are now ended, to have multitudes mourn not for him; but for their

A Colored Camp-Meeting.

The following is an extract

and im-

from

a letter

have trafficked in injmstice. You have perverted our laws. You have eorrupsed our

frony Rev. I. B. Coleman,and we insert it in
this column for want of room elsewhere.
He writes froma Frederica, Del., where he is

voung men.
You have done whatin you
lay ta. destroy our Government.
There are

After enjoying a numberof Sabbaths with

movawle, the load of a natiow’s curse!

You

in quest of health, and says :—

some sins that a natiow may never forgive,
SUrs.ds amabe them.
and yours
L is: our sol El
charge to hold you up -while you live|
emn
to the scoon and contempt of mankind.
God may have mercy upon. you; but as for
us, we. promise you that your ill-gotten
booty shall be but a poor compensation for
the inberitance of shame which shall be
yours forever.

the Methodist
:
Chitell "people, who

15

have

:

extended
)

evary ( hiistian courtesy desired, we deeidetal
edto attend the eolored people's camp-meeting, held near

Milford, in

this

state, some

seven miles away. Curiosity had some
thing to do in diveeting us to this .eneam,
ment,expecting of course to witness a
ed display of
the ludicwous; but were hay
pily disapppointed. My wife and others cd
as. we turned away, * The best’ camp-

~
Ziow's Herald has these words Favor of

meeting ay hob

attended,”

and

in me

it

with

a

ound a,
y response. It was a large
but
a respectable gathering, mes
ry,

morning praise :
J
All beurs of day or night are fitted for
arranged another meeting} andiit ‘is stated
that an understanding
has been: arrived at holy seavice. The true heart finds a place
for sud service in all hours, Abraham
between Germany, Austria and Italy. This could build an altar anywhere, so_can the
triple: alliance has no ‘excuse for its exist! faithful children of Abraham. But the
ence at present, and if persisted in can not morning has its especial fitnesses. We
fail to Jead to-serious complications. There arise fremya couch that symbolizes a coffin.
n it ason a
are suspicions of Geamnan avarice. Other We have beem stretched
bier.. We have been kept
through the unPowers will be ill at ease whilé: she seems conscious hours, and restored to this earthto be thus designing the subjugation of still ly life, its joys and duties. Shall we fail to
other territors.. Her statements and ex- Iift up our eyes to the hills whence cometh
planations mag be satisfactory,. but they can our help? Our help cometh from God that
heaven Fe
and earth.
Look up! Raise
lise
oan
=
| not disarm the suspicions of anmious rulass. | made
:
.
;
’
hearts! As you see the hills
arou eyes and
future possi-. || your

though these were of every

shade,

sprinkling: of whites, eg She peg The
ground, tents and seats, were all that eould
be Sxpecied. Order and decorum were observed, as much so as at any religious gathering of the kind I ever witnessed, and
whatever of discord there was in the way of
talking
during services, was not. by the
colored

people, but the whites.

The

sermon

would

compare

favorably

‘with the “big guns”at Round Lake.
preaches was apparently
de

The

abeut thirty-five;

ori and manly bearing, with

marked
e. He arose with an
intelli
| and after announcing his text, “This is a
They see in these alliomces the
your country homes or awakening,
faithful saying, and worthy of all acceptable lots of their own authority, and it is that so see the hills of God around your we
Christ Jesus eame into the world
tion, that
As
you
feel
their’
balmy
strength,
so
feel
they wiill. seeks to anticipate by war.
to save sinners,” he dommenced by saythat divine strength of the heavenly hills. ing: “If we were sick, ap
ly sinking
into your clothes and
your to the grave, and s physician’ should heal
—Tae
GowerRNMENT
OF Cuba.
The Don't plunge
Business without a thought of God.
n't us, cure us, save us, we shouldbe very apt
United States. has a veal thoughit be 2 eon- devour your breakfast ke the beasts that
to recommend himto others. Feeling that
tingent interest in the destiny of Cuba. A
u feed in
your barns:
Consider, O ye I have shared: in the saving power of
Mens business, know I arise to recommend him to others asChrist,
situation: there that is continually exerting, a peopleof God!
the
Go to him beat physician, the Saviour of sinners.”
disturbing influence upon any portion. of and do your Maker's”
| our populatioa,. to say ‘nothing of thie inte
fore You ° to Four Jets or Take Work. Hisd Tr erions Jogi] snd event. | A
| est we should properly feel in t e
ts of} draughts of its pure air for your soul's | looked to the place where the white people

for freedbm, is not one | Liealth:

Break the spiritual fast first.

Eat | did coi

of His word, of His commwmion. Look to
the hills of ¢alm and strong eternity, and to
the Christ that walks them. So arising,
you shall walk honestly, cheerily, safely,
the vales of time. You may enter the Sodom of business, if so-called by God, if you
dwell with Abraham on the hills of truth
and

life.

Look

up!

Rise

up!

Dwell

there all the time. Lift up your souls to
the hills whence alone cometh your help.
RR

In the course of
Greatness

of

an article headed * The

the €ross,”

the

in his theology,

———

———AN ENCOURAGING POLITICAL FEATURE.
One of the encouraging signs of the
times is the German revolt .against Tammany. - That it should not have taken place
before is an unaccountable fact, but its
tardiness may be excused in view of its significant earnestness. The Staats Zeitung

vicarious

and

sacrifice

hence he knows of no

for sin and no need of

divinity in the Redeemer.

But those who

have been taught by the Spirit, and carry in

their hearts a-onsciousness of pardon, will
exalt the Cross of Christ. Holding to that
and being held by it, they will magnify

the

ce of Him who is just in justifying the be-

1ever, while

they rejoice in

among

a

man

of

his countrymen,

clear notions of what

the

great

influence

seems
crisis

to

have

demands.

the peace

that

keep saved,” nfaking a touching appeal to

Indiana Yearly Meeting.

The Ind. ¥. M. held its twenty-ninth session with the Franklin church, Ripley Q.

M., Aug. 11th—13th. Eld. E Redlon was
moderator,
The Ripley Q. M. reported revival inter

est in some of the churches and the addition
of one

church to the @. M., consisting

longed to the Separate Baptist denomination; and also the formation of a branch to

the Union church.
The

.

Re—

The Congregatio
x ingg the
; ‘commend
a nalist,
Ww ith which : certain

religious

Boston depot after leaving | ic resolutions, which foreshadow danger to sects look after the education of their youth,

But the Germans seem to,be | *%¥®:

It is important that the religious instruc-

:

Ss

SwitzerlandQ. M., as reported by

but three now exist, and they can hardly be
termed

visible churches,

If not

assisted,

the Switzerland Q. M. will soon be among

the things that were.

Can not something be

done to regain the ground once occupied by
Free Baptists there ? May God send more
faithful laborers into the harvest, for the

fy

The: business - meeting - was interesting
and the business was transictéed harmoni-

’

!;

~

mrA

ue

The Y. M. was favored with the labors
of Rev. J. F. Tufts, of the Ohio, Y. M.
The preaching was, timely, powerful and

spiritual.

QM.

whatever, it depends . altogether “upon embarrassed by the fact that Tammany is
and training of our children should be
chance,~with perhapsa little offin favor of the democrat party in the State, and that so tion
accurate and thorough. Upon this we

Next session with

Switzerland

D. A, Tucker, Clerk.

4

\

bringing |2nd self-indulgence’ demands short and |; standing ‘the Penobscot Y.M., held at
may be Shey vouds to Le
be
ty) nes East Corinth. He finds that in come porrising of not be learned quickly and with little effort | tions of the state the hay crop has fallArai

are dismissed.

And we are fearful that too

-

From Penobscot Y. M.

hil
a watchful engineer,—whether there is a long as that relation exists they can. not would insist with great earnestness. We are
r—
collision or not.’ The conclusion can hard- repudiate the ring without repudiating the -convinced that the deficiences of the times |
A letter from 1¥¢. Dyer, of Burnham
‘ly be avoided, that this system is criminal,
party. This is only a beginning of the pen- are in this direction. An age of luxury Me., details his experience and observations

be

.

Rev. I. Stone, is spiritually dead. Where
formerly ten strong cKurches flourished,

ously..

fe.

of

twenty-two memhers, which formerly be-

We preach Christ = crucified,—Christ
power of God and the wisdom of God.

the

i

the unsaved. I thought, as I sat and lictened to what seemed
to me a masterly effort, ‘“ If negroes have not souls, they have
power to move souls.”
eh

fields are white for harvest.

|The German-democratic Union committee faithful
| has met and passed a Series of very emphat- | ‘VVITUINGSS

it, so that, if a train is delayed by any cause | Tammany.

and I saw the gushing

as he took his audience. up to witness the
final gathering and closing scene of the
mission work of Christ, as,with the trophies
of his victory, they come up through great,
tribulation
having washed their robes in
the blood of the Lamb. Then he came
back, to say, * Brethren, if you are saved,

passes understanding, and the hope that is

leads the movement, and its editor, Oswald | full of glory,—the fruit and gift of Calvary.
“Attendorfer,

4

Nafional

Baptist says:.
'
gin to advoeate a more humane course. It
The : Cross is still a scandal anda folly.
[istime, certainly, that a better plan of govThe Jew andthe. Greek, known by various
erning Cuba was tried. The policy of un- names, are still among us.
The Romanist
sparing, revengeful repression has not and the Ritualist, affecting the 61d Jewish
been a success, although the revolution has love of priestly ceremony and a stately servGospel.
proved a failure. Let it be understood that ice, despise the simplicity of the
the policy of emancipation is to be carried Seeking for that which will strike the
senses, and mistaking
material grandeur
out to- the letter, and that a generous treat- for spiritual power,” they look to outward
ment of insurgents for anything they may observances and sacerdotal rites for an effihave done in the past may be relied upon, cacy that belongs alone to the Cross. The
and peace would probably be restored in a modern Rationalist is heir to the Greek
short time, with the full prosperity of the skepticism and the Sadducean infidelity.
spurns the Cross, and demands a philosisland, The attitude of the new Premier He
ophy. The atonement is for himra thing
gives promise that such a policy will be to scorn, as the resurrection is'an absurdity.
adopted.
The wrath of God against sin hds no phce

rogressing to a definite result, are not yet | that it merits square condemnation, and that | alties that the City robbers are
nn
Tg Bro. Libby expects to | accidents under it,in the long ran, are un-| upon their heads. Full retribution
| make a full, definite and final statement avoidable. The officers of the road are ‘delayed, but it is as certain a3 fhe
next week,
Hon
eri
te callipg for a thorough investigation of that to-morrow's sun.
%

We are going to get back as

sible that the state should make him - goverWe are going to use our best ¢ndeavors
place, the peninor.
But it must be eonfessed that there ‘to send you to your own
Yow have been guilty of the most
ave chances enough for it to make one feel tentiary.
very uneasy in contemplating them. Mr. staring and stupendous frauds; and we do

we [8 people struggling

speak

year is » week old.

can of the booty you have stolen. We |
Ymare the the'djob will: met: hes
know
be an easy ; one; ; but |
100 may depend om us not to give it up |
| without a fair trial.
|

supesin- | that can be carelessly regarded. The new |
tendents,
forgetful conductors, sleepy Spanish. Ministry has given indications that
engineers and drunken switchmen? The it would pursue a more hursane course with
only reasonable time to scold transportation the Cubans. The results of several years of
| eompanies is. before the calamity and met fighting has convinced each party that the
after it. Why should a switchman or eon- other is strong enough to prolong the con‘ductor be hanged for negligence in allow- test ‘almost interminably, so that Spain
ing an accident, any more than the public seems finally willing to guant, and Cuba to
for not discovering that it was extremely accept, a degree or two. of clemency. Preprobable a month before it occumred? - Let mier Zorilla has indicated that the reforuis
there be an explosion on the, Mississippi already promised should be carried out, and
river. We at thie north censure théirsteam- the Spanish organs in the island alreadybe-

sent. Jt may have been owing to perversity or to an unfortunate dullness of appre- ‘shows that he * was a full half hour behind
hension, but one attentive listener was con- time in starting from Boston; that he was
siderably pnzzled by the ambiguity, and is aware of the Bangor Express following only
yet in the fog.
’
fifteen minutes behind him ; that fle stopped
Several
persons, members of the Asso, his, train eight minutes before reaching
and others, privately and emphatically ex- Revere, thus giving the Express, with its
pressed their want of sympathy with the “high rate of speed, ample time to overtake
movement, their anxieties and fears; but him; that he was aware that the Express
thought a present silence better than a hasty train did not usually stop at Revere; that
and public protest, especiallyas the leaders aceording to the very course which he was
were so ardent, and so impatient of dissent, pursuing, the terrible collision was inevitay ble. Another thing, and this is the worst
objections and doubts.
The
work
of
of all, it appears that trains on the Eastern
ol}
| These are the main facts.
and criticism.is deferred till | Road have no ect telegraphic communi| interpretation

connection

and.

murder

We wonderif all fanatics

welcome being extended alike to the Pedo: {- Whordoubts that Wendell Phillips would

issue of the Star, of the arrangement for
and expense of railway travel to General
Conference. But the negotiations, though

OF
the particul
ticular
he partis ion

eyor

the

mangling:

ment then, and cry

should be the only condition of fellowship
in a Baptist church and denomination,—a

‘tral Association into life, and the last meet- | another time.
:
[ing was dee
significant on that account,
and

ng and

ognition,—we get an idea of mismanage-

those who are sharp emough to penceive
the results-that it requires.a. colcharacter and evangelical belief -beforehand

courtesies extended to them,and not one of

Itisalmost unaccountable

Let there bey’ for in- rulers is making it finally inevitable.

the accidents occur.

so admitted to fellowship. The other extreme appeared im the theory, that simple

exposl- | oontemms

_ question, —What estimate shall F. Baptists
put upon the Baptist

p.

man.
I he does win, it will be because
to these qualities have taken captive the deiter

others equally “as terrible. There is one
thing in connection with them that would.
amusing if the matter was not so serious.
| 1t is ‘our habit) of denouncing
’
g the company
pany
| or corporation under whose mgnagement|

strain.

tions of plans, speeches elaborate andin- | yo jotter. Between these exiveme theories
formal, suggestions and resolutions. Many there were several intermediate ones, by
important facts were brought out, valuable whose aid the Convention hridged the sep“hints giver, and Christian hearts were stir- arating chasm, illustrated its liberty of
The theught, and left more or less hearers
red with better and higher purposes.
utterances on the subject of Church Exten- somewhat amused and quite uncertain. And
sion, and the need of choosing centers of some of the utterances suggested very
* influence as the spheres in which to oper- strongly! that, after the proposed *‘union”
ate, were eminently just, important, timely, was effected,—whatever that might'be,—we
They deserved a should still be separate in our organization
considerate and effective.
“wide hearing, and ought to be repeated, and polity as we arg now; while others
emphasized and urged till they are heeded quite as strongly suggested that we should
throughout the denomina- ‘be organically one because Baptists all. It
4nd applied
seemed to be generally assumed that, the
tion.
moment a Free Commumion church was
interest was the
But the chief topic of
-growth of open communion sentiment and really tolerated by the C. Baptist body, all
conviction among the C, Baptists, and Coal barriers to an organic union between
the work “to be done in view of it, in them and the F. Baptists would be gone;
order to effect a union among all the that there are no theological or other dif‘branches and members of the great Baptist ferences. that are worth noting; and that
This only the narrowness and bigotry existing
family that hold evangelical views.
among us would then ask for a separate dequestion,—
the
involved
course
of
topic
What is the true policy for F. Baptists to nominational name and life. But the several
- adopt, at this hour? and also the other theories came and went with about equal

=

_

|

:
4
'd that Massachusetts. has |
resulting
from not
almost
equal in carelessness
dccountfor the
recordand also/ considering
Ay
but
fortanatelv
6 terrible
its results. || made
herself;
Gen- | E
bec,
P+ | val Butler's character, it hardly seems pos- |

Bunyan,

the limits of their denomination.
All this
seems to prove that pretty radical changes
are wanted.
But the difficulty was found when an at-

ed, and laughed by turns, as good audienc- “Christian

nyith by means of essays,

\

should find Massachusetts men who support {
him; but he does that teo.
Faking into |

report

should we do but denounce. Wendell PhilTips as a fanatic, andi eall him. a poer old
man with a mania for agitations? Let the
accident really occur ; let a party of exeursionists be blown limb. from limb into. the
a noise.
Whatever else was lacking, it was
to ehoose a speeific name for itself, whether air; let an express traim go thundering: into
plain that the members of the Convention
* Open Communion,” | & compact mass of cua relations and friends,
to
:
were bent on haying ‘“‘a good time,” and | “ Freewill,”
oar “Free,”
A.
"
ital. | enuihi
a
tig them bevord. Too.

—*x"share.

.

Sar

roud
and declare that the management is
Whitefield and Wayland,
are fast outgrowing fatilty, that the Company deserve imgrisonthat some

and seriousness and pathos in spirit and
tempt was made tostell what all these terms
speech at times; but the Convention proved
really stand for. Theories of ehurch buildthat it knew how to be jolly, that its enthuing were several and diverse. One exsiasm was largely of the explosive sort, that
etreme was shown when it was asked that a
it could appreciate more than one kind of
church, firmly holding to owr demominawit, and that it was not in the least afraid of
tional faith and polity, be simply allowed

they had it.

.

|

lem and a baffling enigma. There were
friends of the F. B. church and society in
the town extendbd a generous hospitality to words enough used, but they somehow
the visitors, and a good conipany of them seemed to hide rather than _ elucidate ideas.
attended the meetings.
A few of the Con- The work of exposition was professedly. atgregationalists came in’at different sessions. tempted at several times and by several persons, but the. various definitions seemed
The C. Baptists almost entirely ignored theequally incomplete and antagonistic.
That
gathering.
some important change in our -basis and
The expected and promised representaplans of church building is called for by
tives of what is called the *‘ liberal ele- |
these brethren, seems plain to them.
They
ment” in the C. Baptist body mostly failed
insist on this. They use what sounded like
to appear. Rev. Mr. Whitney, associate edsignificant terms in speaking of what is
itor of the Baptist
Union, Dr. Landon
ao
y
(Free Communion), ofCanada,and Rev. Mr. wanted
Hem, Such phrases as ** ag
¢‘ the true Baptist platJones, of the Seventh Day Baptists, were in gressivdpolicy,”
form,>#* broad gauge,” *‘ a new departure,”
attendance and took part .in the proceed&c., &c.,.are frequently on theirlips. They
ings. But Rev. Messrs. Fish, Chase, J.
complain of, if they do not ridicule, the -atHyatt Smith, &c., who had been announced tachment to the word ¢‘ Freewill” as a term
as essayists or lecturers, were not on hand.
by whieh the denomination is to be known,
Their absence occasioned surprise, disapand call for its abandonment: and insist
. pointwent and chagrin.
‘life, motion,

.

.

3

in, the State

[Ph

en off four-fifths and.the ‘grain was out pre>

>

:

ep

Eh

TSR

maturely
to keep it from the gras shoppers

; fications of the Jews, and to grant new rights to
fhe corporations combining
for Worship in syna,
abundant
was
yield
the
portions
in other
Bogues,
hr
>
and the'inquiry was, ‘Where shall we find
According to the Liberte, the idea is seriously
adds:
He
stock to eat our hay?”
entertained of establishing in Paris a Faculty of
preached twice Mixed Protestant Theology, in consequence of
1 stopped at Endfield and
Bro. Y. White. the Lutheran Faculty at Strasbourg having been
and baptized 3 persons for

The church in Endfield has Suffered sadly,

suppressed. .

-

i

but we have some excellent brethren there.
Mr. Salt has given notice that early next sesAug, 27th 1 spent with Bro. Hagget in sion he will move for leave to bring in a bill to
for
here
labored
has
H.
Bro.
Springfield,
provide greater facilities for the performance
13 years and has many warm friends and
Preaching

Dr.

by.

afternoon,

Wednesday

and

Mariner preached Thursday forenoon
last of all was Brother Ball. Many very grave questions were before
Meeting, which were well answered
the

Rev, J, 8. Staples, Orono, Min.

840 pastors, 39 consistories, and one faculty of
theology—that of Strasbourg. These churches
have, however, petitioned the German authorities not to mterfere with them; and the petition

LiMERICK, ME.
morning

Sabbath, Aug. 13, after

service,

the

gathered again at the water-side, and I had
All praise to the Lord of the Har:
»

E. P. Lapp.
\

&

¥

Sour

LEwisToN, Mave.

Aug.

13th

five happy converts followed their Saviour

in Baptism.

The ordinance was adminis-

a- flpurshing

.

self-sacrifice remains constantly

in North
Saturday,

tion with the Lawrence Q. M., which is changed

convey pasR. PARKS.

Rev. A. D. Williams has been elected princi
pal of the State Normal School, of Nebraska, lo.

the next

We have received a pleasant account of the silver wedding ceremonies of Mr. and Mrs. John

publication, but are of the opinion that it was a
highly enjoyable occasion.
Many relatives and
friends were present to congratulate the happy
couple, and the poem, of which we have receiv-

ed‘extracts, was full of allusions that must have

F.B.

church in Johnsburg, Lake George Q. M., died
Aug. 25. An obituary notice will appear soon.

Seth

W.

Perkins

the

Province

Eaton

having

and

of Quebec,

resigned the

Newport

church in

Canada East, invites

correspondence from any

church,

or

missionary

or evangelical organization desiring his services.
work, and waiting fora field in which
his sickle.

to

thrust

Ward is

a-member of the Adrian, N. Y., church, in good
standing, having been restored to it® fellowship
aécording to gospel order.

Q. M.—Held its last session
East Rochester.
The church-

es wére very well represented, and the business

was harmoniously
transacted.
The meetings of
worship were spiritual and the reports from the
churchs were very encouraging .
;
Per Qrder.

The

This

Divine

year the

blessing upon

attendance

was

Capt, Zenag Atkins of Chatham, Mass.,had just
adyiresbed the Sabbath school of the West Meridsq
(Ct.) Baptist church,
taking-his seat,- when he

on Sunday, and was:
fell to the floor, and

died in a few minutes.
While the laborers were at work on the old
Brattle Square church last week, some very an
cient coins were

found, one

of which

dated

as

as 1680. One of the workmen picked up’
of them, and also found a gold watch of
looking appearance, the works of which
badly rusted that they fell apart when

the cases were opened.

Dr.

Everts

:

of the

First

church,

Chigago,

preached his twelfth anniversary sermon, Sun-«
day,Aug. 6th,giving the history of the church since
its organization.
It will be thirty-eight years

next October since the

church

was formed,

It

now has about eleven hundred members.
The
Second chureh is equally large, and there are

fifteen or sixteen other
city,

*

Baptist churches in the
:

¥

At tho Baptist State Convention
held at Leavs
enworth, Kansas, the statistics showed that thir

ty-three new churches had been constituted during the year, with a membership of about eight
thousand, A western Baptist writes that “Only
where our missionaries have struck for chapels,
have.we kept paee with other denominations,
and

with the population,

Churches without

chapels go out of existence simultaneously. with
the erection of church-edifices by other denominations.,”
y
ol
"

The professors of thie four theological “gemingries—the Baptist, .Congregational and Presbyterian of Chicago, and of the Methodist of Evanston—are making arrangements for, a course of

lectures, to be so delivered that the students of
each seminary will have a lecture from each of
the. professors
, in the

other

three,

during

the

contng term. We are glad fo record this mani.

estation of the substantial unity of believers.
The Prussian Government has resolved shortly
to propose the final removal of all legal disqualihid

|

FOR
Mr.

THE
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General

:

.

twenty-first

:
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free
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to
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Conference.

OF

Land Commissioner, U. P. R. R. Co.
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Work of his

eral

7B

740

op

to
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LEONARD
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BRUSSELLS,—The

sti¢bEsenit

SCHOOLS AND CONVENTIONS.

gan; and will commence Wednesday, Oct.’4, 1371, at
the Freewill Baptist meeting-house.
As'many of the delegates can not reach Hillsdale
at the time above

named,

by the

fixed

col

titution,

without leaving home before the preceding Sabbath,
it has been proposed that such delegates as niay be
ednesday, shall adjourn to Thurson the ground
riends in Hillsdalg, and
day at 9 o’clock, A. M.
other parts of the denomination, have been comsulted, and have approved of the arrangement, and advised the Clerk to say in the notice calling Conference,

that

that no business

understanding

it is the

|

- Therefore, with

will ba done till Thursday morning.

this understanding, delegates will be in season who
arrive there Wednesday evening, or Thursday mornFover, Sept. 1, 1871.

Printing Establishment. ~
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printin
Establishment are hereby -notified that the annua
meeting of said Corporation will be held at the oflice
of the Establishment in Dover, N. H., Sept. 20, atand11
o'clock, A. M., to hear’ reports, elect. officers
transact the necessary business.

'

and

She used Hagan’s Magnolia Balm upon her face

hands with such persistency, that her complexion
became her greatest attraction. It will do the same
It will obliterate Sallowness, Mothfor any one.
patches, Ringmarks, Sunburn, &c., give a ‘marblelike complexion, and perpetuate the bloom of youth
for years. What the Magnolia Balm is to the complexion, Lyon's Celebrated Kathairon is to the hair.
It not only beautifies the hair, but stinfulates its
growth, and prevents it from falling out or turning

I. D. STEWART, Clerk.

ing.

York society, last winter, was a rough-skinned
freckled-faced lady in Dayton, O., but one year ago.

1, D. STEWART, Secretary.

gray,

Education Society.
The Annual Meeting of jhe Free Baptist Education

Society for the choice of

of any other business
e meeting, will

dfficers and

The statistics of each Q. M. for the Register, should

legally come before

that may

be held in

the

soon

Vestry of the Free-

thereafter

unnecessary delay

will Baptist church in Hillsdale, Mich., on Tuesday,
A
)
Oct. 10, 1871, at 4 o’clock. P.M,

_@hanges in the

be.made known

DEWITT C) DURGIN, Rec. Sega!

Freewill Baptist For:

eign Mission Society, for the
choice of officers and
the transaction of any other buswess that may legal
4 come before thé meeting, will be held at Hillsdale,
ich., in the Vestr; of ‘the Freewill Baptist church,
on Tuesday, Oct. 10, 1871, at 8 o’clock, A. M,
DEWITT. C. DURGIN, Rec. See.
Newmarket, N, H., Sept. 1, 1871.
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War, I, BowEN,

:

be

no

in the
:

a place
,

2 cents each for

two

or

Or-

ders are solicited.

™"
]

the same time. For
Makers. . Grocers, and
where. Manufactured
G. F, WHITNEY & CO.,
”

sale by Harness
Druggists everyby
Lexington, Mass,
KJ

Prize

Light from the Cross,

- £

Rainy Day
A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

Series.

New Year,
rireside Angel

MONTHLY

,PAYMENTS,

i;

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

5
5

Chickering & Sons,
246 Washington St., Boston.

11 East 14th Street, New York.
1m356
W
wae

SU

of moral life. Edited by men of experience and common sense. Hvery man, woman and child in city and
country should have it. Subscription price only 50
cents a gar
Sent per balance of this year to all,
subscribing now.
INDEPENDENT FARMER.
12wi4
| Philadelphia, Pa.

Starlight

Early Choice,

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

«

~

’

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
h
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
= Child Life,
_ Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

Ps

—-
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the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,
Appeal to Conscience,
single,

.20
2.00
.14

04
44
+04

24
2.44
18

10

125

oc
‘
.

1.35

20

.08

02

Choralist,

single,

.75

J2

0

dozen,

dozen,

LJ

Minutes of General Con-

ence,

a #9

ozen.

is no

1.44

.

single,

discount

20 .

7.20

-

:

There

JT

.75

on

the

20
Minutes by

1.55

97
87

8.64
05
the

BY

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

teachers

worthy

as

of their

Orders may be sent at any

4 cents.

1.25
g

dozen,

gingle,

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)

125
125

Series.

do

Communionist,

patronage.

FREEWILL

BAPTIST

REGISTER.

*

J
il?
1°50

The Register for 1871 is out of press and

ready for

delivery. In accordance with the vote of General
Conference, it has been enlarged ta a 12mo. in size

150
100

175

and besides the matter

150
125
100

tains a large

1]
400
90
56,
12
:
+90
j
4,90
100
by mail; free of postage
:
;

Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
own
orders which will be immediately filled with our
athe
publications, or will be filled with the books of
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
}
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.

re“Whatever profits may accrue from thésale (at

oftice
talllor in libraries) of these publications atour
in Dover, (but no bihers) belong to the Denomination
and are to be used forite advancement. Address,
L,R. BURLINGAME, DoverN,H

”
|

do

being in every way
!

Mi

Starlight Stories,

~
Bloomfield,
‘ f3lencoe Parsonage,

2.24

‘tors, superintendents and

a
J

Series.

Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous
+ Anecdotes of Animals,

Claudia,

Independent. Farmer,

J

Archibald Hamilton,
,

Catalogue.

Series.

The Christ-Child,

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

24
do

ze

This book received the prize offered
not long since by- the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pas-

a5
5

i

Child’s

~ 20
1.40
240
13.92
.04
29
48
2.88
02
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their patrons,
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from the 8d Saturday and

Books
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are using every available means no only for the
accommodation, but especially for the safety of

Sabbath-

Dedication.
The new Freewill Baptist church
Burke, N. Y., will be dedicated on

KJ

In Austria also intrigues are being car-

0

school and interesting prayer-meetings,
which are well attended.
The prospect
looks good for a precious revival. Breth-

ren, pray for us.

Brown—JW
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'
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tered by Rev. D. Libby, the former Pastor
While we are having so many Railroad disasof this church.
=
ters,and,in consequence,so much wholesale mur,
I came to labor here the first Sabbath in der, it is a pleasure to know that the Boston and
May .last.
They had then no Sabbath- Maine R. R: Corporation, through their faithful
school nor prayer-meetings. - We have now and efficient Superintendent, Mr. Wm. Merritt,

a good “audience,

Barden—J

and,in conversation, he said to him he could not
comprehend how Austria accredited an ambasSally Abbott, Raymond. N H, perJ Fullonton,
Lake, N H, per'T Kenniston,
sador to the Pope and another to the King of Bow
Rev A D Fairbanks & wire, W Lebanon, Me.
Italy, in the same city. The Austrian replied:
C F Lothrop, Chesterviile, Me,
H A Owen, Central Falls, R 1,
“ Your Eminence, how can she do otherwise,
Penobscot Y M, per A L Gerrish,
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"
when that city is the capital both of the King of Parkman, Me,
«Seneca & Huron Q M, O, per I” Randall
JY
Es
&
Italy and the Pope?”
i
Dr J Kling, Plymouth, O,
i

of baptism to five others, fruits of the recent.

revival.
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H Roberts—E D Searey—F A Smith—J H Sawyer—dJ
Stuart—T K Tinkham—I
C Townsend—J Wallace~E
Winslow-P A Walling ~-R Woodworth—-0O W Young—dJ
Switser- G Smith-G M Tallant.,
.

ceived Count Kalinsky,the Austrian ambassador;

the pleasure of administering the ordinance

vest,
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Terms.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address; 20
cents each,~—payable in all cases in advance.
* PostAaGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any
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rest,

folded

are

they

—# —

“Did
Tim?”

“How curious,” said Sarah; ‘but where
have they been all this time? I've been
aM

Grannie’s Trust.
;

——

®

Dear Grannie is with us no longer—
Her hair, that was white as the snow,

Nor aught of the comet’s wide cycle,
Nor of Nebula’s dim, cloudy bars;

,But she knew how the wise men adoring

Saw a star in the East long ago;
She knew how the first Christmas anthem
Came down to the shepherds below.

‘When our John went away to the city

Till she-pulled at John’s sleeve m the twilight,

To be certain, before he had gone;

And he smiled as he heard the old question:
“Are you sure they are meetin’~folks, John?”
E

When Minnie came home from the city,
And left heart and happiness there,

Dear child, you are better alone.”
And now from the corner we miss her,
‘We hear that reminder no more;

Ja

Comes back from that far-away shore ;
Till Sophistry slinks in the corner,
Though Charity sweet has her due,
Yet we feel, if we want to meet Grannie,
'T were best to be meetin’-folks, too.

————

And there was one—our fair-hair’d boy—
there,

So often towards heaven—
Oh! how we feared lest God would take
This treasure He had given.

Not idle phantoms were our fears—
"A messenger was sent

rent!

He had not passed away ;
Could love have bound him to the earth,

He had been ours to-day ;
But tears, and prayers, and love, were vain

The messenger to stay.
And tearful falls the night;
‘And when the morning comes again,
We do not bless the light;

Though change, nor thought, nor earnest prayer
Brings back our lost delight;
Still, on this darkness of our grief s
There shines a djstant star;
And heaven’s own luster makes it bright
F’en though it shines afar,—
Our gentle, precious, loving one,

‘Whose musical replies

Che Family Circ.
Fire-flies.

V. G. RAMSEY.

Nr 2.

look, mamma,”

is afire mside.

cried little

Sarah,

“I do believe this bug

Don’t

you see it shine

through ?
Mrs. Allen, smiling at the odd
took the insect

in

her

hand,

conceit,
and led her

The upper part

wings

were

formed,

:

feet long, and its dorsal

to trade with us for trinkets.”
¢ Oh! that all?” said Rufus, disappointin a dark room, and noticed that it lefta
streak of light? The light is caused by a ed. ‘1 hoped you were going to tell i
substance called phosphorus, and the light, a battle.”
“1 don't want to hear about fighting, or
which is without fire, or sensible heat, is
called phosphorescent light.
The light of cannibals,” said” EN&¥ Tell us about the
the fire-fly is of the same kind—phosphores- sawsfich—the saw first. Does it really
grow out of the fish's head?”
2
cent light. Can you understand it?"
“Yes; it is a long, flattened, bony snout.
“Yes, a little,” replied the child, still examining the insect under, the glass;
‘‘but The teeth of a large-sized one are almost as
muke

it

come

go?”
“I can not tell you, my

love.

sect, though

fashioned

so

small,

is.

again,

nor

and

:
This inwith

revive

God, in

His

infinite goodness,

the

is

pleased with their happiness as well as with
ours.
“If we were.to go south into the hot regions of this. continent, or into the West
Indian Islands, we should
find luminous
insects much moge numerous and beautiful
than these. The fire-fly of St. Domingo
is about an inch. in length. - It gives its
principal light from two luminous spots on
two

under

the

wings,

five

along

or

the

six

back.

It opens like a huge fan; and old salts say
in fair wings.
Hence its. popular names—* fan-fish,’’ or
¢ sailfish,” or ¢ sailor-fish.”

and

The fin is

of a

deep blue color.
** The common sword-fish,”added Cousin
Tim, ** is very dark blue above, and silvery
white below ; and he is a. rough, viciouslooking fish."—Our Young Folks.

of our ‘missionaries, and had come, not to
kill and to eat us, but to,welcome us, and

said Sa:

rah, ‘what does make it shine so ?”
“You have seen a match struck on a wall

he

is

feet long, and seven or eight inches broad ; the fish uses it as a sail,

its old

it looked like dried gristle, all but; ‘the teeth
to the top of the ground in the —they were polished, bright and sharp.
now see.
1t has shown us its The savage wielded it with both hands, like
soon as it was ready, and faith- a battle axe, and swung it over my head in
itslittle part to make the night a very disagreeable manner. But it was
beautiful, and to reveal the w onderful wig- only a friendly salutaion, after all. The
dom of God,”
cannibals had had the instructions of some

does

fin

feet broad, extending all

and came
form you
lantern as
fully done

ifit is not a-fire,”

i

fore»

Grandpa’s

Y

Story.

|

“How did yousdare to do it, grandpa?”
“ Because it was the right thing te do.”
We were a merry family party, gathered
|
from far and near, to celebrate the golden
wedding.
Grandpa and grandma had traveled the
road of life together for fifty years, a road
that had been

sometimes

hard and rough,

.| but that now, in the sunset days, was made
broad and long
as my
thumb—flat, of
smooth by kind hands and loving hearts.
course, and pointed. Ihave seendne that
Grandpa was telling the children, for |
bad fifty teeth—twenty-five on a side. They
boys and girls he still called them,
though
are not close together like common saw
some of them had seen more than forty
teeth, but are set in their sockets at a little
years of life, of the time, ro long ago,
distanee from each” other, perhaps an inch
* when mother and I were published.”
|
'
:
or two. The saw-fish grows to be fifteen or
“Why, children, didn’t I ever tell you |
twenty feet long, and the saw isa third about that? You see it wasn't then as it
part of his length.”
:
’
is now.
In those days, the day after a man
““ Does heuse it to saw things?” said was published—"
Ella.
‘‘ But what is published, grandpa?” asks
‘“ Not exactly ; but it is a terrible weapon one of the third generation.
when he strikes with it. It is flattened hor“ Why, when anybody was going to be
izontally, the teeth are on-the outer edges,
married, the town clerk stood:
in the
and he goes through the wate, striking to church on Sunday, before the services bethe right and left with them, killing any gan, and cried out, ‘Intentions of marsmaller fish at a blow. There is no truth riage between John White and Jane Smith.’
whatever in the old stories that he some- This w as done three Sundays in succestimes saws ships in two, in order to devour sion.’
the crews.”
;
“Oh, I'm glad it isn’t so now! What
“1 should think not!” said Rufus; * but did you do, grandma, when lie called your
I've heard of his striking ships, and driving name so in church?”
“I believe I was not at church those Sunhis saw clear through thejr timbers.”
¢ That often happens, and it shows the day mornings,” quietly replied grandma.
tremendous power of the fish, considering
*¢ And I thought one Sunday I had waited
that his saw is not pointed at the end, but at the door so long, the notice must have
‘“and then I
rounded. I wasin a ship once that~was been read,” said grandpa,
struck—not by a saw-fish, exactly, but by a went in, but just as I was too farinto go
sword-fisi. We thought we had struck a out again, the clerk rose and read my intenrock. Only one old sailor said it was a fish ; tions, as IT walked up the aisle.
“ There were a good many of us young
and sure’ enough, when the ship was hauled up for repairs, there was the sword brok- folks; then, and some of them were pretty
en off in the frame. It had gone through wild. ~ One of ‘the customs of the place was
that whenever one of their number was
the ship's skin or outside planks, and halfway through a heavy oak timber, where it about to marry, he should ‘ stand treat,’ for
all the rest.. Everybody drank in those
stuck.”

“What do the foolish fellows pitch into
ships for!” Rufus inquired.

days.

light of this fly is sO great that it casts the
In

great depth, as if to get

rid of his

furious

assailant, and coming up, spouted water

in

some places the ladies usé these insects to two flashing Tountains—*¢ blowing,” as the

they

They are

-tific name is Photinus pyralis.”
‘Sarah examined the insect under

plies, ‘itis a sword, and

worlds afar,

not

a saw.

I've

seen one five feet long, taken from a fish
measuring
sixteen feet from tip to tip.
glass. “I pity the poor little bug to have
work to do,
¢¢
The
sword-fish
is considered good eatglich
a great hard name.” she said; ‘but So swing thy little lantern amid the evening
ing. and on some coasts the people make a
dew.
whatis the difference bétween a fly and
“a Ypetle.”
business of catching him, He is seen pur:
.
.
.
Say not “It is so ) little, such a flickering ray,
“Ifyou examine this insect, you can read- The night would never missy it, if it passed suing schools of mackerel, generally swimih
ming with his broad dorsal or back fin out
observe one peculiarity which distinaway.”’
of water. He is hunted with harpoons—a
shes the beetle from the fly. Do you
gives thee; ‘on the other shore,

the

as it flutters under the glass, it has
two kinds of wings? The upper pair are
stiff and glossy, of a grayish, black color,
bordered with a narrow line of pale yellow.

His hand has made

thee perieut~He

gives thee

Use the light He
Where the angels s exrve Him, they can do no
more.

Use The light He gives thee, for the Hoon

ate sulled the MoE cases, and. flies Shining in Wl,
done, we

+1 pit

2

me.

el

(A

tic ‘when one appears; a boat is sent. in
chaseof hii; the crew pun up as near to

no more than this has him as possible, when the bowsman strikes
4

Th

| Raithtul little preacher, 1 will fear of thee.

VPs

sort of whale-fishing on a small scale, The
man at the masthead calls out to give no-

|

him with a light harpoon. Sometimes there
is a struggld, and he is killed on the spot.

to Maidie, you
with her.
You

She is your

|

:

&

One

ufter-

“No,”

run

was

the

reply;

out if he keeps

present fashion.

any thing
* his

on reading

He

mind will

after his

used to be a sensible

boy till he took to reading
nothing.”

The

that is

nonsense

and
.

boy sat still for atime,

then rose,

threw the book into the ditch, went up to
the man who had said that his mind would
run out, and asked him'if he would let Hin
have a good book to read.
you have one?"
=

“I will do it.”
“ Well,

.

come

home

with me, and I will

lénd you a good book.”
He went with him, and received a volume
of Franklin's works.
“ There,” said the man, ** read

that,

and

come and tell me what you have read.”

The lad kept his promise. Hé found it
hard work to read the simple and wise sen-

reflection.

have nothing moreto do’
must not
kiss her, nor

ed.

is a

It

at all,

not yours

is

bargain,

if,

go

n

“Can't we go. out doors. together ?
John’s voice began to sound a little unsteady. “You know our garden, papa?”
“You wll have

where else.

to make arother,

some-

I will find you a place.

You

any

garden

in the'same

not work

z
more.”
~ «I will have to lead her to school, papa;

she will get lost if I don’t, just as sure as
anything.”
«J will attendto that, John. You will
have to“ go to school by yourself. Is the
bargain made?”
And John
who stood

¢¢Y-e-s, sir, I suppose so.”
cast a doubtful look at Maidie,

close by, with her doll in her arms,
tears on her long eyelashes.
“Very well,” said Mr. Royal.
want

the

money

you

can

and

When
-ask for it.

You may go now.”
«1 know what I mean to buy,” thought
John, running to the other end of the room

watch, and lots of other

things that I've been
was a little boy.”
The idea of these
was so pleasant that
with some one; so he

reading good books than he had ever

derived from reading poor ones.
his mind

began to grow.

Besides,

He began to be

spoken of as an intelligent and promising
young man.
Some, who do not read flashy and worthless books, and who read good books, read
the: hastily and with very little attention.
They seem to desire to ‘be able to say that
they have read certain books.
|. It does one very little good to say that he
has read a book. A gentleman once asked
ayoung reader of this class if he had read
«a certain book?
* Yes, gir,” was the prompt reply.

“What

do you know

about it?” asked

the gentleman,
:
I know—I know that I have read it.”
He spoke the truth. He had read the
book ; and he knew that he had read it, and

that was all that he knew about it.
|. Of course he derived
no benefit from
reading that book. Perhaps the reading it
kept him out of some mischief; but, on the
other hand, it tended to form a bad habit of
reading.
No book does any one any good unless it
is understood.
Unless you get some definite
ideas from a book, there is no use in reading it. Bright Side.

and sitting) down on the broad, cushioned
window seat. “I will buy a pony and a
saddle, and a gold

He derived a great deal more pleasure

from

mamma's little girl and mine,

John?”
« Can’t kiss her good night, when we
to bed?”

A Boy's Lagic.

|

Bre

a-wanting ever since 1

ooarrr

A little boy in Leicester was induced to
sign the ‘Band of Hope pledge. His father
splendid acquisitions was collector, and one day a publican called
he wantedjo share it upon him !for the purpose of paying his
cried out:
rates. ~In the course of conversation, it
“Oh, Maidie, you come here, and I'll tell came out that the little boy was a teetotal- |
you what I'm going to buy with my fifty er.
dollars.”
“What !" said the publican, with a'sneer;
¢ Stop, stop,” idl papa; ‘“ have you “a mere boy like that a teetotaler 2”
forgotten so soon that you have no right to
“Yes, sir,” said the boy.
“Iam one.”
speak to Maidie ? She doesn’t belong to
“And you mean to say you have signed
you at all.”
the pledge P
:
A cloud

came over John's face,

and

he

“Yes, sir, I have,

and, mean

to keep

it

sat very still for a long time, thinking, and too. "
by and by two or three tears fell. Maidie
‘Nonsense !” said the publics
“The.
and he had played together ever since he idea! Why, you are too young to sign the
could remember—such a long, long time! pledge.”
and she was the only little sister he had in
The little fellow came up to him, took
the world; a real tease sometimes, to be hold of him quietly by the arm, and re-

sure, but then how. could he get along with- | peated

out her? He looked slyly out
the window

curtains, fo see

from

behind

what she was

his words: “Yon say, sir, I am too

young to be a teetotaler 7”
“Yes, I do.”

doing.
“Well, now, sir, please listen, said he.
How pretty she looked, sitting in a high
“I will just ask you a question; you are a
chair beside her father, with “4 book of publican, are you not, and sell beer
colored

pictures

open before her, and

her

sunny curls falling over her rosy cheeks and
white neck!

another and

ed down

Wasn't

she better than a sail-

another, hnd then John

from the

window

jump-

seat, and run-

to ery too.

.

“Yes, I am a publican, and sell beer 7"

“Well, then, suppose.I come to your
house for a pint of beer, would you send
me

about

my

business

because

I am

so

young

“Oh! no,” said Boniface; ‘that is quite
a different thing.”
“Very well, then,”

said

the noble lit-

tle fellow, with triumph in his face;

if

I am not too young to fetch the beer, I am
not too young to give up the beer.”
The publican was defeated; he didn’t
want to argue with that boy again.

ning up to the desk, hid" his face on his
father’s arm, and burst into such a passon of
tears that Maidie was frightened. and began

A

Tragedy.

How many acts are there in a tragedy ?
Five, I believe :
ol
Act I.—Young man starting from home.
Parents and sisters weeping te have him go.
Wagon
passing over the hill. Farewell
kiss thrown back. Ring the bell and let the

‘Why, what is the matter, my son?”
asked Mr. Royal, kindly.
“ J—+I—I—don't wa—want to—to—sell
my right to Maidie,” answered John, as
well as he could, for weeping.
curtain drop.
“ Why —not for fifty dollars?” asked pe
- Aor II,—Marriage altar, Bright lights.
pa.
Full organ.» White veil trailing through
“Oh, 10,” said John, “no indeed, not the aisle. Prayer, and congratulation, and
for fifty millions. Will you let me have her’LLexclamations of ‘how well she looks!
back again, please, dear papa? and I don't | Ring the bell and let the curtain drop.
believe I'll ever be so naughty»and cross|Aor IIL.—Midnight. Woman
waiting

again as long as I live.”

“Very well,” said Mr. Royal, smiling.
“Since you wish it so much, I will give up
my part of the bargain, and you may have
your little sister back again ; but I hope you
will think, another time when you are
tempted to speak to her as you did to-day,

and I won't help it along.’ “ G. threw the money on the counter,
and left the store, hanging his head. It
did not take long for the story to go through

visitors ow

that day. But they came to me afterwards
and thanked me for what I had done, and
there were never any more such carousals
as they Previously had. It broke Shem up
entirely.”

reader; does he read
worth reading?”

speak to her, nor play with her any more.

thing has come to be to bad too be endured,

such

interesting.

tences of ‘the philosopher, but he persevered. The more he read, and the more he
will—fifty dolla.”
talked with his friend about what he read,
well; that is quite reasonable,” the more interested he became.
Ere long
Royal. ‘Now you must remem- he felthq desire to read the feeble and foolas I am going to buy all your right tigh books in which he had formerly delight-

“Yes, I
“Very
said Mr.
ber that

would be

|.

you would

foal not:

to have

Maidie at

ally
“1 guess I shall, » said John, giving

a good hug and Kiss.

her

“I love you, Maidie.’

“So do I you,” said

Maidie,

the caress. . ‘/ Now

for staggering steps. Old garments stuck
into the broken window pane. Many
marks of hardship on the face. Biting of
the nails
cruelty,

of

bloodless

disgrace.

curtain drop. .
Act [V.—Three

place.

fingers.

Neglect,

Ring the bell and let the

graves in

a very

dark

Grave of child who died from lack

of medicine. Grave of wife who died of a
broken heart. Grave of husband and father

who died of dissipation.

Plenty of weeds,

no flowers. Oh, what a blasted heath
returning | but
with three grayes. Ring the bell and let

let's go out in our gar- the curtain drop.
“ Was fibers Christian then, Ah Mm den, John.”
Act V.—A' destroyed soul's eternity.
asked one of the listening group,
So away: they ‘ran, hand in hahd, as No light; no music; no hope! Despair
# No, but he had long seen the evil of merry as the birds that were singing up coilin around the heart with unutterable
of darkness forever!
such drinking customs, and determing d to among the “boughs >
the old butternus anguish,woe! Blackness
not bear longer to '
can
I
woe!
Woe!
do all he could to stop it."
tree. die Masdie.
:
this last dot of
.at
‘eyes
my
close
T
look.

Is it any wonder that the fifty Jorvinges
when there are others in the vicinity,
ojos me, ’t is an he asks of But
|
the fishermen leave the harpoon sticking been blessed ones Masi were begun in try-

BR

will

boat, ora gold watch, or even a pony?
plainly seen, and awaited my visitors, It
“Yes, indeed, a thousand million times!”
was not long before the door opened, and
thought
John, ‘* and yet I've gone and sold
Nelson walked in with a pleasant goodher for fifty dollars, and I a’most’know that
morning.
He soon looked about for the
papa won't take it back, ‘cause it was a régaccustomed beverage.
ular bargain. O, dear, dear!”
¢¢«Why, King, where's your treat, man ?
Here the tears began to flow faster and
You haven't forgotten what day this is?
They will be here pretty soon to congratu- faster, and presently a chocking litle sob
attracted Mr. Royal's attention.
Then
late you.’

the street, and I had no more

sfories,

were placed in his" hands,

* Yes, sir.”
“It will be hard work for you.”

said John, aftera few moments’

confined in | sailors say. . The second time he came up
little net€ of thinnest lace, and worn among so near oft ship that we saw the fish -dart
“0 mamma, do see it shine!" the little
the jewels and flowers on ‘their heads. his sword into his side. Once the fish, misgirl cried, as her mother opened her hand Sometimes they are placed among the folds sing his stroke, sprang clear out of the
in the room, lighted only by the summer
of their gossamer ball-dresses, and when water alongside the whale. It seemed to
twilight.
| they dance, the effect is said to be very be the whale’s object to strike him with his
“Run to the dining-room, and, bring me
tail, a good fair blew from which would
a glags,” said the mother. Sari obeyed, biilliant.”
have ended the battle ; and in trying. to do
“No, I haven't forgotten, Nelson. How
“They may look pretty,” said Sarah, ‘but
and-was back in a minute, and the insect
that he tumbled about tremendously,lashing many glasses can you drink, to-day?’
was placed under a goblet.
“Now we can I should not like bugs or fies on my head, the sea into foam.”
- ¢¢ Not more than two, this morning.’
or on my dress.”
‘ examine him at our leisure,” she continued.
*¢ Which whipped ?” cried Rufus, eager¢ ¢ Well, there's the money for four. You
“Tam
glad
you
think
so,”
replied
the
“But lpok, there are hundreds of them on
Yui
a
can get it over the: way, but I can’t give it
mother
smiling.
“There
are
plenty
of
the lawn, and away in the meadow as far
As we passed on our. to you, here.’
“I never knew.
as he eye can reach, you may see their ornaments less objectionable, and these
“He understood me at once, took the
course, suddenly the whale dove, ‘and we
beautiful
insects
need
not
be
used
to
minissoft, intermittent sparkle.”
saw neither of them any more.’
money reluctantly, and went out.
Soon
“How beautiful !".cried the child.
‘But ter to human vanity. But see how the poor
¢ What is. the difference between the Greenwood appeared, looking as if he had
little
creature
flutters
in
his
prison.
We
what are they, mamma ? ” Sarah had lived
syord-fish and thie saw-fish
heard something he. did not believe. . The.
in the city all the seven years of her life ill will not deprive him of liberty any longer.”
“ They belong to two differnt fish fami." same looking about, the same question from
She carried the insect to the door and while
the present summer,
and many things
him, and again I asked, * How many glasslies.
The sword-fish isi like the mackerel,
seemed new, and wonderful to her, which it floated away to join its kindred on the
es can you drink, this thorning ?’
:
only
very
much
larger;
the
saw-fish
is
lawn,
she
repeated
sls
little
poem
to
her
children do not observe, who dive all the
‘
¢
Three,
1
guess.
something
between
the
sharks
and
the
rays.
daughters
time in the country.
Thby resemble each other only in the long
«¢ There's the mongy for six, then; go
* “These are fire-flics, my dear; at least, Oh, pretty little insect, flash thy tiny spark,
‘over,
across the street, if you want it. It
projection
of
the
bones
of
the
upper
jaw.
. we call them fire-flies ;—they -are really a And swing thy little lantern in the evening dark.
species of beetle, belonging to the great The God who lights thy taper kindles every star, The sword-fish’s weapon is more pointed isn't becauseI am not ready to pay for it.
order called Coleopterg, and their scien- And guides with wondr, ous wisdom, the mighty than that of the saw-fish; as its name im- You see I am ready for all of you. But this
adorn their persons,

you

“¢T don't know what you mean,” he said.
‘* Why,” explained his father, ‘* since you
have oe playing with Maidie, I would
like to buy your share in her—or your right
to her. Now you may set your own price.
How much shall I give you for her?” ’ (
"+ How much money, do you mean, Pe
pa?”
Yes,"
“I guess I'll sell her for fifty dollars,”

you

books

noon, as he was reading a foolish story, he
| overheard one say, ‘That boy is a great

John looked up ‘surprised.

must

best

“ Will you read a good book if I will let

* What, sir?”
“1 want to know how much
take for your share in Maidie ? ”

No.

found that he could read

.but they were not

desk, with the look of a culprit on his face.

Our minister took his glass with the

piles on the counter, where

The

“But I wish to speak to you,” sald Mr,
Royal. “So John came slowly up to the

‘“

man

| with interest nothing but sensation

speak to Kitty,"

rest, and was thought none the worse of.
But I didn’t like it, had seen too much of
inal segments when it moves.”
y
¢ Both the sword-fish and the saw-fish are
the mischief in it, and was determined to
“How beautiful !” said Sarah.
“I wishI|’
fighting characters; they have an ancient
do what I could to puta stop toit. Sol
could see one.”
grudge
against whales—especially
the
“Yes, they are beautiful, and the poor whalebone whale—and probably take the had a 44lk with Spring,told him what I was
people employ them in their cottages in- great hull of a ship for some animal of the going to do, and that F-wanted him to follow suit when he was married, which
stead of candles. They like to have them sort.
would be in a few months, and he promised
in their houses, not only on account of their.
“J once saw a fight Betwerh a sword- to do so.
light, but because they eat the gnats and
fish and a whale,” Cousin Tim went on,
* Monday morning, just before ten—I
other troublesome insects.
- When
they
¢¢ and a strange sight it was. We first saw knew they. would begin to come’at eleven
travel by night, or go hunting or fishing,
the whale making a great commotion in Yor their drinks—I walked across the street
we are told they tie one of these ving
the water ; I didn’t know what to think of to the bank, and told Robinson I wanted
lamps to each great toe, and and the light
it, for I was a greenhorn then, but the thirty dollars in halves, quarters, ninepencsufficient for their purpose. © But the lanknowing
ones declared that a sword-fish es, and fourpences, for we had silver then.
tern-fly of South America is said to be
was
at
him.
Twice the whale dove to a Going’ back to the store, I placed them in
more beautiful and brilliant than this. The
shadow of an object in a dark room.

A young

" John's Bargain. g

—

oe

A i sat

little daughter into the house.
‘The dew
is falling,” she said, ‘and we will talk about
_ this in the parlor.”

A

The

“ The dorsal fin of all sw old: fishesis very

Cf

and arrows and spears, and one—a sort of
chief, frightfully tattooed—brandished that
intergkting weapon. - It was four or five

light which flashes out between the abdom-

Are falling soft on memory’s ear
Like dear words from the Skies,

‘«Do

completed its

and in about ten days it slipped off

exclaim-

ed Rufus.
** What a silly fish to swim with
his back fin out of water!" .

high and conspicuous, and there is one spe1 4 The saw of the saw-fish I saw. We had ¢ies in which it is ‘extraordinarily devellanded for water, when the cannibals rush- oped. _It is a tropical fish, found chiefly in
Tt growsto be twenty
ed upon us. They were afmed with bows ' the Indian Ocean.

when itis flying, it appears as if it wore
brilliant gems of the most beautiful golden
blue luster. The whole body seems full of

“Nor grief the pure and loving lips,

extending her Band.

grew thicker.

“ 0, that must be great sport!”

J

* What was?"

wall around it-

to what is talled the pupa.

the chest, and

*

Pain never more will shade his brow,
Nor tears his sweet blue eyes;

MRS.

er,” gaid Cousin Tim.

self and in this little earthen house, changed

life, and

Though wearily the day goes by,

BY

spot

“Did God make the fireflies just to please
us ?” Sarah said, gazing out on the meadow
where a thousand lamps were swinging in
the air.
“He certainly knew they would please
us, and He is glad to make us happy.
but there may have been other reasons
fof their creation.
They enjoy their brief

Could tears or prayers lave held him here,

~~

formed a compact

chinery in Todo
tiny spark.
bs

To carry back the angel boy That heaven to us had lent.
" Ah! when the summons came, how grief

Talk about

«Neither am I, Ella.”

** Then tell us-about it,” cried Rufus,
¢¢ It was in the hands of a Feejee Island-

wonderful wisdom. You see the abdomen
is brown, except the last two segments,
which are yellow, and from these the light
proceeds. It seems to be made by a sud- den and rapid mo®ement of one ring upon
the other and i supposed to be “caused by
friction, just as when we strike a match on
the wall; but if you were to kill it, the
wisest man could not set the delicate ma-

Our Boy.

A

Cousin

covered with a horny brown plate, marked
with three white lines. If it had been dark

mamma, how

— Selected.

Is where the angels are.

see a wih

joints or segments, the top of each segment

“But mamma,

I saw her close kneeling by Grannie,
YY ith the dear, wrinkled hands on her hair;
. And amid the low sobs of the maiden,
QC Came soft by the tremulous tone:
.
‘He was n’t like meetin’-folks, Minnie ;

)

ever

~ What to Read, and How.

way P— Christian Weekly.

cas, which they set afloat.
The cask holds
‘the fish; and tires him out, for as often as

skin, broke its way out of its little chamber,

With patrons, whom 4ll the world knew
To be sober and honest, greatmerchants,
For Grannie this all would notdo;
~~

{

distinct

with thirteen

called the larva, when it had

And stately old *‘Esselby Oakes,”
ih |
She listened, and whispered it softly :
“My dear, are these friends meetin’-folks ®”

ed

about an ineh long,

growth,

Of “Laura,” and “Lizzie,” and *Jennie,”

Our very heart-strings

a worm

in one of the segments, ‘which gives it the
nanie of glow-worm. - The worm, which is

“or people—whoe’er they might be—
When we spoke of the strangers about us,
But lately come over the sea;

With blue eyes, mild as even,
That turned as if his home were

weeks ago, you might have found

you might have observed » luminons

She had her own test, I remember,

.

most

the form of little worms. If you had stirred
the soil in the meadow yonder two or three

«She knew not the path of the stars,

But still, untorgotten, the echo

only

winged insects, aré hatched from eggs, in

No wonderful learning had Grannie,

-y

«They have been living in the ground in

“In the form of worms, mamma?”
“Yes, my dear.
The beetles, like

‘Fier hands left the Bible wide open,
To tell us the road she had trod,
With waymarks like footsteps to tell us
The path she had gone up to. God.

you

ingto remove sunblibgzblocks. from others |

“Did you ask if I eversaw a sea-fish?" -he draws it under water up it bobs again;
and he can not tow it so far buf the fisherreplied Cousin Tim, absent-mindedly.
“1 don’t ike you at all, Maidie Royal.
“ Not saw a sea-fish, but did you evgf see. men can find it again, and him in company You are area] naughty little girl, and I
a_saw-fish?” said Ella. * Of course you with it, after haying been off and securéd: won't play with you any more—so!" ; /
perhaps half-a-dézen other fish in the same
understood me well enoughThe
!
Maidie looked very much grieved, and
way.
He is dangerous game, however, and began te cry. Mr. Royal was sitting at
“ Yow ask me so many questions, no won.
der 1 sometimes get a little confused,” he sometimes pierces or upsets a boat be- his desk, writing, but at John’s emphatic
laughed Cousin Tim.
‘No, I don’t think I fore he is killed, Sword-fish are taken words he glanced up, and said to his son,
‘ever saw a say-fish. But I once saw the with harpoons both in the Mediterranean ina very grave voice:
saw of a saw-fish, and Tight sorry I was | and on the coast of New England; the
*¢ John, come here,”
fishermen of Martha's Vineyard in some
saw it!”
“1 was just going out into the Kitchen,”
seasons take large numbers of them."
¢* Come, Pm not joking, Cousin Tim!”
stammered John, coloring. “I want to

here two weeks, and not one of them have
I seen out with his lantern before.”
the form of worms, and they have
just got ready to show themselves.”

Was parted one morning forever,
On her head lying softly find low;

‘intoim there is a rope fastened to it, of
course, and to that they attach an empty

Two or Three odd Fish.

them, so

under

up

~-that-you ean-not-see-them-at-all.”

——

"Repent one day before thy death.

the tra edy. Quick! quick!
and ELthe Srion ops

Ring the bell

SEPTEMBER 6 15.

. THE MORNING STAR,
Literiry iscellang,
The Pike in Literature...
a

—

Hay

would

be

content

paint him without attaching to the

jet

(
record,

picture

_ ZALMON DAVIS djed in Hudson, Mich.,, Aug.
20th, aged 45 years, Ie was born in Barrington,
Yates Co.,N. Y., Mar. 11th, 1826; moved to
Ohio in the fall of 1835, and to Michigan in Jan.,

‘atharin

|1850; he was marriedto

man species) has produced a strange and
startling
sensation in recent literature.
Consternation, indeed, not dissimilar to

that which his fishy

namesake

occasions

by his sudden
appearance among
smaller fry of less voracious habits,
awkward, inconsiderate, and profane
son has excited in the quiet waters of

polite poetry.

the
this
perour

his style.

th

Nature as a Physician.

For a while he threatened to

Solomon says, “A merry heart doeth
pi 4 Has Ming wo o the LP a w. Hy
good like a medicine.” The inference is
great colevity he has darted through the unmistakable. The wise monarch thought
columns of our newspapers, the pages of that ‘‘a medicine” does good. Probably
our magazines, while
quiet, well-behaved Solomon supposed he had sufficient grounds
contributors have stood one side and let for such a conviction. He had a large famhim have his own wild why. And it be- ily, and as lie was not in the habit-of spargan to seem, at one time, as if’ the ordina- ing the rod, very likely he pri
in
ry,
to
}
4 decent virtues of civilized dicsocietyJ, could persuading some of the juvenile members
!

P cairesque

dialect.

Presently,

;

however,

though

:

the daintiest of gloves,

naturally | results from the administration.
that the Jewish

|

tions so often

do,

too

far.

At

any

the time seems to be fit for a more careful
and dispassionate examination of him.
We knew him first, transplanted from

his native home, aiid playing

his fantastic

Harte

him

tricks and speaking his outlandish spcech
on the shore of the Pacific. Mr. Bret
found

him

and

made

public,

else in life Should be manly

Arriving as we did from China,

of pug-noses and
once struck with
ions, and in"may
of the Japanese.
their personal
marked contrast

and bearmng.

the

land

yellow. kins. we were at
thefresh ruddy complexinstances well cut features,
Besides the

difference

in

appearance, they offer a
to the Chinese in manner

In place of the cringing, ab-

better class are

a

fine, bold

set

of

even

reconstructed character, which we can not | tic, or sinapism.—Lippineott’'s Magazine.
for in him, may “be on a larger
but hope
a |
may
fim, of manly
4 scale, Pe,
d
Being Dr
courage and
with traits
owned.
emg
grander than thdse to
generous heroism
which in our more

finished civilization

have been accustomed.

And so we begin

%

to discover why

that we can not refuse

to

example (who, more than
lows, is the typical

Jim

for

we

and which

none

of his

our

for

h

:

admiration

:

do

sf

fer not to understand Mr. Hay as assertin,
it, though we could wish that he had guarded himself more carefully against mischievIt is only the amous misapprehension.
biguity of the * moral” which niakes it
.
dangerous.

of Jim

Bludso

is an -expansion
cavities of the body, due to the first process
of chemical decomposition. If the body,
however,

is recovered

even

immediately,

it

revived action of the heart, the moment

the

from the air
to take : in oxygen
3
+
:
may be worth our while to extract and lungs begin
return. 3 So
to
begins
life
them,
into
forced
valuable
is
2 4
what
M
treasure
rir
.
08
‘then, which the Pike. | it is admitted by the psychological philosoFor the lesson.
teaches by his more
u

of

‘ horrid”

Toss

ex~

a

.

ample, that as in every saint there may be
something sinful, so in every sinner there

may be something
good, let us be duly
thankful. It can not be taught too often.
There is no duty

move obvious than duty

of

equently
not

is

always thé most sensual vice which is tae
most fatal, and that Jim, with the uhselfishness of his heroic sacrifice, might stand
where the meanness of a smug ‘hypocrisy
could get no foothold, may be true enough,

That v rtue is admirable even when it is
found in company with vice, in a, savage,
orina degenerate Anglo-Saxon, 18 worth
remembering.
And that men are punished

by the divine law for the sins which they
have and not for those which they have nof,

- for thelr vices and Tot for their virtues,—
this, too, -is a distinction which, though .obvious enough when it is: put into. words, is

morally certain its departure

at death

gradual process, which may be

and re-imprisoned in the
effort and skill.

is a

interrupted,

brain by
.

human

children

match

and

all effort, no need to feel like a guilty

genteel

perfume and lend a sweetness

to it, though

it has never been spoken.

{

better

rte

been

.

No one should write when
after eating,
al
i
of yany ummatural
influence
while in a passion; else, in

bundles I

very, hungry,
sti
nor
stimulant,
the latter case,

he will most certainly make a fool of himself. Those who write under a depression
of spirits will always write nonsense or untrue things.

Those

who write a

with which,

do

not

keep

rats

ACENTS WANTED.
GREAT FORTUNES,
AND HOW THEY WERE MADE.

when

OR, THE STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR
SELF-MADE MEN.
By.J. D. MCCABE, Jr. The
most taking, instructive and universally sought-after
book issued

hours

on

Such is not,

Straight Ahead.
gossip-

:
Keep straight in your course,
and let their backbiting die the death of
neglect. What is the use of lying awake

however,

lined with soft stuff—rags,

nights, brooding over the remark of some
false friend, that ran through your brain.

hair,

lint,

belief.

from

box,

or

saw-duast,

bottle.

.

7

.

.

xed

Persons

at’ Athens.

obituary,

cured.

none, ask

him

F. W.

to get

it for
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OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY. N.Y, (established 1852,) ala
assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and
other Bells

constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Gen-,
uine Bell ‘Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with’ Rota:

Mountings, the best ‘and most durable ever used.
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. g@~Large
Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to

JONES & CO. Troy, N. Y., or, 149 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
~
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The880 Meneely Bell Foundery. 7
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which
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all orders direct to
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wishing obit-

Star, who do

single square can well be afforded

and you

and all Buyers of

as

had studied the rat,” was the somewhat evasive reply.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

has

Clergymen,

the warmest part of #'room that the rats |THE HOWE

y

1

1f your druggist

or both, and leave it in

. Obituaries “

else,

you. All wholesale druggists have it.
SON, Proprictors, Boston,

husybe Y> | frequent, covered with an old carpet, the
tage” by some med pyre
who has more time than character ? These | yperture left open. No one must disturb
things can’t possibly injure you, unless, in- the room; the longer things are thus left
deed, you take notice of them, and in com- the better.
There will be a time when you
bating them give them character and stand- can walk in quietly, drop the sliding door,
ing. If what is said about’ you is true, get and carry off the box under your arm with
yourself right at once; if it is false, let it .every rat inside that was in the building.”
go for what it will. fetch. © If a bee stings
“ At what hour of the day or night do
you, would you go to the hive and destroy you find all the rats in?” we inquired.
it? Would not a thousand come upon you?
“ You would not ask the question if you

L

Try ft, use nothing

It is the ONLY SURE CURE for that dreadful disease, 8CIATICA. For sale by Druggists, pee. 75¢ and $1.5) per

Would you catch rats? Make a
paper.for them.
nest
Use a box having a sliding
Put rags in the
door to a small aperture.

like forked lightning?
What's the use of
getting intoa worry and fret over gossip

and de-

are clearing from $80 to
hard times. Send for cirterms.
Publisher, Boston, Mass.

Bishop Soule’s Liniment,

They

explanation

Sells fast and easily,

Invented by the late BISHOP SOULE, is creating a revolution in the cure of SCIATICA, RHEUMATISM,
NEURAL~
GIA, KIDNEY and SPINAL COMPLAINTS, SORE THROAT,
SPRAINS, &e. The cures effected by it are almost beyond

hand, but.catch

the

for years.

4 livers splendidly. Agents
$200 per month, in spite of
cular, &ec., and notice extra
¢mll
GEO. MACLEAN,

roaches from ho-

twenty-four

the

L. SARGENT.

them as required. It is generally believed,
and is perhaps true, that they use some bait
or attractive scent in trapping the vermin,

** thank ye,

Pay no attention to slanderers or

within

a few

in

he

D. S. Frostto assist at the funeral,
minutes fell asleep and is at rest.

say, ‘‘I|

order, for the exhibitions of dog-pits.

to

mies,

hined. All bells warranted,
illustrated catalogue
sent

any single

An
free

upon application to E. A. & G.
R. MENEELY,
Y
West Troy, N.Y.

Verses areinadnissible.

great deal

!

the

\

Es

H

were

wrenched

Lome, Song
1"

if they

asunder as

under the mud and

sand

were
not be
buried

out from

washed

And, what to every Christian is a

hardly

Frese.

I have said myself somewhere,

compute

dash

and

the

the sea-coast, year after year,
I do

not

know with what correctness—/(or defihitions
never are complete~that humor is wit and
love. Iam sure, at any rate, that the, best
humor is that which contains most humani-

ty, that which is flavored throughout with

tenderness and kindness. This. love does
not demand constant’ utterance or actual
expression, as a good father, in conversation with his children or wife, is not Jorpat:
ually embraging them, or making protestations ‘of his love ; as a lover in the society of
his mistress is not, at least as fav as I am

I adore you!” He shows his love by his
duct, by his fidelity, by his watchful desire

beat

we know just what he said.
’
“Loose pebbles and fragments of the rock
lie about on the top of the littie hill; wild
flowers grow in luxuriance among the
crevices, and invite the pissin to pluck

and press them, - We read
est, More
sixteen steps.—Dr. Hurst.

against

Sometimes

A

———

ls to guard the
alone in the sea, Ii o sentine
coast. The waves dash.and roan and foam

about them with terrific sound when the
1s it not, singular that
storms come On.

JOHN M. DAVIS.
ly to meet her there.
oye in Porter,
: of Wm. Chapman,died
g,rry, wife
Sister ChapDian:
70
aged
16th,
Aug,
Maine,
man experienced religion some 30 years since,
and maintained

her profession

to the

| yeoting,
A
.
tine
| but in deeds of kindness and love
and suffering.

Her house was the

to poke it.

The cheerful

man enjoyed the half hour that he

waiting for his dentist.

their best eflorts, has a larger

number,

a greater va-.

riety, and a better selection of contributions than any
Jrevious Music Book of a similar charactér has produced. We have large orders already for it. Orders
will be answered in turn, and special terms made to
Teachers and Choristers. Specimen copies sent by
mail post-paid on receipt of $1.00.
LEE
& SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.
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as

are now making a Specialty of*. Church Cushions,”
It is cheap-

We

onth of of
the length
Hue: ju fs pr SE than one hundred shurehes that
a, 8

.

to the poor
home

is proof against }

©

HALEY, MORSE & CO,

411 Washington Street, Boston,
Sole Agents for New England; for the’sale of PATENT

ripe,
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1871, aged 86 years, 7 months and 7 days.
He
was a man.of sterling worth and strigt integrity,
a true friend, and kind father. Truly it may be
said of him, a righteous man. hath fallen, hike a
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sudden, andunexpected to her friends, but she
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as'on the ‘coast of Nova Scotia, where
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being paved. The lazy man allowed his
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My mother, SARAH J. Davis, wife of Clement M. Davis, died in Durham, N, H. , January
She wh a life-long
14, 1871, aged- 73 years.
prayin o Christian mother, who alwavs taught
her children to love God, and a friendto the sick
and affleted. She was loved and respected by
all who knew her, and we feel assured that she
has gone to that- better land where it will be
eace and happiness evermore.
We hope final-

March 9th,
_ Jacon D. Foss died in Barrington,

;

The extravagant man” hired a cab to look
out or -wn omnibus, - The sanguine man
to find

|
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| One of qur most popular New England Teichers.
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"Funeral services by the writer, assisted
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expected
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Io nouns a
and re-read the | higher. She eaves

of the Acts with
power of i:17th ‘chapterthan
once we have

great masses of rock, weighing from ten to
g, are lifted by the waves, and
y up a sloping
ons
SWenty
rods inland
driven: several
in many places
steadily
and
Slowly
beach.
the sea has worn away the land, until
whole villages have at last disappeared.
The coast'ng Cape May is washed away

treasure,’

by the writ-|

Funeral sermons

surviving friends.

where

just

of the Waves.

Indeed, many pieces could
tow.
found at all. - They were probably

We ean
the waves as they

umor.

spot,

This

Areopagites.

your feet are standing, was where Paul

stood, in the midst of the most sacred as4 sociations to the pagan Greek, with the
Acropolis and its marble glories and wonderful history just at hand ; the Bema, from
Aftera summer freshet which carried which Demosthenes—had striven to reaniaway many mill-dams, bridges, and other mate the Greek soul, about as near; the
valuable property, it was a great matter of busy:Agora and the. city at his feet; statcuriosity to go down to the bank of a river, ues, temples, altars, palaces; Corinth just
. his ken; Salamis and Zgina in
been | peyond
changes ha had
and note Ye
Pentelicus.
Ps
view ;: Parnes,
furious course.
Lycabettus,
Pentelicus, Lvcab
cought by the the water in its
clear s view
| wrought
with the
Fymettus; and modest still€olonos,
| It seems almost incredible that water could || Grove
dark and
its
in
Academy
the
of
rememI
bridge,
One
| have such power.
ber, had been built with especial reference . undisturbed beauty. What a scene he. beIts stone work was of held. and what a battle he had to fight!
to such storms.
p
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.
joined | But never . was a greater’ victory gained. on
and each3 piece
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| massive
.
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}
gain it.
to
man
braver
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or
soil,
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fellow.
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° his: eleven expected
served ont soup: for
guests, when gnly three of them had actu-
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a

sadness

to

He leaves a wife and five
After selecting the place to

be buried, and the writer to preach, and Rev.

love me,” with

the writer heard it from the lips of one of
the most skilled in this vocation.
“1 never use bait or drugs.
I have
studied the animal,” Here he drew himself up in the consciousness of. superior
knowledge, and proceeded with a lofty air.
¢ No man that understands the rat needs
such things; nor are fancy rat-traps of any
account. Look ata rat's nest!
It is hid
behind a wall. It is near a chimney or a
heat-flue, so that it is kept warm. It is

numbers,

water, one of the gentlest, “host yielding of | ally
at the appointed hour for eating
arrived
8
gnbstances, should have such. a mighty
it
y
;
person “happ
to make that beloved
The
hasty
my sat down to read ¢ Parit.
|
is
which
weak
is
nothing
But
?
the judgment which is * just and perfect lightens from his eye when ‘she Shpens, power sioned
adise Lost,”and, afterward was heard to
the
in
will
his.
do
to
God
of
though he may not speak it; it “fills his commis
Alidgat er,” he will have it also.
;
| boagt that he had got through it at a sitting.
world.— Presbyterian.
e must say, however, that we ‘think the heart when she is presentor absent; influ-

prove the Pike, for, whatever else he was,
16 was no coward. Let us give him his
due,as best we may, and be sure that in

:

dared

to remove rats, mice, and

|

the inp-

nor under the

woman

the same sweet

much a obliged to ye; there is always one
gintleman in every town.” I was paid,—

made or

for time and for eternity, by

if even'a

loved him, buthe did pot

to me, took the budgets with a

Keep

husband and father, a: faithful Christian and an

honorable citizen,
children to mourn.

Many a woman's life has shriveled away
unper the weight of ¢¢ disappointed lowe,”
merely “because her shame in it was so
eat.” The false. sentiment that teaches
her to scorm
i Tiatural feeling has worn her
beauty away, robbed her of all hope in the
presence-of the future. I think it would be

hunters of
Some
tels, restaurants, ete.
small deer also furnish live rats in large

na-

DEA. JosePH F. SAMSON died in Hinesburg,

Vt., July 11,4871, pRed 77 years and 8 months,
His end ‘was that of the just. He was kind as a \

lieve that gomehow it will mingle with the
life of the one it hovers over, and shed a

would vie with others in helping her.
I am ashamed to own that 1 hesitated. T
had certainly esthetic reasons ior declining
$0 be her porter,and [ wanted to hurry home.
Before the cars stopped, my better self had
The children were helped, the
bundles were carried. All were landed safe
at the door of a quiet hotel.
:
The “woman, with a new vo ice it seemed

of. the

“good morn-

in prospect of that in

ne

and long to hide from your very self. Provi.dence gave you that great love, and I be-

that has been set afoat to your Sisafivans

Mag a man’s destiny has.
marred

to

-

[ual good health, but three hours before he'lay a

is_sorrow

her good sense, for 1 knew that years have glided, she can utter the words,
e asked again. But now I am “¢ I loved him, and he died.”
The poor womarr has some
heavy bundles and her little children to get:
Rat-catchers.
across the street.
She must be helped.
Can Ido it? The children have been on a
hy
A
long journey ; the bundles are not comely.
There are professional destroyers of. verIf it was only a pretty little woman with min who contract by the month or quarter

above.

not always observed in thought, Certainly ‘led to believe, forever Squeeaing her chand
it is not for his cowardice that we disap- or sighingin her ear, “My soul's ‘darling,
con-

|

Rev. 8. G.

Updyke, will miss the counsel and
support of
one who was always Dopefu], liberal, le in
his faith "and faithful n his attendance at the

ene who | “good night,” while he was in

upon

can be

Since there

she , woul
in trouble.

Writing

phers that the soul is won back, if it had | these large stones had been
.
gone, in the act of restoration ; or else Jt is many feet by the current

judging charitably if we are to fudge at all ;

no duty more
there is also
‘out
That
or disobeyed.
neglected

nd He wlio -Sthool

allars, and the young® pastor,

and
| ing” where the night of earths. darkness
for; but if 1t goes irrevocably forth, despite
Com.
thing, afilictions will all be past.

by I praiskd

manners, and a language musical and sof
as Italian, the laughter-loving nymphs of
the Rising Sun have many and powerful
een in Japan
charms. No one who has
will deny their claim to beauty.— Harper's
Magazine.
oi

20 | night.

ud i

relax )

though respiration and the circulation are
quiescent, it is possible to re-establish the
movement of the blood bysartificial inflation
+ A lie ithwhich isight
all a lie may be, met and fought of the lungs, vigilantly continued on h
iccessiu
lway
i
TDThe trial
jlo.
successful,
is not always
| while.
;
with outright,
But a he hots is part a truth is a harder matter | ut so encouraging that the prospect. deith the
mands the utmost perseveratice.
;
¢“ moral”

———te—

of its

' 4 | with ths heart, and keep it until it is asked

It Paid.

But we are past the last stopping place, 1
can jump from the train as soon as it stops
and reach home in advance of the ’hps.
Somehow I don’t like to patronize the ’bus.
Just now the ‘agent has been trying to persuade an Irish woman with two children to
ride to an up-town -hotei, and thus get her
fare two ways besides landing her ata hotel
no better for her purpose, and more expen«ive than the “depot house,” from which she
She
could take the trainin the morning.
had refused, and when the agent had gone

meretricious deceptions of civilization can
improve upon; with pretty
captivatin

:

:

rola

of

tension’ of the musclgs-

not

|. efforts of resuscitation are made, vital heat
disavow the. name of * Universalist” have,
We pre- diminishes gradually, and the next change
for the most part, ceased to hold.
of compressed gases In

And out of the

post, and for'many years a successfu

He held the position” of Superintend-

"You have but a few minutes from the
late at night will lose their health or die
Miss DEBORAH CONNER died in Lower Gilprematurely.
The best time- for wilting Parthenon through the gate of entrance manton, N. H., July 19, aged 81 years and 11 THE VERY BEST CHURCH MUSIC BOOK
months.
Sister Conner found the Saviour at the
down to Mars’ Hill. Nobody has ever vénJUST READY,
regard to the action of the heart, that -or- with freshness, vigor, and logical truthfu
ness is in the morning, when the brain has tured to question the identity of the spot. early age of 14, and ever after maintained a
gan probably acts, but feebly, a consideraChristian
character.
After
a
warfare
of
67
years
The Sacred Crown:
ble time after the function of respiration is been recuperated and renovated ‘by the It was the place of open-air trial for great she died in the triumph of faith.
:
A COLLECTION OF
suspended. By muscular force arterial natura) stimulus of healthful sleep, before offenses, and"Mars, as the legend runs, was
ELIZABETH, wife of Mr, Hiram Maxfield, died New Hymns, Tunes, Anthems, Sentences Motets & Chants,
blood is driven outwardly to the head fast- its force has been expended or divided on the first one tried here for the murder of Aug.
21, aged 29 years and 10 months,
For five
For Public and Private Worship,
No man ought Halirrhothius. The sixteen stone steps, long years
er than the veins bring it back, and conse- the common affairs. pflifg.
Sister Maxfield had been afflicted Together with a Complete and Practical System of
quently the mind is plunged;, as it were, to write over four hours in twenty-four, and well worn, it is true, but easily distinguish- with that fatal disease, consumption, and had Elementary Instruction, written expressly for this
into profound sleep ; for the loss of con- not over one hour at asitting ; even oftener able—I have counted them three or four been able to attend meeting but little. About work; a large collection of four-part Songs, Glees
Choruses for Singing Schools and Musical Consciousness results from a sudden ‘apoplexy it would be better to walk a few minutes, times-—lead to the top. Abové them there two gears ‘ago she gave evidence of a new and
in Christ, and'was carried to the water and ventions
induced by an extra accumulation of blood indoor or out, to restthe brain; but always is a bench of stone, excavated from the life
By B. F. HODGES,
t
She has ever
aptism.
followed her Loxd in
in the delicate texture of the brain. When write when the mind takes hold of the sub- living rock, and forming three sides of a since been a faithful Christian. May the Lord The well-known Author and Conductor; Associate
quadrangle.
lfére sat the : great fad
Council of sanctify these bereavements to the good of the | Editor of the very successful work, “Jubilant Voices.”
the pulsations of the heart stop, then the ject, when the spirit is on you,be it day or vob
:
.

fel-

and even our hope. For the doctrine that
one virtue can compensate for the absence
of another—that bigamy can be condoned
by bravery, or infidelity to one's wife be
atoned for by fidelity to one’s business—we
have only horror and disgust.
If that'is the
doctrine of the last stanza of Jim Bludso
(as perhaps the popular reader may easily
enough have imagined), then it is simply mischievous and odious. That a deplorable
sinner can leap to heavenly perfectness- by
_ some act of splendid heroism in exiremis
is a doctrine which even those who

teacher.

to one's self in it, it is best to struggle | OUD Jemezibers these & Ys Jast Words, Sud

and stopped at all the flag stations.

that

that

:

I was oni my way home, tired aud unsoThe train seemed exceeding slow,
cial.

men.

believe

in its own gracefulness the model

ture has adopted,

or immediately

Some extraordinary mental phenomena
occur in drowning.
As soon as respiration
is stopped by the drawing of water into the
lungs, consciousness is - immediately sus,
pended. From all that can be gathered in

it is

Bludso,

any

Pike),

we

~

paper ever

who heard his
You have only bestowed a'gift: more price- spectively 16 and 13, His widow,
his seemingly us-

Toe

if the most dutiful son, possessed of the
greatest filial piety, were to see his father
dying, he could not repress a laugh if the
old gentleman were to do so in at all a comical way. The Japanese ladies are almost
as fair-skinned as their sisters of the West.
Small but neatly— nay, sometimes faultlessly—shaped ; their flowing robes" displaying

as a

without the aid of the official emetic, cathar-

the

ever at his

Never be ashamed of ever having loved

danger to be met and averted—the barbar- ladies and children of her court! But Solo- fluence which a single sentiment La made
ism of the adventurers who start as the mon, after carefully considering the facts, on his mind, by its forming his character
would probably hfive drawn fhe inference, for life, making it terribly true that mopioneers of civilization and religion.
For the Pike
(as we understand him) from the great variety of mediéal treatment nents sometimes fix the coloring of our
Hence those
was not always a Pike. He used to speak around him, either that everything which whole subsequent existence.
a smoother freech and. to speak it with claims to be amedicine, no matter how - un- who write for the public should do so under It is wisdom to say little respecting the inapplied, is just as «effectual as the a deep sense of responsihility, and endeavor Joris you have received. We are generalpurer lips.
His coarseness and profaneness skillfully
are the detritus of a morality which once had carefully-preseribed doses of the court phy- .to do it in that healthful and equable state
y losers in the end if we stop to refute all
strength, of a religion which once had sa- sicians, or that all medicines are alike in- of mind and body which favors a clear, un- | the back-bitings and gossipings we may
and logical expression of ideas.
effective and do but litle good. And the exaggerated
credness.
Strength
and even sacredness
hear by the way.
They are annoying, it
new thought might
gradually have dawned If men wrote nothing for print until after is true, but not dangerous so long as we
there are left to him still, discoverable amid
forty,
the
world
would
be
happier
and
betthe rubbish of words and the lawlessness of upon his mind that Nature or somé inherent
do not stop to expostulate and scold. Our,
conduct which are most obvious. In the agency would just as certainly, if not as ter, for age and a more extensive and ac- characters are formed and sustained by
curate
olfservation
cause
many
a
change
of
disintegration of character which he has speedily, have cured the infant Rehoboam,
ourselves, and by our own actions and pursentiment in later life, - ¢
Perhaps

his family

io a the titne of) jis eat

attrl- | Jess than any jewel

nob e

LLL

TE

Like knights of old, they are ever ready to
avenge a ,wrong, or even to provoke a
quarrel ; and with their terrible two-handed
swords would be any thing but contemptible antagonists in hand-to-hand fighting.
| Their manners are polished in the extreme.
| As a rule they are exceedingly good-natur| ed, and have a keen sense of the ridiculous
—rather too much so;

the

ation.—T"he Methodist.

ject demeanor of the latter, they carry
themselves as becomes men, fearlessly and
uprightly, look you straight in the face, aud
considet themselves inferior to none.
e

pire westward, in the hard work of subdu- | present various minute bottles .of .infinitesiing the wilderness and laying the founda- mal pilules, with glowing descriptions of
tion of new States, barbarism is the first their charming effect upon herself and the

suffered, all is not lost.

Star has been

Love.

butes which elevate man above inferior cre- | did not thank you.

and

The Japanese at Home.

charac- | nounced his family physician a humbug and

teristic discourses, that in the march of Em- | urged his dismissal, while she offered

true;

he loses his dignity by laughing or weeping
out of place, or too often.— Thackeray.

and is responsible for his introduction
into polite society, “Whether all the ** dia- syrup, blisters, and fo
The boy
lecticians” of ir. Harte’s' volume are surviving the treatment,
tie father then, as
Pikes we will not affirm, but some of them parents do now, would
fSrever afterward
certainly are. Dow of * Dow's Flat” con- triumphantly point to the whte-headed urfesses it, not without a certain pride in the chin as a living monument, to prove both
avowal. And Mr. William
Nye dnd ‘the the skillof the family physician and the
veracious James would seem to have been value of hive-syrup and ipecac. . Doubtless,
Dow's neighbors of a more or less unworthy under some inspiration of this kied, Solosort,
mon assumed that there could be no quesUndoubtedly
the Pike is a fact. And tion that medicine does good.
°
if ** the proper study of mankind is man,”
We make no
pretension to any greater
this peculiar species is certainly worth our wisdom than Solomon on general subjects,
careful scrutiny. - We acknowledge, there- but we do think that if he were living at
fore, our obligationto the genius of the two the present day he would very carefully rewriters we- have named, for the fidelity | consider the proverb we have quoted. He
with which they have depicted him: He is undoubtedly had a family physician who
admirably, even fearfully real. Tilmen Joy was a regular practitioner, oe frowned
and Jim Bludso are men whom Mr. Hay upon all patent medicines, who had never
has seen with his own eyés, and heard wit
learned the value of infinitesimals, and whe
his own ears, and become familiar with, so treated his patients in the original heroic
that he can record with artistic minuteness style. Solomon probably believed that the
and scientific coolness their amazing and medicines prescribed by his physician were
grotesque oaths, their shocking and scandal- orthodox, and that all others were heathenHow it would have
ous behavior, as he certainly could not if he ish and abominable.
had only heard and seen him once or twice. puzzled the wise man to have found, as we
It'is easy
to see that he must have stood do at the present day, that met only the
of praetice is |
ful, but
spectator of the fight at Gilgal, although regular system
he claims no more than to have heard the that many othérsystems entively at variance
with it appear ‘to be é
go! How
various versions of the story out of which
his coherent narrative is constructed. The it would have astonished the king to learn
*¢ Mystery,” even to an eye-witness, may that his wisest and wealthiest senators and
“well have been a mystery still. If the prophets were using, with immense satisaction and apparent success, Indian vegePike had to be depicted,—and we admit
that he had to be,—it is well that it could table pills, and the water-cure, snd the
be done with an accuracy so complete and movement-cure, and the extract of buchu,
even =o painful, He stands on record now in ailments of every character and variety!
the most eloquent and effective illustration How his temper would have been rufiled df
of the fact, pointed out so many years ago the queen of Sheba on “her visit had pro-

by Dr. Bushnell in one of his most

and

1n a

lacking

but’

One

own:

having | the tears from his eyes or your

zephyr, had been aroused in the small
hours to find that the chilly northern blasts
from the.hills about Jerusalem were driving
in at the open casement, and that the infant
Rehoboam, from his trundle-bed, long before, the matutinal hour, was vigorously
crowing with spasmodic croup. No doubt
then, as would be the case at the present
day, the door-bell of the family physician
was energetically rung, and the future hope
of Israel was duly plied with. ipecae, hive-

rate;

CH
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optic

dancing-master

of a

Bio boipitied he 2 Poss Sesiune bl human

of shape,

page,

tires’of a

One

tear, the
suspects the genuineness of theought
the night after some sultry sum- || naturalness
Wa bs vi the Aappear- | retiredday,for with
sien vd ce
to be
of the humor; these
every window of the royal
‘been received, be- | mer
had
ike”
ance of the
gan to make itself felt, in the form of palace widely open. to catch the faintest true and mgnly in a man and everything
criticism and protest. And it is. possible
that the reaction may have gone, as reac-

mar-

Morning

gince that time. On his return from Prairie City
11l., where he sgent about a yedr, he eonnected
himself temporarily with the. regular Baptist
church, and worked with them until
the organi20, ©
zation of the new ¥. B, church in June,
He was glways a lover of Sunday schools, being

of ideas which provokes” the. one, or the who dig, and plough, and plant, as though any one. Ifperchance you have hated, then
other must be occasional. They must be ‘they were inferior creatures, made of blush for it, but not for love. . It~ does not prayer-meeting. The suddenness, of his deparlike papa’s embraces, which I spoke of anon, coarser material than himself, isnot a BUR matter at all whether the person on whom ture gives a keenness to He blow, felt by the
(0 your affections fixed themselves reciprocat- whole community, The
ter has 4et to hear
who only deligers them now and again, in the best and truest sense of the term,
any one say he was not a good man, and in him.
and can not He expected to. go on kissing is as much an abnormal development of ed the sentiment. Where there is no shame every g
every measure of reform,
as one who should grow up in hu- in loving, in itself, the fact of having
given found a friend.work,His advocacy
the
t children all night, * And go the writer's nature
of temperance was
man
form
with
the
face
of
a
monkey,
and
love
without
reward
can
bring
none
with
it.
retwo sons
especially earnest, . He I
x
jokes and
sentiment, his1 ebullitions
of feel- :
:
Ranker
nel
ty
Lif
f

It is not | of a sentimentalist who is always pumping

king,

most

Paris, and who looks down
ported from
with unspeakable contempt on the men

salute his

That collision

good | which every sentence sparkles with points,

he observed

andthe

velous of hats ; who moves about-in societ

{vith the air

of jos

upon: to

by a laugh or a tear.

for their-health; and very | be too frequent.

he then. thought

likely

ne wonder “and improbable

om

enough, a reaction

A

and

thought necessary

In|

savage

this

of

genius

even

:

olny

be diss

not becalled

| you may

it,

is always

swallow certain unpalatable doses which he | ing, his outbreaks of high spirits, must not

Jyh ‘the

§ tang flo chatice 18 | SUpAHID.

You recognize

FIG

“lia a

els

y

i

yore. as |

become the tyrant o our Siren.

wehen conversion took place, | He joined the Free .
Baptists soon after the orginization of their first
church at Hudson, some
fifteen: years agd, The

The creature who spends hours in and putting a cork-serew, pen and ink, “arftl
himself up in the latest style, re- a bill-stampin his pocket, The gluttonous
indeed he scarcely feels at ease Himself. beating fohdly and truly, though the wife is getting
gardless
of expense; who, sgrveys himself man, by bribery, went beforehand to ‘the
not
sitting
hand
in
hand
with
him,
or
‘the
Above all things, let him not mount the pulminutely in his mirror, to be sure that each
pit, lest we be compelled to denounce - him children hugging his knees. And so with a particular hair isin place,and that the neck- supper-room; and devoured the liver-wings
as an impostor, and (what he would regard loving humor. 1 think it is the genial writ- tie, on whichhe has lavished so much care, of al} the fowls displayed there. The reckas even worse)a bore I—J. G. Holland in er's habit of being ; it is the gentle spirit’s is proprly adjusted; who wears the nicest- less man was bold enough to take his wife
down Regent Street, and tell her that he
way of looking out on, the world—that
Serituer.” i
;
v
sweet friendliness which fills his heart and fitting coat, and the tightest of boots, and ‘had a ten-pound tote about him.— Punch.
| sons,Ho doubty but the heart

to our drawing-rooms and libraries,—where

-~

.

legend,—to

to

and
| This kind of love is not a spasm. but a | | advertisements of broadcloth and fine | caotfous mar nover went a mile away from | in Feb. 15%. He was alwaysTol oun nell.
fecl easier
should
him,We
interpret
to
not
|
«mew
not
do
we
which
(by
Fike”
hon
Jue area re STOWH In ot ) oon oad that about him, and less reluctant to admit him | life. It fondles and caresses at due sea- linen in hupan form; but these are not || ome without taking his umbrella with him, | ed, somuch so that it, becomes difficult to tell

iy

any explanatory

parents, brothers and sisters in Me., to mourn
eir loss. Funeral services by the writer.

The hopeful man twice gave a cab-driver
ences Sal
all his. words and action ; suffuses his
True
Manliness.
whole being ; it sets the father cheerily to |
ak Tae
: anline SUE
| a sovereign fora shilling, and twice cherished the delusion that it would be returned
work through the long day, supports him
True manliness is not to be found in ex- to him. The man of fortitude was suffithrough the tedious labor of the weary . ab-.
earance, Useful as tailors are to ciently brave to open his front door himsence or journey,and sends him happy home
, they can not furnish society'with self; when he saw the tax-gatherer, the
again, yearning towards thé wife and chil-men.
They) may make dandies, fops, walk- ‘man, and rate-collector knock at it.
The
ren.
y
!
pe

Pike appears to the least advantage as a
preacher. Gown and bauds do not become him. And his views of practical morality are not well proportioned. If only,
in future, Mr,

TasT

16w35

IFLES,

all who knew.

two little ch;
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| ous as the bite of a rattlesnake.

Jefferson, N. H., was visited a few nights
by frost sharp enough to kill potato vines.

™

brought under cultivation.
One farmer, the past
year harvested one thousand acres, with an aver~Fage-yietd-of forty bushelsto—the wore. This sec- |

hehe ‘ stingaree” is a California flat-fish, the
eobia of the sea, and Its sting is almost as-peison-|-—

st

MISCELLANEOUS.

Rural any Domestic.

Paragraphs:

azo

At last

Hiram Powers

— | tion, while mnch of it, is tod far North for grow-

has

written “to, Now

| Orleans that his marble statue of Franklin,

Seven vessels with yellow fever on board are | |
detained at quarantine in New York.
A private dispatch from Charleston, 8. Cl, says |
that but nine deaths have occurred from yellow |
fever in that city for the past mouth, and that

tracted for over thirty years

ago,

con-

is ready

for

shipment,

Richmond, Va., was filled with birds of various
kinds for several hours, recently, which battered
their heads against lamps and windows, as if
striving -to seek shelter from some apprehended
harm.

there is no interruption of freight from the north
of that city to the south and south-west.
It is estimated that the damage to the rollingstock of the Eastern road by the Revere accident amounts, to $65,000.
Suits for personal
damages against the company to a large :amount
have already been filed.

Seven volumes of
“ber’s Ereyclopsedia
over 1,600,000 ems
nearly 10,000 hours

the revised edition of Chamare completed, upon which
of type have been set, and
of finishers’ work hive been

How Dreams

are

Caused.

ing corn;

will

evidently

become

the

Odessa of

Amoricfid the production of ‘wheat.

:

In order to prove that almost any ' dresim can,
with tolerable certainty, be excited by special
classes of stimulants, M. Mauray caused a series

Es.

. Feeding at'Milking Time.
'

—

asleep, which afforded very*satisfactory results.

with it the skin of

the

his lips,

same

readiness.

as

when

rot

writer

pastures

First experiment.—He. caused himself to be haviorof children with bon bons. Discontinue
tickled with a feather on the lips, and on the in- the practice for a short time and the cows will
sidé of the nostrils. He dreamed ‘that he was become restless and intractable,” Besides, its
subjected to a horrible punishment. A mask of practice will be likely to interfere with the
pitch was applied «to his face, and then torn milking—the cow not giving down her milk with
roughly off, taking
nose and face,

A

in

the

Manchester

[N. H.

Mirror

gives the following on this subject :
The question is ofted asked by those who have
covered

more

or

less

with

bushes,

‘“How can we kill them? Many think it hard,
if not impogsible, to kill bushes by cutting them,
tood at especially the white birch and some other vari-eties. But jt can be done. (ut your bushes the

It is a bad policy to feed cows moist
milktg time, It is'like purchasing . the good be-

of experiments to be performed on himself when

The

{ utting Bushes.

odcupied

longest dayy in June, . and'they will'not trouble

You will kill them. ‘I have cleared
a numberof acres during past years by cutting at
that time, and I have killed them. On the land
were white birch, alder, pine, hazel, ete. IfIdo
not want to cut tore than two or three days in a

in

cramming down the food before her. They do year, I select the middle longest days, as there
are a number of, days the same length in June.
Second experiment.~A pair of tweezers was not seem to do two things perfectly at the sameThere are other seasons of the year, probably,
time,
The
pil
before
their
eyes
receives
attening strenuous exertions to secure him the repubthe revision will amount to’ $20,000 or upward. held at a little distance from his ‘ear and struck
J. P. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, are the pub- with a pair of scissors. He dreamed that he tion to the detriment of ‘the pail whichis out of ‘when they can be killed, but I have succeeded
lican nomination for governor. of New Jersey.
lishers.
heard the ringing of bells, This was-soon con- sight. A cow having once been in the habit of in‘getting rid of quite a large quantity of bushes,
The convention meets Sept. 7. According to law
regime of Brother farmers, just try it.
of the state,Gov. Randolph can not be rénomina- 4
Itis said the monotony of army life at our verted into the tocsin, and this suggested the being thus fed, if put upon a new
feeding will very frequently make her displeas
ted,
2,8
western posts drives many nien to desertion, and, days of June, 1848,
>
Third experiment.—A bottle of eau de cologne. ure manifest so frequently and forcibly as to
numbers of them join the Indians. Sixty went off
The returns from thirty-five counties in West
bring
upon
herself
the
character
and
treatment
A
Useful
Table.
was
held
to
his
mose.
He
dreathed
that
he
was
Virginia give 1264 majority in favor of the call for from Fort Hays in one lot recently, and only
of an ugly cow. All of these difficulties and ani
in
a
perfumer’s
shop.
This
excited
visions
of
the
|
eight
have
'
been
recaptured.
EveryIndian
4 constitutional convention,”
The
remaining
noyances may be avoided by feeding slops and
Kilpatrick” friends

consumed.

are” mak-

The

cost thus

far

exceeds $15,000,

and the publishers estimate that the total cost of

| tribe, it is said, hassome of these deserters domDispatches have been received at the State De- | iciled, and they are, strange to say, foremost in
| the savage cruelties committed in the raids of
partment,
W ashington, from ‘Capt.
Hall, the
| their respective bands,
Arctic explorer,
The “Polaris”
arrived safely
A subterranean channel into some
neighboron the coast of Greenland, and is reported as

counties will not materially alter the results,

having proved herself, thus far, adthirably adapt-

ing sheet of water

ed to the

Spoon Lake, Towa.
Hitherto there has just been
fish enough to satisfy sportsmen; now they have
suddenly overstocked the water, and new and
strange varieties have appeared, which fight and
kill the original and rightful tenants.

purposes

in which

she is engaged.

Capt. Hall will await the ‘arrival of the “Congress, with supplies, when he will proceed to the
northward.
The Secretary of the Treasury has issued a notice of the redemption of the five-twenty bonds, |

It is said that the sheriff of New

York makes |

at Bangor,

thatmore

per sons have been killed gn the rear car, in this |
trains

meet-

|
|

ing with accidents.

|

Extensive arrangements dre ii progress for |
|
the ceremonies upon the opening of the Euro“ean and North American Railway on the 18th
|
of October.
President Grant will positively be
present, and also General Sherman and staff and
prominent gentlemen from Ohio, Pennsylvania
and other States.
The governor-general of New
|
Brunswick and other prominent Canadian officials will also take part in the exercises.
A full
representation of the press is also expected, and
everything at the opening of this road, connect
ing the extreme eastern and western shores of
the continent,
will be ciirried out on.a scale
worthy of the magnitude of the occasion.
FOREIGN .

|

Omnibuses run in Bethlehem, Judéa.
Captain Eyre, who ran down the Oneida,
4is
dead.
|
" There were 828 deaths in Paris the past week.
|
Six were from Cholera.
|
The first disturbanses have occurred between ||
‘the people and the German troops at Strasbourg,
in which several persons were severely wounded.
;
The Vienna Free Press, an official newspaper, »,|
states that a league of peace has been formed be-

tween Germany, Austria and Gtaly,

against any

power henceforth disturbing the peace of Europe, and that of Russia will probably join soon.

|

The British consul at Zanzibar has written to
London that Dr. Livingston is safe and slowly
‘making his way homeward.
Count

Gelopi$

has

been

appointed
by

King

ceived no real injury.

to

warlike preparations in Azua.

Russia is said to be

making

.

vast preparations

for wer, understanding that a league for maintaining peace means forcible opposition against

any power that can be provoked to disturb the’
peace.

T=

Cholera has made its

appearance at Hamburg.

Several cases are reported. Sixteen deaths from
_ the disease have occurred at Altona during the
past week. Cholera coritinues its ravages at Kon-\
igsberg. There were one hundred new
cases
and twenty-nine deaths on the 27th, vand eighty

A A

cerns

. new cases and fifty deaths on the 28th,
The second day’s programme of the Halifax
regatta, which consisted of the great four-oared
race and which was postponed from Wednesday
on account of the inclemency of the weather, was
rowed Thursday: in the presence of a large con-

a

¢ourse of people, and vas in all respects the
most exciting and closest contested boat-race
that has ever taken plhce.
The Tyne crew won
in 45 minutes and 45 seconds, the Pryor crew

being second in 45 minutes

and 53 seconds,

The

“Renforth and American crews crossed the line
together,

. *

A second meeting of the emperors of Germany
and Austria has been arranged to take place at
Salzburg this month.
It is proposed that.these

two

nations shall

assume a joint. attitude, and

live to

of the King an indemnity

of
pre-

Journal speaking of the

rec overed,

celebrate

years hence.
with children,

his

and

expects

céntennial,

fourteen

He walks ten miles daily, plays
listens to the reading of Dumas’

novelg, eats prodigiously, writes vigorously, ind
without spectacles; and, take him all in all, is a
very remarkable man—ifor a Frenchman.

The*San Domingo refolutionists have formed
a provisional government. Baez continues his

The Scotch are delighted by
.|

covery of the burial-place

Queen of their
Alexander

III.,

the believed

of

Alexander

Mary

de

disCouci,

II., and mother of

at Newbattle

Abbey,

long

in

ruins. She died more than five centuries ago,and
their satisfaction is ih proportion to the vanished
years.
“
;
\
The . Stereoscopic Company has presented to
| Mrs. Rousby a gipsy ring, set with five large
stones of exquisite water, as recompense for her

loss

Pf time in sitting for them to take

traits, as she -appeared in “Axe

“ Joan of Are.”

her .por-

and Crown” and

Neurly 80,000 of these portraits,

it is said, have been sold.
In driving a London underground railroad
tunnel, we are told that in one part of thq
line
the cuttings were made through a mass skulls
and bones, sixteen feet in the ground.
In another place a forgotten secret passage, twenty feet
wide, was discovered, supposing to date from the
fourteenth century.

of

the

books

printed

from

wooden

blocks

Italy has agreed to the same policy.

The Austrian ambassador to France, Prince
Metternich, has been authorized to declare that

neeted with the claim of Holland to the invention
of printing; was in the finest possible condition.

Italy declined to participate in the conference at

The cuts are uncolored, and not pasted together
‘as they generally are. It was bought for £525 by

The Anna, from London to Copenhagen, has
, been wrecked and all on board lost,
5
The communists on trial at the court martial in
Versailles have been sentenced. Fevre and Lul-

Mr. Quaritch.

as

con-

3

prisonment and a fine of five hundred ‘ffancs are

variously imposed upon twelve others,
ik,
The C
in Spain have been ordered to re.’
portto their leaders on the 8th instant, and to be

rock, and moor, the schooling of children,
teaching of gentleness to brute creatures,

M. Thiers has written a letter = Garey asking
him-td withdraw bis resignation. The decree
passed on the 81st of August prolonging Thiers’s
powers provides for a vice-ptesident of the coun-

properly serve.

10 dosupy the chair in case of the
In consequence of the changes

Abicnge
made of Tilers.
constitution, the members of the min-

It is to

accumulate, and its proceeds are to be applied to
the enrichmentof the earth, the redemption of
cultivation of the finer graces

tm,

|

thing of it is to come back to the giver.

ready for a rising against King Amadeus two

days later.

the

sensation

which

we

system

—

Five yards wide by 968 yards long, contains 1
acre.
Ten yards wide by 484 yards long, contains 1
acre,

’

which immediately

insects, pyriform tubers
axils of every leaf-stalk,

sent forth sprouts from the

eyes, while the true*tubers under ground apparently ceased to grow altogether, the size not
being greater than a pin’s head.
The earlier varieties of potatoes are now ripe
or ripening, but unless wanted for sale or use,
they are better in the ground than out, except
they y lie uncovered or s6 near the surface as to be
influenced by the action of light and air. Either
of these are detrimental to the flavor of the potato, and they oftentimes become absolutely poisonous, if long exposed.

call

together two

sound.

stones,

we

set

in vibration

rapidity

that

one-hundred

break on the tympanum

and

every

Seventy

yards

twenty-eight

hasa fixed pitch, called in music
the waves come faster than
hifiher, and if less rapidly

er.

C natural.

If

this, the ptich is
the pitch is low-

What you are all familiar with

as the pitch

of a musical note depends, then, on the rapidity
with which the waves of sound strike the ear,
and may evidently be measured by the number
of “waves breaking on the tympanum in a sec-

ond.” '

;

Science demonstrates that the difference foe
tween colors is of precisely the same Kind as the
difference between tones. Red, yellow, green,
blue, violet, &c., are names we give to sensations caused by waves of either breaking at in-

tervals gn the

retina, and

color corresponds to

pitch, and at every step as the whole
colors spreads out hefore us the analogy

scale of
of light

to sound becomes stilt more evident. And thus
wonderful are the forces the atmosphere holds
and the varieties of. arrangement

it displays;it

modifies and diffuses heat, while it holds and dis-

such other

purposes

as

a

of social

paradise

roof from the

destructive

As

man

action

guards

his

of lightning—

dashing “to the earth, crashing, rending, and
burning on its way—by erecting the lightning
rod,

whose

bristling points

quietly

drain

clouds, or, failing
to do this, receive the
made

a harmless

to

the, earth, so

conductor

in every

the

charge
God

has

pointed

leaf, every blade of grass. It is said that a common blade of
grass, pointed with natures ex-

quisite workmanship, is three times as effectual
as the finest
cambric needle, and a single twig is
far more efficient than the metalic points of the
best constructed rod. What, then, must be the
agency of a single forest in disarming the forces

life, and

flakes to be conductors, bridges for the lightning

fund may

in the clouds, alike, it seems, ;proclaiming the
mercy and majesty of the Almighty hand |—
Eclectic Review.

The Milo statueof Venus, * which was buried
during the siege of Paris, has been dug up nd :

It was deposited in

cellars of the Prefecture of Police, in a
he
case, out of the reach of bomb-shells. This beautiful work has traversed the Prussian investment

their portfolios at and the reign of the Commune without - the
slightest joey.

electrical machine.

the of the storms of their terrors—while the same
the - Almighty hand has made rain-drops’ and snow-

3

‘replaced in the Louvre,

great”

The progress of Minnesota in

the

production

of wheat is among the agriculturgl
marvels of the
age. It isestimajed that the
lug
wheat of
that State the present year
e fully fifteen
million bushels, while but little
of tee great grain
phiéan embraced within its limits has yet heel

”

*And

more

than

10,000

seeds—and

weeds but will produce a thousand fold, and
they do not require to be ripe to reproduce their
kind. Destroy them, if possible, before they
blossom. You can not raise figs on thistles,
neither may you
expect good crops
among
weeds. * Every one destroyed before séeding this
year, saves the trouble of destroying thousands
another. Kill the weeds.
\

pe

er

operates

We invite the

aMention of Planters and Dealers

large and complete

to our

stock of

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees.
Grape Vines and Small Fruit.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Plants.
New and Rare Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
_ Bulbous Flower Roots.
" Descriptive and Illustrated priced Catal
(es sent prepod on receipt of stamps, as follows :~No, — Fruits, 10¢,
0, 2—=Orpamental Trees “10c. No.Jj3—Green-house, 10¢,
No. 4~Wholesale, Fig. . No. 5, Bulbs, FREE. dress
ELLWANGER
8 BA

Established 1840

HEST

1w36

ala

The cropping or grinding of grain to be fed to
stock operates as a saving of at least 26 per
cent.

Destroying Stumps.
|p

READ

making a large hole in the ground :

:

We have heard of two methods of getting rid
of stumps, which, as they appear feasible and in-

In the first case the acid becomes the de-

structive agent within a few months; in the latter, when the stump becomes saturated with the

off it is fired, and will then burn out to the last |
particle, like a candle.
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Factory,ex.¥ihb. 9 @.. 11 'Mercers...... 1 00 @ 1 50
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CORN.

POULTRY.

[Live g Turkeys
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yo « 30
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Dress. Turkey. .
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SEEDS.

‘ FLOUR.
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Over. .....

6 00

:
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Ohio & West.5 65 @ 5 90 (Prime Cakes.. 13] @..
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6 00 @ 7 00 |Barrels ........ 12 @..
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:
WOOL
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bar 2 @ 8 50 [Fax per bu. 1 30 § :i Bg
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Company.

New

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
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MANUFACTURERS

York....

Vermont.....

T.Kegs

25 @..

TALLOW.

30

|New York—

8 @.. 13

1h,

LARD.
...... 12 @:.. 12}

Unwashed..
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+»“ 38 @..56
3 8. A
.. 85 @.

MAPLE SUGAR.
Sheep Pelts’ "i 00 @ 1 8
New-A
th. ... co 25 @-. 26 |oeeerirarsanaenesion Bee ov

OF

GOLD AND STOCK MARKET.

Plain and Galvanized ‘Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves ;
Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu- lax, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

‘

Ava. 80, 1871,

AMERICAN GOLD: ¢ceasossssenrssnrinnannaissslll
U. B. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 «ccosssaiatneeeas 118
dB
Be 8 ALE
Ey or 1865, sennisennienend
8.

TEN-FORTI

TLE

EY

AAR

uv. 8. COUPONS SIXES, 1861. - Sr annsasisniasns

For Print Works ; Lap Welded
\

Boller Tubes; Quinn's
Patent Expansion Ferules

;

for Repairing Boller Tubes; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY

¥

i

.

". Pomtdle Steam Engines,
*
Shafting, Turhing Lathes, .
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

every desoription, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
‘Machinery, (both circular and upright) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Gas Works.
i

te

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by
the author, has been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance,

It

should

pt

ind

ran
0.
|Prime.......
9
50
StateFirk primez2 @.. 30 |Hams, salted 14 00 eis 00
West ordinary 17 @.. 20 ‘Hams smok’d 16 00 @17 00
CHEESE.
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cc... ..

Country

Western.......

‘Machine

v
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to 18c.

GreenWinter 2 00 @ 4 3
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ountry

APPLES.

Dried......i.

BEEF.

ha

Xork.

1871.

1 00 to £125, each ; Country lots,.

YORK
AK

Ex Medium..2.00

TAYLOR.

PERKINS,

vi

30,

Wholesale Prices { for the week ending,
.
.
AUG. 30, 1871.

T.E. PERKINS
AND

REV.

Avg.

First quality

Marrow. ..... 2 25 @ 2 87- White........ 42847

OF SALVATION.
BY

MARKET.

$9, 59 to 10,00.

90c to $1,385
CALF SKINS—16¢

;

SONNE,

£ ATTLE

to $9.37; Second eality $ 8.25 to 8,75; Third quality's6. 20 io AL BY
wy on total weight of hide, far
row, and
dresse
WORKING OXEN—810 50 to $11 per pair, or according 0 their
thel) Valse as
38 Beet Hendy Steers, hid to $125.
1LCH Cows—$00
extra good,
to0 $000
with or without calves as may be agreed;
and ordinary, $00 to $00.
: Spy
op] & toAi
two year old, #00 to
00;
three years ol
:
FAT HOGS—b to be
SHOTES--Wholesa e, bie to
Retail 6c to 8c.
Jivns-Brighton Bede Bot 4 Country Jase: 7c to Tie

_

expensive, we hope some reader will try | and re-

port upon: Bore with a two-inch auger to the
heart of the stump; fill the cavity thus made
with sulphuric acid, or with crude, oil of “petro- |

1 B $i i

ale.. . 51 @.. 55

15) pe:

COTTON,

n

THIS.

WELL
PAY
AGENTS
A SALA.
RY of $30 per week and expenses,or allow

y

The Baltimore Leader suggests the “following
method for getting rid of the. stumps, without

1644. .

ii
I JiLatain
pp 8 eg
omit
3-8:
Low Middling. 19 6.30 | Ground, pure -11 &.- nj
“

x. N.

commission, to sell our new and wonderful in-

"Always provide an equivalent for the substance
carried off by the land to the products grown

i

0 ennsvansanns

BE,

AGENTS!
WE

nently productive of an increased production.

leum.

St. Domingo... 18 @.. 15

:

thereon.

0.

“12081925
ng.
.. @.."..

Java # t..... 22 @.. 25 Crue Spe

.

the’

Deep plowing greatly improves the productive
powers of every variety of soil that is: not wet.
Subsoiling sound land that is not: wet is emi-

Olive, ¥ gal

BEEF
— Extra

and Ornamental,
FOR AUTUMN OF 1871.

Eighth Street, New

to impoverish

Ole.

Anthracite. COFFEE

TREES.

soil, whileit decreases in production.
Punctuality in engagements js as necessary to
the agriculturist as it is to a merchant.

:

Pictou...

BRIGHTON

should be moved when in bloom,
plowing

40

|

All permanent improvements of land look to | lime for their basis.
Periodical pplication of ashes tends to keep
up the integrity of the soil.
All grain crops shouldbe hary ested before
perfectly ripe.
To manure or lithe wet land is to throw manure, lime and labor awdy.
Clover as well as grasses <intended for hay
Shallow

a.

Porto Rico..... «2 85.@.. o

S.box shooks 3 00 @ 4 00 |

Schools.

——

52 @.. Sed ;

do. Worchvadodd

Canal....... 11 ks

Do. A di

Sones
OF ‘SALVATION.
The Popular Book of To-day.
For all our Sunday-

Facts in Agriculture.

.

a

are

ui Cuba, Clayed:.

COAL.

Do. on ar.. 3 %

Fruit

they

"MOLASSES.

Hous: esantii li

Laths,

————

pretty sure to grow. The seed of the cominon
dock will produce 13.000 seeds. The toad flax
leaves 45,000 heirs, to inherit its estate. Burdock is prolific to the amount of 21,000 fold, and,
like poor relations, they are always hanging to
one’s skirts. The common stinging nettle gives
100,000, and over, for one. There are very few

:

«, PRODUG
tains 1 acre.
Rye Flour....4 383.00 Apples, dried Bb FedAM,o.
Corn Meal....3
a8 Py, «0. sliced, +. .
One hundred and twenty feet wide by 108 feet
FRU IT.
“do.new Bb bbl 3 50 ¢ 6 %
long, contains 1 acre.
Alinonds—
Butter, 4D.
Fa
29:
Four hundred and forty feet wide by 99 feet
Soft Shell...
13 @.. 25 Bene anh
long, contains 1 acre.
odin AA 0
40 lSmall and ex. 3 wasn
“One. hundred and ten feet wide by 360 feet
+
ha
Arro
58
ig Av 4
Cranberries,
but 00 @ 3.00
long, contains 1 acre.
"a
8
,
Sixty feet wide by 726 feet long, contains 1d’ Figs comm)

thus,

Some pains-taking genius has been
at the
trouble of counting the increase in weeds. It tigures up considerably more than the Scripture
count, Here it is:
A healthy
pig-weed, if not disturbed, will

CANDLES,

wide by 69 1-2 yards long, con-

Clear the Room of Musquitoes.

‘Thousands for One... **

ripen

second, the note

vibration.

|

Forty yards wide by 121 yards long, contains
1 acre,
Eighty yards wide by 60 1-2 yards long, contains 1 acre.
.

—_"

|,

‘the}

string of a piano-forte or the reed of an orginpipe, we excite a system of waves, all of equal
size, and. succeeding one another with perfect
regularity, and these breaking on the ear produce by their regular beats what we call a musical note.
If the waves follow one another with such

uunisonant

’.

Twenty yards wide by 242 yards long, contains - 84 Lous, uD ; 3 3 , * Extra Clear.. 16 50 @17 00
choice extra 7 50 @ 8 50
Clear...... 15 » ale '
1 acre.
!

no matter how complicated the motion of the external air may be, these microscopic §
gs can
analyze it and reveal the constituents of which it
is composed ; at least such are the present "views
of those authorities who best understand the apparatus which transmits sonorous vibrations to
the auditory nerve.— London Paper.

Two stones thus struck together give rise to
waves of unequal size, following one another at
irregular intervals; and such waves produce an
unpleasant sensation on our auditory nerves
which we call noise.
But if instead of striking

and bear it harmless

Mr. John Ruskin, having made a ‘ pot of
money” out of a real estate transaction, has put

aside one thousand pounds sterling as a fund for
It is, he says, a
lier are to suffer death; and imprisonment at opening an, English paradise.
hard labor, deportation and confinement in a for- frank and simple gift to the’ British people; no-

tress, simple deportation, and #ix months’ ime

produce

in the ajr ‘a similar

"An expensive book was lately sold in England. penses the mysterious and astonishing agencies
The finest copy known of the Speculum Humana
of electricity, just as the electrical machine is
Salvationis had been disposed of in the library of ‘constantly rubbing together glass ‘and silk; just
the late-Mr, J. B. Inglis.
It wasthe first edition, as we rub a stick of sealing wax or 4 glass-tube
the whole of the text prinfed from wooden
with a warm silk handkerchief, so thé air is alblocks, with movable types, and the wood-block
ways rubbing over the face of the earth with
cuts are at the top of each page.
This specimen greater or less rapidity. ‘Nature seems to be a
which have excited so much controversy

Gastein,

ing entirely girdled by
were produced at the

of that fibre into

aerial waves spread, in ever-widening spheres,
through the atmosphere, and that it is these
waves breaking on the tympanum of our ears,
like the waves of water on a sand-beach, which

M. Guizot has quite

some unknown
to King George
Though
much
monument re-

on the nape of the neck.
He
blister was applied.
And this
lection of a physician that had
infancy.
Sixth experiment.—A piece of red hot iron
was held close e nough to him'to gommumicate a
slight sensation of heat. Hg dreamed that robbers had got into the house, and were forcing the |
inmates, by putting their feet to the fire, to re-|
veal where their money was,
This idea of the
robbers suggested that of Mme. d’ Abrautes, who,
he supposed, had taken him for her secretary,
and in whose memoirs he had read some
C= I
counts of bandits.
i

The orthography of the Flemish language has
lately been modified by a royal
deeree, and a

. The British Medical

i

was

struck together

so-called *‘ explosive bullets,” says that their
alleged explosion was due to the shattering of
the ball against edges of the bone, and not to any
explosive quality in themselves.

Advices from Algeria state that all the Yabra
villages have been destroyed, and the rebels are
attacking the tribes which remain faithiul to ‘the

Fifth experiment. ~He

—

. Many farmers suppose that as soon as the
vines begin
to
die
the potatoes
should be
‘dug at once.
This is not good policy.
As the
vines die, the sap therein contained still assists in
slightly pinched | feeding the potato, and the roots continue to indreamed that a | crease in weight until the tops are entirely (ead.
brought the recol- That the sap descends for the nourishment of the
treated him in his juber, js evidenced from the fact that a vine be-

sonable cost.

vents his selling his stock of dictionaries.

An amnesty for political offences in Spain will
be issued immediately.

Digging Potatoes.

which were forgotten.
Fourth experiment.—A burning lucifer match
was held close to his nostrils.
He dreamed that
he was at sea (the wind was blowingin through
the windows) and tRat the .magazine in the vessel blew.ap.

Chemistry of the Air.

90,000 francs, on the ground that the decree

upon the Alabama claims..

An attempt was made lately by
parties to explode the monument
IV.
at Kingstown,
Ireland,
blackened by gunpowder
the

preacher in New
of the meetings of

other moist food at the proper time.

adventures occurred to him there, the details of

A cargo of ten elephants, fresh from their native jungles in’ Ceylon, recently landed in New
acre,
.
.
York. During the long passage of about four
One hundred and twenty feet wide by 363 feet
months they got along well, after the first sealong, contains 1 acre.
sickness was over.
They
used 26,000 gallons
Seventh experiment.—~The word parafagaraTwo hundred and forty feet wide by* 181 1-2
of water on the passage, and ate up 125 bales of mus was pronounced in his ear. He understood
feet long, dntains 1 acre.
hay, averaging 275 pounds per day, which food nothing, and awoke with the recollection of a
amar
was in addition to two bushels of gram and
pad- very vague dream.
The word maman was next
RHE a
SE
dy, the last rolledin the form of little balls or used many times.
He dreamed of different subcakes, and fed to them from the hands of their jects, but heard a sound like th® humming of
——
Singhalese
keepers.
The
largest
elephant bees. Several days after, the experiment was
Professor Tyndall, concluded one of his recent |:
A writer in a South Carolina paper says: “1
weighed 2,000 pounds.
,
repeated with the words Azor, Castor, Leonore.
{lectures by giving a minute description of the
have tried the following to clear a room of mosThe perpetual candle, introduced and invented On awakening, he recollected that he had heard human ear. He explained how the external oriby Cassius M..Clayy late minister to Russia, is the last two words, and had attributed them to fice of the ear is closed at the bhottom-by a circu- quitoes, and it works like a charm. Take of gumeamphor a piece about one-third the size of an
gradually coming into favor where gas is not one of the persons who had conversed with him | lar tympanic
membrane,
behind which
is a
egg, and evaporate it by placing it in a tin vessel,
obtainable.
The candle consists of a small brass in his sleep.
cavity known as the ‘drum’; the drum is sepaEighth experiment.—A drop-et water was al- rated from the brain by two orifices, the one and holding it over a lamp or a candle, taking
tube, within which is placed a close-fitting wick
He dreamed that round and the other oval. These orifices are care that it does not ignite. The smoke will
soaked with kerosene.
The tube is screwed into lowed to fall on his forehead.
soon fill the room and expel the mosquitoes.”
a candlestick, and fits inside another tube, made: ‘he was in Italy; that he was very warm, and closed by fine membranes.
Across , the cavity of
of white china, the whole taking the look of an that he was drinking the wine of Orvieto.
the drum stretches a series of four ljttle bones,
ordinary candlestick.
By heating the top of the
Ninth experiment.—~A light, surrounded by a one of which acts as a hammer and another as an
brass tube the kerosene-soaked wisk
piece of red paper, was repeatedly placed before anvil. Behind the bony
partition, which is
his eyes.
He dreamed of a tempest and lightpierced by the two orifices already mentioned, is
ning, which suggested the remembrance
of a
small apertures in the end of the t
the extraordinary organ called the labyrinth,
storm he had encountered in the English Chanlight for five hours is,
filled with water; this organ is between the parnel in going from Merlaix to Havre.
tition and the brain, and over its lining mensimple and economical, and would seen
These observations are very instructive, inas- braneethe terminal fibres of the auditory nerve
ate many of the dangers and objections to the much as the show conclusively that one very are distributed. There is an apparatus inside
importaant class of our greams is due to our bod- the labyrinth admirably adapted to respondto
use of kerosene.
Berne, the capital of Switzerland, according to ily sensations.— Once a Week.
these vibrations of the water which correspond
A BURNING "SUN, where Bilious affections
| to the rates of vibration of certain ¢ bristles,’ of andUNDER
the census recently, taken, has 83,750 inhabitFevers of varicus descriptions so generally prevail,
| which the
said apparatus
consists,
ants.
Finally,
Tarrant's Effervescent
Seltzer Aperient
|| there is in the labyrinth a wonderful
Has been successful beyond all
parallel. Hence the phyorgan, disThe Neapolitan coral fishers this year have
sicians of the tropies give it thelr emphatic sanction, precovered by the Marchese Corti, which is, to all
scribing it in preferenee te every other aperient in use.
been very successful, but there is no chance of
A Divine Arranger must have spread out the appearance,
a musical
instrument;
with
its The patients of course, gladly acquiesce, for this Frepa,
the prices being lowered, so increasing is the
ration is one of the most delightful, as wella. mild and
filmy curtain of the sky like that thin film of chords so stretched as to accept vibrations of dif- cooling
catharties chemistry has yet devised®’and posdemand for this article.
Good pink coral is now
water, the blue soap-bubble, which, like the -at- ferent periods, and transmit them to nerve fila- Sesses every medicinal virtue of the far-famed German
worth about fifty times its weight in gold.
Seltzer Spa. It is a
powder that only
uires the addimosphere, reflects and decomposes the -light re- ments which traverse the organ.
tion of water to produce in an, instant a delicious, efferWithin the
vescent
beverage,
as
well
as
an
invaluable
ufedicine.
The University of Tubingen numbers six hun- flected on its surface.
As with light, so also the ears of men,and without their knowledge or conASK FOR and ACCEPT NONE but the GENUINE.
dred and forty-seven matriculated students during atmosphere is the conductor of! sound.
Prof.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
1m
trivance, this lute of three thousand strings has
the present summer term.
The widow of the Cooke says:
existed for ages, accepting the music of the outer
German poet Ludwig Uhland lately presented
Every one who has dropped a stone into the
world and tendering it fit for reception by the
his library to this university.
water of a still lake has noticed” the , system of
brain. Each musical tremor which fails upon
The Suez Canal is apparently about to yield to waves which, with ifs ever-increasing circles,
this organ selects from its tenfioned fibres the
the roving sands of the Desert, as they fill in spreads *in every direction from the stone; but
one appropriate to its own pitch, and throws
faster than they can be excavated within rea- alt—may not know that when two stones are

printer demands

Victor Emanuelas arbiirator on the part of Italy

French government.

the

To aid farmers in arriving at accuracy in estimating the amount of land in different fields under-cultivation, the following table is given:

The Human Ear.

Central |

Noyes of the Maine

country, than in any other place on

into

ever ’spected to be—dan yer deserve to be,
Did yer tink when Massa Linkum guv ye yer
freedom, he was gwine to buy tickets in the
Louisiana State lottery for you beside #’

street jail.

testified before the inquest

itself

department
| the dissatisfied darkeys last week: * What are
=
| you grumbling about? Yer all better-off “dan ye

|
|
The mails and cars and
passengers
from | |
Charleston are refused admittanee into Savan- |
nah, in consequence of the fear of an epidemic of |
yellow fever.
The mails from Charleston wili |
|
be sent by the way of Augusta.
|
William C. A. Ryan, the Cuban general, was |
arrested in New York, Friday morning, charged |
with passing a worthless check for: $150 on Oli- |
veg
Di Taylor, w broker,
He wiis committed for |
examination.
|

Superintendent

forced

A white-haired old negro
| Orleans thus addressed one

which will be paid at the Treasury
on or before December T.
$60,000 out of the Ludlow

has

East; and he dreamed that he was in Cologne, in
the shop of Jean Marie Farina, Many surprising

>

General Judson

Markets.

BOSTON WHOLESALE, PRICES, +
For the week ending, Ava. 80, 1871,

be in

every Baptist family.. Let every pas-

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised dnd useful book:
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. ; in paper
overs, 15 cts. Postage extra jon the
ormer, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents
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